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To Our Readers

Regime Change in Both
Koreas is Ultimate
Solution to N. Korean
Nuclear Issues
South Korean President Moon Jae-in has
made a lot of efforts for North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un’s visit to Seoul. President Moon went further to say that the
entire South Korean nation would welcome the North Korean leader in Seoul.
Although the visit is unlikely to occur within this year, conflicts between
South Koreans for and against the visit are showing no signs of easing. Conservative groups are staging a rally every weekend to oppose the visit while
pro-North Korean groups are waving Korean unification flags for another
inter-Korean summit in Seoul within this year.
North Korea’s denuclearization has shown no progress since the US-North
Korea summit in June, for which the South Korean President played a middleman role. Under the circumstances, he went around the world for easing of
sanctions on the North. However, most countries responded with “Complete,
Verifiable, Irreversible Dismantlement” of North Korea’s nuclear weapons,
and foreign news outlets dubbed him as a spokesperson for the North. Washington must have been uncomfortable with the situation, losing its trust in
Seoul.
In the meantime, the ROK-US military alliance is cracking. Their joint
military drills have been postponed or canceled. The inter-Korean military
agreement in September resulted in strong opposition from the United States
due to the lack of prior discussions.
Amid the security disarray, ordinary South Koreans’ economic conditions
are deteriorating. Nonetheless, President Moon is refusing to face the reality,
saying that policy implementation is problematic whereas economic policies
and indices are good, and that the government’s minimum wage policy does
much more good than harm. Such out-of-body recognitions by the President
are driving the nation to a dismal future, too.
An even more serious problem is that the union of media workers under
the Korean Confederation of Trade Unions, a leftist group that contributed
to the establishment of the Moon Jae-in administration, has taken control
of media including major television stations and papers since Moon’s taking office. During the period of past 18 months, the media have excited the
people as if inter-Korean unification is around the corner while concealing the
deterioration of national security and economic conditions, contributing to the
Moon Jae-in government’s ochlocracy and populist dictatorship.
The Moon Jae-in government is busy following North Korea’s disguised
peace propaganda, either because the North is successfully deceiving the
South Korean government or in order to deceive Washington and the people
of South Korea with fake peace in cooperation with the North. If the latter is
the case, the South Korean President as well as the North Korean leader have
to be forced to face the challenge of
regime change to solve ultimately
the North Korea’s denuclearization
issue.
Park Jung-hwan,
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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Unprecedented Crisis of Parts Suppliers

Car Parts Producers Collapse
One after Another
By Jung Min-hee

The Korean automobile ecosystem as a whole is undergoing an unprecedented crisis as Korea's
finished car producers are suffering from a deepening slump in business performance.

C

oncerns about the industry are growing as the domestic automobile industry is vertically integrated. In this system, the crisis of
finished car companies spreads to their partners and parts suppliers, weakening the competitiveness of the industry as a whole.
The five Korean finished car producers are suffering poor business results
this year. Hyundai Motor recorded 288.9 billion won (US$253 million) in
operating profits in the third quarter, a whopping 76 percent plunge from the
same period last year. Its operating margin was a mere 1.2 percent, down 3.8
percentage points from the same period last year. Its operating profit stood
just at about one tenth of its biggest quarterly earnings of 2.537 trillion won
(US$2.22 billion) posted in the second quarter of 2012.
Kia Motors reported 171.3 billion won (US$150.06 million) in operating
profits. Its operating margin was 0.8 percent, even lower than that of Hyundai
Motor. Although Kia turned around from a deficit in the same period last year,
its profitability has in fact deteriorated. The profit in the third quarter of this
year was thanks largely to the low-base effect. It incurred losses a year ago
due to a change in calculating ordinary wages.
SsangYong Motor Co. suffered a 22 billion won (US$19.8 million) operating loss in the third quarter of this year, which is bigger than last year's deficit.
The company fared well in the domestic market, but its exports were sluggish.
Ssangyong sold 102,246 cars in the first nine months of this year, down 4.1
percent from the same period last year.
GM Korea, which has started to normalize its business since May this
year, is still struggling to get out of the doldrums. Its cumulative sales from
January to September of this year were 341,349 units, down 15.1 percent
from a year ago. The company suffered a sharp drop in domestic sales, which
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totaled 66,322 units, down 35.3 percent.
Renault Samsung also had a tough time this
year, with its accumulated sales in the first nine
months of this year totaling 171,895 units, down
16.1 percent from the same period last year. It suffered negative growth in both domestic demand
(-17.1%) and exports (-15.5%). Furthermore, it
has yet to reach an agreement on wages and collective bargaining.
The poor performance of finished carmakers
directly affects the automobile industry's ecosystem. The less cars sell and the less profitable they
become, the less parts they should procure from
partner companies, which in turn will lead to a
decline in parts sales, a decline in plant utilization,
a decline in employment, and a decline in quality.
The parts industry has already been experiencing the shock. According to the Korea Automobile
Manufacturers Association, 42 of the 89 first-tier
car parts producers whose stocks are listed recorded an operating loss in the first quarter, while 28
recorded a net loss.
Sales of the 89 companies fell 8.6 percent
from the same period last year, with their operating ratio tallied at 0.9 percent, 2.8 percentage
points lower from the 3.7 percent of the first quarter of last year. The total amount of loans extended
to the automobile industry stands at 28 trillion
won (US$25 billion). Of it, about 10 percent is
believed to be nonperforming.
In June of this year, Hyundai Motor's firsttier partner company, Leehan Corp. applied for
workout, and Dynamec, Gummoon Industry, and
E-Won Solutech entered the corporate rehabilitation process (court receivership) one after another.
In the end, the parts industry asked the government for financial support worth about three
trillion won (US$2.7 billion), and the government announced a plan to provide one trillion won
(US$900 million) in payment guarantees to parts
makers.
Professor Kim Ki-chan of Catholic University
said at a recent conference hosted by the Korean
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Society of Automobile Industry, "The Korean automobile industry has never
been in such a crisis during the past 30 years. We should not rule out the possibility of the industry’s ecosystem breaking down."
Under the circumstances, on December 13, the Hyundai Motor Group,
owner of South Korea’s two largest automakers Hyundai Motor and Kia
Motors, announced its mutual cooperation project worth 1.67 trillion won
(US$1.49 billion) over the next five years to support small and mid-sized auto
parts suppliers which suffer from financial difficulties. The group will provide
smaller firms with investment costs injected into component production in
advance to help them resolve pressing financial problems and offer practical
help to strengthen their competitiveness such as technology development and
smart factory establishment.
In particular, the group has decided to provide up to 44 billion won
(US$39.11 million) to its suppliers expanding investment in facility for
hydrogen cars in line with the increase of the Nexo hydrogen fuel cell SUV
next year. In fact, Hyundai Motor Executive Vice Chairman Chung Eui-sun
pledged to increase the production of the group’s hydrogen powered cars to
500,000 and make a 7.6 trillion won (US$6.76 billion) investment by 2030.

Threatening Hyundai’s Parts Supply Chain

Due to Hyundai Motor’s slump in China, Korean auto parts manufacturers are opting for Chinese
carmakers.

Under the circumstances, an increasing number of South Korean auto
parts manufacturers are working with Chinese automakers. Industry analysts
point out this would improve the quality of Chinese cars, posing a threat to
South Korean carmakers such as the Hyundai Motor Group.
It is because of Hyundai’s slump that the auto parts manufacturers are opting for Chinese carmakers. Hyundai’s sales volume in China is showing no
signs of improvement even after China’s THAAD retaliation. Specifically, the
group sold 70,019 cars in China in October this year, showing a negative yearon-year growth. This year, the group sold 630,000 cars in the Chinese market,
up 11% from a year earlier. This year’s goal, 900,000, is unlikely to be met
though.
Analysts say Hyundai’s slump will continue for years due to structural
reasons. They note that South Korean cars’ merits, that is, a high quality at an
affordable price, are being diluted with Chinese automakers supplying cheaper
yet quality products. Besides, German and Japanese carmakers’ luxury sedans,
hybrid models and brand values are hard to surpass.

Not a few South Korean auto parts suppliers
have entered the Chinese market together with
the Hyundai Motor Group. Nowadays, their deficits are snowballing with Hyundai going through
the slump in China and their factories in South
Korea going through difficulties as well. According to the Korea Institute for Industrial Economics
and Trade, more than 30% of medium-sized South
Korean auto parts suppliers were in the red in the
first half of this year. This is why an increasing
number of them are searching for new partners.
This can lead to dire circumstances for Hyundai. At present, it is a couple of years ahead of
Chinese carmakers in terms of engine technology,
transmission technology, and other key parts. This
gap can be narrowed at any time if the ongoing
trend continues.
Hyundai’s bargaining power in China can be
weakened, too. The group is currently running its
manufacturing facilities in China via local joint
ventures. The more Chinese companies become
self-sufficient in supplying and procuring auto
parts, the more vulnerable Hyundai will become to
their demands for supply source replacement and
lower supply prices. Last year, BAIC, which is
running a joint venture with Hyundai Motor Co.,
urged Hyundai to replace South Korean firms supplying auto parts to Beijing Hyundai with Chinese
firms for the purpose of cost reduction. Hyundai
refused to do so, and then auto parts supply and
vehicle production had to be stopped for a while.
Recently BAIC, however, Basic told a Korean
parts producer DAS to produce its DTP-03 seat
rail which have been produced in Korea, in Wendeng, Weihai, where the South Korean car seat
producer's manufacturing facilities are located.
BAIC claimed that the local production will lead
to logistics cost reduction and tariff reduction,
adding that it will hold hands with another company if DAS refuses to comply.
DAS set up its plant in Wendeng 10 years ago.
Before 2008, DAS used to produce its auto parts
in South Korea, send them to its factory in China,
and assemble them for supply to local automakers.
It produces DTP-03 seat rail in its plants in Korea.
Experts point out that BAIC’s strong demand
is not simply for cost reduction According to
them, the demand is to weaken Hyundai’s supply chain by expanding its own auto parts supply network. BAIC made similar demands last
year as well. Hyundai refused to comply, and then
production had to be stopped for a while. DAS is
already considering selling its shares in its Chinese subsidiary.
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Lessening Burden on Korean Exports

S. Korea Likely to Benefit
from Trade War Truce between
U.S. and China
By Jung Suk-yee

U

.S. President Donald Trump and Chinese President Xi
Jinping agreed on Dec. 1 to temporarily stop their trade
war for 90 days.
Earlier, the U.S. president said that tariffs on Chinese products worth US$200 billion in total would be raised from 10%
to 25% from Jan. 1, 2019. China, which imposed retaliatory
tariffs on U.S. products worth US$110 billion, was planning to
respond without delay.
The upcoming truce between the two superpowers is likely
to alleviate concerns over international trade contraction. Also,
it can be a boon for the South Korean economy, which revolves
around exports.
Previously, the Hyundai Research Institute predicted that
25% U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods worth US$50 billion, which
is equivalent to 10% of the United States’ total imports from

The United States and China agreed to temporarily stop their trade war for 90 days
on Dec. 1.

China, would result in a 10% decrease in the United States’ total
imports from China and a decrease of US$28.26 billion in South
Korea’s exports to China. This amount is equivalent to 19.9%
and 4.9% of South Korea’s exports to China and its total exports
for last year, respectively.
At present, the trade war is affecting South Korea’s electrical equipment, IT and petrochemical exports to China in particular. South Korea posted a year-on-year export growth of 4.5%
in November this year whereas the rate had been 22.7% in the
previous month.

FTA among 3 Northeast Asian Countries

Korea-China-Japan FTA Talks
to Resume in 8 Months
By Jung Suk-yee

O

fficial FTA talks among Korea, China and Japan will
resume in eight months.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) of
Korea announced on Dec. 5 that it will hold the 14th official
Korea-China-Japan FTA talks in Beijing on Dec. 6 and 7.
In the upcoming talks that follow the 13th round of negotiations held in Seoul in March, the three countries will check
progress in key issues, including the opening of goods and services markets and areas reserved for domestic investment, and
discuss ways for cooperation to accelerate negotiations among
them.
In addition, they will assess progress in the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations made
at the RCEP Summit last month. They are all participating in
the RCE). The three countries are expected to reaffirm that the
Korea-China-Japan FTA will pursue a higher level of trade liberalization than the RCEP.
The RCEP aims to conclude an ASEAN-led trade system
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The 14th round of the Korea-China-Japan FTA talks will be held in Beijing on Dec.
6 and 7.

with the participation of 16 countries -- the 10 ASEAN countries, three Northeast Asian countries, Australia, New Zealand
and India. However, the Korea-China-Japan FTA has made little
progress for the past five years since the first round of negotiations in March 2013.
“The three countries each have different sensitive due to
their different industrial structures,” a MOTIE official said.
"China is sensitive to Japanese manufacturing and Japan is sensitive to China's agricultural products and Korea is sensitive to
Chinese agricultural products and Japanese manufacturing. So
it's not easy to find a breakthrough.”

national

No Improvement in Real Economic Conditions

S. Korea’s GNI Per Capita Expected
to Exceed $30,000 This Year
by Jung Suk-yee

South Korea’s GNI per capita is expected to top US$30,000 this year after having broken the US$20,000 mark 12
years ago.summit in Paris, France on Oct. 15.

S

outh Korea’s GNI per capita
is expected to top US$30,000
this year after having broken
the US$20,000 mark 12 years ago, the
Bank of Korea said on Dec. 9.
S o u t h K o r e a ’s G N I p e r c a p i t a
reached US$29,745 last year. The
value for the first three quarters of this
year is estimated at US$23,433. If this
pace continues, it is estimated to reach
US$31,243 at the end of this year.
South Korea broke the US$20,000
mark in 2006 with US$20,795. According to the World Bank, the country
ranked 31st in the world last year. When
it comes to countries with a population of
at least 20 million, South Korea ranked
ninth behind the United States, Japan,
Britain, France, Germany, Canada, Australia and Italy.
Despite the rosy outlook, few ordinary people are actually feeling it with
real economic conditions showing no
signs of improvement. According to the

central bank of South Korea, this year’s
domestic economic growth is likely to
stand at 2.7%, which is the lowest since
2012. Low growth is likely to continue
for years.
The contribution of consumption and
investment to economic growth was negative 1.3 percentage points in the third
quarter of this year, the lowest since the
third quarter of 2011. This was offset by
exports. Specifically, the contribution
of exports to economic growth was 1.7
percentage points during the same period. This trend accelerated this year. The
contribution of consumption and investment had been 1.2 percentage points in
the first quarter, but fell to negative 0.7
percentage points and negative 1.3 percentage points in the following quarters.
Besides, the prices of houses are skyrocketing and self-employed persons are
facing more and more difficulties after
the implementation of the 52-hour work
week. The income divide is continuing

to widen between those working for large
and smaller corporations and between
high and low income earners. In the second quarter of this year, large corporations’ operating profit-to-sales ratio rose
0.4 percentage points year on year to
7.8% whereas smaller firms’ fell from
7.4% to 7.3%.
In the third quarter, the bottom 20%
households’ average monthly income
fell 7.0% from a year earlier after an 8%
decline in the first quarter and a 7.6%
decline in the second quarter. The average monthly income of those constituting
the second-lowest income group continued to fall for three quarters in a row, too.
Meanwhile, the top 20% households’ average monthly income showed
the highest growth in the five groups in
each quarter of this year, rising 8.8% in
the third alone. During the period, the
income of the top 20% was 552% of
that of the bottom 20%, the highest since
records began.
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Seven of Korea’s major 13 export items, including displays, automobiles, home appliances and computers, showed a decline in exports.

Semiconductor Export Growth Slowing down

S. Korea’s Monthly Exports Top US$50
Bil. for Seventh Consecutive Month
By Jung Suk-yee

S

outh Korea’s exports topped
US$50 billion in November
for the seventh consecutive
month. This year’s total exports are highly likely to exceed US$600 billion for the
first time ever.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry &
Energy announced on Dec. 1 that exports
totaled US$51.92 billion last month, up
4.5% from a year earlier. Korea’s cumulative exports from January to November
this year rose 6.2% to US$557.2 billion.
The nation’s imports increased 11.4%
to US$46.78 billion last month. As a
result, Korea’s trade surplus in November fell 33.2% year on year to US$5.14
billion.
Among the country’s 13 major
export items, ship exports recorded the
highest increase rate with 158.4%, fol-
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lowed by petroleum products (23.5%),
semiconductors (11.6%), petrochemicals
(3.8%), steel (2.7%) and general machinery (0.8%). Especially, semiconductor
exports, which account for 20% of South
Korea’s total exports, reached US$10.68
billion last month.
Although emiconductor exports
topped US$10 billion for seven months
in a row, the rate of increase hit this
year’s low. For reference, the rate was
39% in June and 22.1% in October. The
Korea Institute for Industrial Economics
and Trade recently forecast that semiconductor export growth would be limited to
9.3% next year whereas it was 34% from
Jan. 1 to Nov. 20 this year.
The other seven items showed a
decline in exports. For example, wireless communications equipment fell

42.2%, followed by consumer electronics (16.8%), computers (10.8%), displays
(10%), automobiles (2%), textile (0.8%)
and auto parts (0.5%). Automobile
exports fell due to sluggish exports to
the Middle East and European environmental regulations. Displays, consumer
electronics and wireless communications
equipment fell due to severe competition
and an increase in overseas production.
By des tination, exports to th e
ASEAN region rose 13%, the United
States 7.9%, the EU 23.7%, Japan 9.4%,
Vietnam 2.6%, India 11.8%, and the CIS
region 46.2%. The monthly exports to
the ASEAN region hit an all-time high
of US$9.41 billion, led by semiconductor, petroleum product and display. Those
to Indonesia and Russia also increased
7.2% and 18.7%, respectively.

Except Just for Shipbuilding Industry

KERI Predicts China Will
Outstrip S. Korea in 3 Years in
Most Major Industries
By Jung Suk-yee

The shipbuilding industry is the only one among South Korea's major industries that is likely to maintain a global competitive edge three years later.

K

orea is predicted to lose competitiveness in seven of
its eight major export industries within three years,
with the only exception being shipbuilding.
The Korea Economic Research Institute disclosed on Nov.
25 the outcome of its recent survey on Korean industrialists.
According to the survey, South Korea currently has a competitive edge in four of the eight industries -- wireless communications equipment, display, oil products and shipbuilding.
Korea's biggest rival in these industries is China, whose
competitiveness level is 90% of Korea's.
In the remaining four industries -- semiconductors, steel,
automobiles and petrochemical products -- Korea already lags
behind industry leaders in competitiveness.
The frontrunners are the United States in the semiconductor
industry whose competitiveness is 130% of Korea's, Japan in
steel (110%) and automobiles (130%) and Saudi Arabia in petrochemicals (110%).

Korean industrialists forecast that among the eight industries, Korea would be able to maintain a competitive edge in
shipbuilding alone three years later.
China is predicted to reach Korea's competitiveness level in
oil products and steel in three years, while overtaking Korea in
display and wireless communication equipment.
Korean industrialists forecast that South Korea would face
a dire situation as a result of China's rapid development in key
industrial sectors.
“Korea would be able overcome a financial crisis without
significant difficulties if its industries are strong and competitive. But Korea's major industries are losing their competitive
edge, making the country vulnerable to a crisis,” the institute
said. “The South Korean government would be well advised to
speed up deregulation, slow down a rapid increase in minimum
wage, and refrain from strenthening regulations that hinder corporate investment.”
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0.3% of Companies Take up 48% of Earnings

S. Korean Economy Becomes More
Dependent on Large Businesses
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he South Korean economy has
become more dependent on
large businesses. Data released
by Statistics Korea show that large businesses, which accounted for less than 1
percent of corporate Korea in terms of the
number of companies, took up half of the
total corporate profits in 2017.
According to a report released by the
statistical office on Dec. 6, large businesses accounted for 48 percent of the
total corporate profits last year. Their
proportion in corporate Korea in terms
of the number of companies remained
unchanged at 0.3 percent.
On the other hand, small and midsized companies accounted for 99.1
percent of the total in terms of number,

but took up only 37.9 percent of the
total sales. Strong medium companies
accounted for 0.6 percent of the total but
took up 14.1 percent of the total sales.
The amount of operating profit per
worker also showed a huge gap among
the companies, with large businesses
averaging 90 million won (US$80,501),
strong medium businesses 30 million won (US$26,834) and small and
mid–sized businesses 10 million won
(US$8,945).
The operating profit of large businesses which belong to business groups
(conglomerates) subject to mutual equity
investment restrictions came to 118.63
trillion won (US$106.11 billion), up 54.8
percent from 2016, and that of the other

large businesses grew by 8.2 percent to
58.71 trillion won (US$52.51 billion).
All these large businesses saw their
operating profits increase 46.41 trillion
won (US$41.52 billion), or 35.5 percent,
in one year. In contrast, smaller businesses showed a 3.2 percent decrease
in operating profit to 19.48 trillion won
(US$17.42 billion). The operating profit
of smaller businesses grew by 24 percent
to 20.12 trillion won (US$18 billion) in
2016 but it fell in one year.
The operating profit of mid-sized
businesses stood at 53.49 trillion won
(US$47.85 billion), up 13.2 percent,
while that of strong medium businesses
increased 9.1 percent to 40.32 trillion
won (US$36.07 billion).

Large businesses, which account for 0.3 percent of corporate Korea in terms of the number of companies, took up 48 percent of the total corporate proficts in 2017.
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Korea Ranks 5th in Terms of R&D Investment Size

S. Korea's R&D Spending
to GDP Ratio Highest in the World
By Yoon Young-sil

S

outh Korea has reclaimed
the number one spot in terms
of the ratio of research and
development (R&D) spending to gross
domestic product (GDP). South Korea’s
ratio was 4.55 percent last year, higher
than Israel’s 4.25 percent.
The total amount of Korea’s R&D
investment reached 78.8 trillion won
(US$69.73 billion) last year, up more
than 13.5 percent from a year earlier and
the fifth largest in the world.
The Ministry of Science and ICT
released on Nov. 27 the results of its survey on R&D activities carried out in the
government, public and private sectors in
South Korea last year.
The survey was conducted on 59,603
domestic companies from April to September based on the OECD standards for
international comparison of material and
human resource injected into R&D. Out
of the 59,603 firms, 50,619 responded to
the survey, showing a collection rate of
84.9 percent, and those not responded the
survey were so small that they wouldn’t
actually affect the results, according to
the government.
Korea’s total R&D investment
recorded 78.8 trillion won (US$69.73
billion) last year, up 9.38 trillion won
(US$8.3 billion) from a year ago. South
Korea ranked fifth among OECD member countries after the United States,
China, Japan and Germany.
The R&D investment of the private
sector grew 14.7 percent, or 7.72 trillion
won (US$6.83 billion) to 60.06 trillion
won (US$53.15 billion) compared to the
previous year, while that of the government and public sector rose 8.1 percent,
or 1.33 trillion won (US$1.17 billion).
Corporations spent 62.56 trillion

South Korea's total R&D investment reached 78.8 trillion won (US$69.73 billion) last year, up 9.38 trillion won
(US$8.3 billion) from a year ago.

won (US$55.37 billion) on R&D activity, accounting for 79.4 percent of the
total R&D investments, followed by public research institutes 9.54 trillion won
(US$8.45 billion) for 12.1 percent and
universities 6.68 trillion won (US$5.91
billion) for 8.5 percent. Corporate investment included part of the government’s
R&D activity worth 20 trillion won
(US$17.7 billion) a year.
South Korea also showed the highest ratio of R&D spending to GDP in the
world with 4.55 percent, up 0.32 percentage points from a year earlier and higher
than Israel’s 4.25 percent.
By R&D stage, development research
for commercialization accounted for 63.6
percent of the total R&D investments
with 50.08 trillion won (US$44.32 billion), followed by application research
with 17.31 trillion won (US$15.32 billion) and basic research with 11.39 trillion won (US$10.08 billion).

The total number of researchers
in R&D activity gained 4.8 percent, or
22,027, to 482,796 last year, and that
of full time equivalent (FTE) increased
21,808 to 383,100, coming in sixth place
in the world. The number of researchers
for per 1,000 of the economically active
population stood at 13.9 and per 1,000
people at 7.4. The number of researchers at corporations came to 343,367,
accounting for 71.1 percent, followed by
universities 102,877 for 21.3 percent and
public research institutes 36,552 for 7.6
percent.
The country’s R&D costs per 1,000
researchers rose 7.1 percent, or 33.56
million won (US$29,699), to 205.66
million won (US$182,000) compared
to a year ago but the figure fell short of
the US with US$359,850 (406.63 million won), Germany with US$254,373
(287.44 million won) and Japan with
US$233,556 (263.92 million won).
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Opposed to Nuclear Phase-out Policy

About 70% of South Koreans
Advocate Nuclear Power
Generation
By Jung Min-hee

A

round 70% of South Koreans are opposed to a nuclear
power phase-out although the South Korean government is trying to replace nuclear power with new and renewable
energy sources.
The Korea Nuclear Society (KNS) recently conducted a survey with Gallup Korea and released the result on Nov. 19. The
telephone survey was conducted on Nov. 8-9 and 1,006 respondents aged 19 or older participated in it.
According to the KNS, 67.9% of the respondents answered
that the proportion of nuclear power generation should be
increased or maintained. For reference, the percentage was
69.3% in a similar survey in August.
More specifically, 16.9% answered that the proportion
should be increased significantly, while another 18.5% said
it needs to be increased slightly. Those who said it should be
maintained at the present level accounted for 32.5%.
In contrast, 28.5% said that the proportion needs to be
reduced. It was divided into 15.9% advocating a slight reduction
and 12.6% advocating a significant reduction.

About 70% of South Koreans say that the proportion of nuclear power generation
should be increased or maintained, according to a recent survey.

The survey showed 69.5% of South Koreans are in favor of
nuclear power generation whereas 25% are against it. The ratio
of the former answer amounted to 82.8% among those aged 60
or older.
Even among those in their 40s, which showed the lowest
approval rating, the ratio was close to 60%. When it comes
to those advocating a reduction in the proportion, only 6.7%
answered that every nuclear power plant should be eliminated
ultimately.
The survey found that 44% of the respondents preferred
solar power generation, which was followed by nuclear power
(34%) and wind power (10%).

Exceeding OECD Average

Life Expectancy of South
Koreans Close to 83 Years
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he life expectancy of South Koreans born last year is
82.7 years. The life expectancy of South Koreans has
been on the increase although population has been falling in
many cities and towns of the nation.
Statistics Korea announced on Dec. 3 that the life expectancy of South Koreans increased by 0.3 years compared to the
previous year and by 3.5 years compared to 10 years ago.
Those of South Korean males and females born last year
are 79.7 and 85.7, respectively. Compared to the previous year,
those increased 0.4 years and 0.3 years, respectively. The gap
between the two decreased by one-tenth of a year to six years.
The gap increased from 7.1 years to 8.5 years between 1970
and 1985. It began to decrease in the following year and reached
7.3 years in 2000 and six years in 2017.
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The life expectancy of the South Korean males and females exceeds the OECD
average by a margin of 1.7 years and 2.4 years, respectively.

The life expectancy of the South Korean males exceeds the
OECD average by a margin of 1.7 years and that of the South
Korean females exceeds the OECD average by 2.4 years. The
latter is the third-highest in the OECD behind Japan’s 87.1 and
Spain’s 86.3. The former, meanwhile, ranks 15th in the OECD
with Switzerland on top with 81.7 years

Despite Washington's Official Opposition

Korean Lawmakers Striving to
Introduce Google Tax
By Jung Suk-yee

A National Assembly standing committee has passed an amendment to the Telecommunications Business Act to apply domestic laws to overseas business activities that
can affect markets and users in South Korea.

S

outh Korean lawmakers are
stepping up efforts to introduce regulations against global
ICT giants such as Google amid opposition from the U.S. Embassy in Seoul. A
bill has been proposed for value added
tax imposition on such companies,
while the Science, ICT, Broadcasting,
and Communications Committee of the
National Assembly passed an amendment to the Telecommunications Business Act to apply domestic laws to overseas business activities that can affect
markets and users in South Korea.
On Nov. 30, Liberty Korea Party
lawmaker Park Sung-joong tabled an
amendment to the Value-added Tax Act
for imposition of the so-called Google
Tax. According to the current Valueadded Tax Act, only games, video files
and software are electronic services subject to taxation. The amendment calls for
inclusion of online advertising, remote

education, cloud computing services,
electronic publishing, sharing economy
services, remote website and computer
system configuration, maintenance and
management, and B2B transactions. The
value added tax that can be collected
based on the amendment is estimated at
400 billion won (US$358 million) a year.
For reference, the EU imposed three
billion euros (about 3.8 trillion won) in
such tax in 2015.
“It is not easy to levy corporate
taxes on global IT companies with no
fixed place of business, but value added
tax imposition is not contradictory to
international taxation rules and can be
an effective tool for tax evasion prevention,” the lawmaker explained.
In the meantime, the committee
passed the amendment to the Telecommunications Business Act for the extraterritorial application on Nov. 29. “The
U.S. Embassy held a discussion meet-

ing and said that local server installation would be a violation of the KORUS
FTA, and this is extremely inappropriate,” said Bareunmirae Party lawmaker
Park Seon-suk, who tabled the amendment.
The committee is expected to deliberate on more bills in the near future with
regard to mandatory local server installation by global IT companies and local
agent designation by such companies.
The former is regarded as an essential
measure for elimination of discrimination
against South Korean ICT companies.
The extraterritorial application may
lead to some conflicts with other countries in that it is to apply domestic laws
to foreign enterprises. Under the circumstances, some lawmakers pointed out that
a consensus should be reached beforehand with the U.S., the EU and so on and
the scope of the application should be
further clarified.
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Foreign workers from the eight countries including the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia have to be covered by the National Pension Scheme.

Excessive Burden for Korean SMEs

Korean SMEs Complain about
National Pension Payments for
Foreign Workers
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Korea Federation of SMEs has asked the Ministry of Health and Welfare to address business owners’ National Pension burden for foreign workers
with an E-9 visa.
At present, foreign workers from the eight countries including the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia have to be covered
by the National Pension Scheme and business owners employing them have to pay half of their pension premiums. Specifically, the current annual burden of the SME owners is approximately 180 billion won.
“In view of the principle of reciprocity, the exchange
between benefits provided for South Koreans staying abroad
and the cost burden of South Korean SMEs for their foreign
workers is unreasonable,” the federation said in a statement
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released on Nov. 28.
“Foreign workers with an E-9 visa have their own age limit
and cannot stay in South Korea for more than nine years and
eight months, which means the current system is contradictory to the main purpose of the National Pension Scheme, that
is, social security for senior citizens,” the federation asserted.
“Most of the workers get their pensions, including the payments from their former employers, when they return to their
home countries, which is comparable to double retirement
pays.”
It went on to say, “Most South Korean SMEs are currently
suffering from an increase in labor cost and deteriorating business conditions,” asking the ministry to deal with the unreasonable situation without delay.

Korea's Space Launch Vehicle Successfully Test-launched

S. Korea to Work on More Space
Launch Vehicles for Commercial Space
Development
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Korea Space Launch Vehicle-2 Nuri
was successfully test-launched on Nov.
28, with the test fire burning for 151
seconds, which exceeded the targeted duration of
140 seconds.
The launch vehicle, which is scheduled to be
formally launched in 2021, is a three-stage rocket
developed on South Korea’s own technology. Its
payload and length is 1,500 kg and 47.2 meters,
respectively. It is being developed to carry a 1.5ton multipurpose satellite to a sun-synchronous
orbit and a low Earth orbit of 600 km to 800 km.
After the successful test launch, the production
and launch of the vehicle is likely to pick up some
speed, including four-engine clustering.
Nowadays, space development is rapidly
emerging as a promising industry as more and
more startups and IT industry giants are joining
it with ideas and technologies. The South Korean
government is planning to enrich the ecosystem of
the local space industry based on the space launch
vehicle.
South Korea’s launch vehicle R&D project
is scheduled to end in 2021. The government is
going to boost the competitiveness of the industry by means of follow-up launch, launch vehicle
improvement, and follow-up launch vehicle development. Test launches are scheduled for 2022,
2023 and 2024 as well. That for 2022 is for technological reliability improvement, and those for
2023 and 2024 are to be capable of launching a
multipurpose satellite and reduce production costs
by mounting demonstration and scientific satellites, respectively.
During the course, a multi-enterprise consortium will be formed for performance and economic feasibility enhancement. Global market penetration is slated to start in 2031.
The Ministry of Science and ICT is going to
conduct follow-up R&D for eight to 10 years from
2021 after preliminary feasibility studies. This is

The Korea Space Launch Vehicle-2 Nuri was successfully test-launched on Nov. 28, with the test fire
burning for longer than the targeted duration of 140 seconds.

to develop launch vehicles different in size and suitable for use in small and
large satellites. At the same time, the Korea Space Launch Vehicle will be
improved in terms of turning, weight, etc.
A small launch vehicle capable of launching a 500-kg or lighter satellite is
scheduled to be developed from 2025 to 2030 based on the vehicle. Technology for larger launch vehicles will be developed, too. The ultimate goal is to
become capable of conducting low-orbit 1.5-ton satellite launch and then put
a three-ton satellite into a geostationary orbit so that most of the over 60 satellites slated to be launched from South Korea by 2030 can be covered with its
own launch vehicle technology.
The government is going to expand the scope of application of satellites
from special purposes such as precision monitoring to disaster control, environmental purposes, daily life purposes, etc. Scheduled to be developed by
2022 are two small next-generation satellites, four medium next-generation
satellites, 10 micro satellites, two multipurpose satellites, and two Cheollian
satellites. Scheduled to be launched between 2023 and 2030 are two small
next-generation satellites, 21 medium next-generation satellites, three multipurpose satellites, two Cheollian satellites, and 20 micro satellites. Scheduled
to be launched between 2031 and 2040 are four small next-generation satellites, 43 medium next-generation satellites, four multipurpose satellites, and
two Cheollian satellites.
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An Interview with Gangwon Province Gov. Choi Moon-soon

Gangwon Province Envisions
Free Tourism Belt on the East Coast
of Two Koreas
By Jung Suk-yee

F

or Choi Moon-soon, governor of Gangwon Province, 2018 must be a memorable year. In February and March,
he hosted the PyeongChang Olympic
and Paralympic Winter Games, which
significantly enhanced the global recognition of the host city and province.
In the June local elections, the governor was re-elected to a third and last
four-year term. In September, he visited Pyongyang as a member of the
entourage accompanying President
Moon Jae-in. Most recently, the province’s assembly has finally passed his
plan to build a LEGOLAND Park in
Chuncheon, the capital of the province, after wasting seven years due
to disputes. One more event remains
to cap off his successful year – a
groundbreaking ceremony for reconnection of inter-Korean railways and
roads to be held at Panmun Station of
Gaeseong in North Korea on Dec. 26.
During an exclusive interview with
BusinessKorea, Choi explained why
cross-border railway and road linkage
means so much for him and his province. Following are excerpts from the
interview with the governor:

Gangwon Province Gov. Choi Moon-soon
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Why are the proposed cross-border
rail and road connections so important
to Gangwon Province?

The groundbreaking ceremony symbolizes the shift in inter-Korean relations
from confrontation to peace. When the
rail and road networks of the two Koreas
are reconnected, inter-Korean economic exchanges will get into their stride.
This means a lot for Gangwon Province,
which is the only province that remains
divided by the border. During the past
seven decades, Gangwon Province has
sustained enormous damages due to various regulations resulting from the division of the Korean Peninsula. Residents
of our province are all too well aware
that without peace, economic growth
cannot be attained. If peace is established
and inter-Korean exchanges are activated, a new economic foundation will be
established for Gangwon Province. The
ultimate goal of our efforts to promote
inter-Korean exchanges is to improve
the quality of life for these residents and
revitalize the region.

The leaders of the two Koreas
announced the Pyongyang Joint Declaration at their summit in Pyongyang
in September. In the economic field,
they agreed to hold a ground-breaking
ceremony within this year for the eastcoast and west-coast rail and road connections. They also agreed to normalize
the Gaeseong industrial complex and
the Mt. Geumgang tourism project, and
to discuss the issue of forming a west
coast joint special economic zone and
an east coast joint special tourism zone.
First of all, please tell us how you would
follow up the proposed east-coast rail
and road connections?

Linking the railway and road systems
of the two Koreas is in line with the New
Economic Map Initiative for the Korean
Peninsula proposed by President Moon
Jae-in. Pursuant to the New Economic
Map Initiative, Gangwon Province plans
to extend the rail line and roads to North
Korea.
To reopen the Donghae Bukbu Line,
a former rail line that connected Anbyon
of North Korea with Yangyang of South

To connect the inter-Korean rail line on the east-coast, South Korea needs to build the Gangneung-Jejin section
of the Donghae Line.

Korea, we need to extend the Donghae
Line from Gangneung to Jejin on the
South Korean side. Building the 110.2
km-long section is our top priority as it
is essential to completing the East-coast
Energy and Resource Belt envisioned by
the New Economic Map Initiative.
The South Korean government’s
vision calls for the two Koreas to cooperate to develop Mt. Geumgang, WonsanDancheon and Chengjin-Rason regions
of North Korea and connect the east
coast of the Korean Peninsula with the
Russian Far East to create an energy and
resource belt
We will support this grand vision
by accelerating the construction of the
Gangneung-Jejin section of the Donghae
Line, which will cost 2.35 trillion won
(US$2.07 billion). We will talk with the
central government to ensure that the
project can be launched early. But actual
construction work can only start three
years later at the earliest because it takes
three years to complete the design for the
new section.
At the same time, we are planning to
promote the construction of what we call
the ‘Peace Highway’ to improve access
to the DMZ peace belt, restoration of the
destroyed rail sections of the Gyeongwon and Mt. Geumgang lines and construction of the Chuncheon-Cheolwon,
Pocheon-Cheolwon and Sokcho-Gos-

eong highways.
We call these infrastructure projects
‘peace SOC projects. They will contribute to revitalizing the economy of Gangwon Province and serve as a growth
engine.

What preparations do you make
to revive the Mt. Geumgang tourism
project?

I visited Mt. Geumgang Nov. 18
to attend a commemorative event held
jointly by the two Koreas to mark the
20th anniversary of the Mt. Geumgang
tourism program. I have found that the
North has well preserved the tourism
facilities built by the South and is ready
to operate them. I felt that the North is
keen to promote tourism and open itself
up to the outside world.
Since the suspension of the Mt.
Geumgang tourism project in July 2008,
residents in Goseong County have suffered severe damage. The county’s economic damage resulting from the loss of
2.1 million tourists a year is estimated
at 38.4 billion won (US$33.8 million)
a year. On top of this, the suspension
of the tourism program caused a slowdown in the local economy by decreasing local taxes and increasing business
closures. The county’s aggregate damage
so far is estimated at 393.6 billion won
(US$346.9 million).
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host the 2021 Winter Asian Games with
North Korea. Have you started negotiations with North Korea?

Gov. Choi (second from left) plants a tree with other officials during an event held in Mt. Geumgang of North
Korea on Nov. 19 to mark the 20th anniversary of the tourism program to the scenic mountain.

The resumption of the tourism project is longed for not only by the people
at the border but by the general public.
However, the two Koreas should first
resolve the pending issues, including
guaranteeing tourist security and the restoration of the South’s assets confiscated
by North Korea, through working-level talks. Furthermore, the tour program
cannot be resumed without the Seoul
government lifting the ban on economic
exchanges with North Korea, which were
imposed on May 24, 2010, and an easing
of the U.N. sanctions against the North.

The two Koreas have also agreed to
create a joint special tourism zone on
the east coast. What are your plans to

The South Korean government's New Economic Map
Initiative proposes to create an economic belt along
the east coast and link it with the Russian Far East.
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realize the vision?

We are planning to create a “free
tourism belt” on the east coast and develop tour programs linking the Mt. Geumgang tourism zone in the North and the
Mt. Seorak tourism zone in the South.
For this, we will develop tourist resources in the Seorak-Goseong-Gangneung
region in response to North Korea's Wonsan-Geumgang special tourism zone. We
will first focus on the key areas (Goseong and Seorak) and then the extended
areas (Inje, Yangyang and Gangneung).
Our plan is to create an international
free tourism zone which also serves as a
South-North Korea economic cooperation base. To attain this vision, I think
it is necessary for the central governments of the South and North to allow
Gangwon Province, which is the only
province divided by the border, to be
integrated and operated as a special selfgoverning province. In the South, we
have the example of Jeju Province as a
self-governing province. The envisioned
Gangwon Self-governing Province will
have autonomous powers regarding interKorean exchanges. I think this is one
practical way to institutionalize peace on
the Korean Peninsula. We are planning to
ask a research organization to carry out
a feasibility study on our plan next year.

You have announced plans to co-

It is important to co-host the Winter
Asian Games in order to continue peaceful inter-Korean relations catalyzed by
the Pyeongchang Olympic Winter Games
and utilize the Olympic facilities.
The cost of hosting the event is estimated at about 80 billion won, only
a fraction of the 2.8 trillion won spent
for the Pyeongchang Olympic Winter Games. We expect North Korea to
agree on co-hosting as they can hold an
international event at the Masikryong
Ski Resort. The key to holding a Winter
Asian Games is winning the central government's approval of our plan. We will
do our best to persuade them.

Please tell us other projects pushed
by Gangwon Province for inter-Korean
economic cooperation.

Despite the mood of reconciliation
and peace between the two Koreas, sanctions against the North continue to operate. Under these circumstances, there are
limits to the promotion of inter-Korean
exchanges and cooperation.
However, by responding flexibly to
internal and external situations, we are
planning to push ahead with the interKorean exchange and cooperation projects. First of all, we will continue to
promote exchanges and cooperation in
non-political and non-economic areas,
focusing on building mutual trust.
We will hold a joint event in February next year to celebrate the first anniversary of the Pyeongchang Olympic
Winter Games and contribute to the
development of inter-Korean relations.
We will continue inter-Korean sports
exchanges by participating in the 6th edition of the Ari Sports Cup U-15 Youth
Football Tournament, which is scheduled
to be held in Wonsan, North Korea in
May next year.
In addition, we plan to promote
exchanges and cooperation in forest
development, culture and arts, and sports
along with prevention of infectious diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis.
If international sanctions against the

North are eased, we will promote other
economic exchanges along with the
cooperation projects mentioned above.

The PyeongChang Olympic Winter
Games has improved the global recognition of Gangwon Province to some
extent. Is the province reaping tangible
benefits from the Olympic Games?

The PyeongChang Olympic Games
boosted Gangwon Province’s brand
value and highlighted it as a mecca of
winter sports in Asia. The cumulative
number of tourists to Ganwon Province
during the first three quarters of this
year totaled 96.62 million, up 3.4 percent year-on-year. Among them, foreign
tourists accounted for 3.17 million, a
58.4 percent surge from the same period
of last year. The increase rate is by no
means small when we take into account
China's ban on group tours to South
Korea and a significant drop in domestic
tourist arrivals during this summer due to
abnormally high temperatures. We will
step up efforts to develop post-Olympic
tourism products and create a Winter
Olympics culture and tourism belt to
attract more domestic and foreign tourists.
The Olympic Games also boosted
exports of local products. Gangwon
Province's exports reached US$1.73 billion as of the end of October, up 20.1
percent from the same period last year.

For the whole of this year, exports are
forecast to exceed US$2 billion. Foreign
investment into the province has topped
US$1.05 billion. We will maximize foreign direct investment by undertaking
strategic investment inducement activities.

The era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution has arrived. What are the province’s growth engines?

Gangwon Province is pushing for
eight major projects related to the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. We have recently
completed a mid- and long-term comprehensive plan and is working on detailed
action plans.
In October, the Buron National
Industrial Complex was designated as
a "National Innovation Cluster" by the
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy.
We will combine it with the Medical
Technology Valley in Wonju to foster the
digital healthcare industry.
In November, we signed an agreement with the Korea Electric Vehicle
Fusion Cooperative (KEVCOOP) and
the Korea E-mobility Research Association to create an e-mobility cluster in
Gangwon Province. Under the agreement, the province will promote the relocation of the cooperative’s 10 companies
to Gangwon Province to build a mass
production system of electric vehicles. If
the plan goes as planned, Gangwon Prov-

Gov. Choi (fifth from right) poses for a photo together with officials from the Korea Electric Vehicle Fusion
Cooperative (KEVCOOP) and the Korea E-mobility Research Association after signing an agreement on creating
an e-mobility cluster in Gangwon Province on Nov. 14.

ince will enter high-tech manufacturing.
The eight projects also include the
creation of a hydrothermal energy-based
industrial complex in Chuncheon and the
launch of a tuning cluster in Inje County,
which has Inje Speedium, a motor racing
circuit.
The province also plans to build a
carbon nano fusion center in the plasma
industry complex in Cheolwon and create a hydrogen-based energy-related
industrial complex in Samcheok.
If inter-Korean relations improve,
economic exchanges with North Korea
will provide Gangwon Province with
another growth engine. We are planning
to promote a new ICT industy complex
in Cheolwon, which is similar to the
Gaeseong Industrial Complex. Like the
one in Gaeseong, the new complex will
be run by North Korean workers, but
unlike the Gaeseong complex, the new
one will be set up south of the border to
ensure a stable operation of the factories
to be built by South Korean ICT companies.
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Uphill Battle

Samsung BioLogics Files
Administrative Lawsuit against
Financial Authorities
By Yoon Young-sil

S

amsung BioLogics Co. filed
an administrative lawsuit
against the country‘s financial regulator for its recent ruling that
the company intentionally committed
accounting fraud.
The company said on Nov. 28 that it
has filed an administrative lawsuit with
the Seoul Administrative Court against
the Securities & Futures Commission
(SFC) under the Financial Services Commission (FSC).
The company also filed for an injunction to suspend the execution of the
SFC’s ruling announced on Nov. 14. The
commission told the company to revise
its financial statements and designate an
auditor, imposed fines on it, and recommended it to dismiss its CEO and other
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officials involved in accounting fraud.
Samsung BioLogics filed an administrative lawsuit to have these penalties
canceled. Its request for an injunction
is intended to suspend the execution of
these measures pending a final court verdict on the case.
However, the company excluded
the SFC’s other measures, including its
request for prosecution investigation,
Korea Exchange’s delisting review and
suspension of Samsung BioLogics stock
trading, because they go beyond the
scope of an administrative lawsuit.
On Nov. 14, the SFC concluded that
the company intentionally committed
accounting fraud at the end of 2015 by
changing the status of Samsung Bioepis,
a company jointly established with U.S.-

based bio firm Biogen, from a subsidiary
to an affiliate. It estimated the amount
of accounting fraud at 4.5 trillion won
(US$4.01 billion) and decided to recommend the dismissal of CEO, impose an
8 billion won (US$7.12 million) fine and
pursue a prosecution charge.
An official from Samsung BioLogics
said, “We are planning to minimize market confusion and prove the legitimacy
of our accounting practices by faithfully
proceeding with the upcoming administrative litigation. We will also make
every effort to live up to the expectations
of investors and customers by concentrating on our core business.”
A majority of experts expect that it
will take long for the court to come to
a conclusion considering the nature of
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The KRX said that there were some
shortcomings regarding Samsung BioLogics’ managerial transparency as the
SFC said the company had intentionally
breached accounting rules. However, it
said the company submitted its improvement plans to strengthen audit function
and internal financial management systems regardless of the outcome of Samsung’s ongoing administrative litigation.
In addition, the KRX plans to check
whether the company has implemented
the improvement plans for managerial
transparency.

The Corporate Review Committee under Korea Exchange (KRX) decided on Dec. 10 to keep Samsung
BioLogics listed on the local stock market despite its accounting malpractices.

the administrative lawsuit. The court will
seek to deliver a well-thought-out ruling
as the financial authorities and Samsung
BioLogics have different views on the
incident.

Samsung BioLogics Shares
Allowed to Remain Listed
In the meantime, the trading of Samsung BioLogics stock resumed on Dec.
11 as Korea Exchange (KRX) concluded on Dec. 10 that the company could
remain listed on the local stock market
despite its accounting malpractices.
Trading of Samsung BioLogics stock
has been suspended since Nov. 15, as the
Securities & Futures Commission (SFC)
under the country's financial regulator, the Financial Services Commission
(FSC), ruled on Nov. 14 that Samsung
BioLogics intentionally violated accounting rules ahead of its initial public offering in 2016.
“Despite some shortcomings regarding the company’s managerial transparency, the Corporate Review Committee
of Korea Exchange has decided to maintain its listing, taking into account its corporate sustainability and financial stability," the exchange said in a release.
In this regard, the securities industry
says that it is a “preordained conclusion.”
The majority of market experts said
that there would be a substantial blow

to the market when the company with
market capitalization of 20 trillion won
(US$17.73 billion) and 80,000 individual
investors is delisted.
The KRX concluded that there was
no serious concern about the company’s
continuity considering its business outlook, order backlogs and order plans.
Regarding the company’s financial
status, the KRX also concluded that there
was no serious concern about default for
a considerable period of time because of
the public offering in November 2016
and the exercise of the call option by
Biogen in November this year.

Share Prices Instantly
Returning to the Normal
Shares of Samsung Biologics Co.
surged on Dec. 11, making a sharp
rebound to compensate for the drop prior
to a 19-day trading suspension at a stroke.
Korea Exchange decided on Dec.
10 to keep Samsung BioLogics listed,
despite the financial regulator’s punishment against the company for its
accounting malpractices.
The company’s technology transfer contract signed during the period of
the trading halt fueled the sharp gain on
Dec. 11. However, stock analysts are
divided over the company’s outlook.
Some are bullish about the company
based on a long term perspective while

An employee of Korea Exchange in Yeouido, Seoul, shows the sharp gains that Samsung BioLogics made on
Dec. 11.
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The Seoul Administrative Court held a hearing on the administrative lawsuit filed by Samsung BioLogics to cancel the Securities and Futures Commission’s rulinbg against it.

others are more cautious as there are still
litigation risks. They also note that competition in the global biosimilar market
is intensifying.
The price of Samsung Biologics
shares jumped 17.79 percent, or 59,500
won (US$52.63) to close at 394,000 won
(US$348.52) on the main KOSPI market on Dec. 11. The company’s market
cap also increased to 26.07 trillion won
(US$23.06 billion), climbing up four
spots to the fifth on the KOSPI market.
The sharp gains came as a relief to
the more than 80,000 retail investors.
Individual investors net purchased 140
billion won (US$123.84 million) worth
of Samsung BioLogics shares for five
trading days from Nov. 8 to 14 before
the trading suspension. They also made
a net purchase of over 90 billion won
(US$79.61 million) on Dec. 11. Foreign
investors sold more than 80 billion won
(US$70.77 million) of Samsung Biologics shares.
Although Samsung Biologics has
resumed trading, there are mixed opinions on the company’s outlook. Some
even say that the target stock price will
plunge from 600,000 won (US$530.74) to
400,000 won (US$353.83) as the biosimilar market is getting more competitive.

Legal Battle Started
Finally, a legal battle has started
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between Samsung BioLogics Co. and
the Securities and Futures Commission
(SFC) over the allegations that the biotech company intentionally committed
accounting fraud.
The Seoul Administrative Court held
a hearing on Dec. 19 on the administrative lawsuit filed by Samsung BioLogics
for cancellation of the penalties imposed
on it by the SFC.
At the hearing, Samsung BioLogics
requested the court to halt the execution
of the penalties as they would drive the
company out of business, while the SFC
explained the appropriateness of the sanctions. Asserting that it has not violated the
international accounting standards, Samsung BioLogics said the SFC’s action
would cause irreparable damages to it.
Samsung BioLogics said, “The SFC
imposed sanctions based on a biased
view that there was accounting fraud. The
bio industry requires a high level of reliability and morality. When we admit that
there was accounting fraud, our business
can be in danger of going out of business.
Please suspend the execution of sanctions in the contemplation of the future of
the company and investors as well as the
South Korean biotech industry.”
Last month, the SFC concluded that
Samsung BioLogics intentionally committed accounting fraud at the end of
2015 by changing the status of Samsung Bioepis Co., a company jointly

established with U.S.-based bio firm
Biogen, from a subsidiary to an affiliate. It believed that Samsung BioLogics
broke accounting rules by appropriating
the appraisal profit at 4.5 trillion won
(US$3.99 billion) without any factors
that could change the judgment on the
management control over Samsung Bioepis at that time.
On this basis, the SFC decided to recommend the dismissal of CEO and executives who were in charge, appoint auditors for three years, request the revision
of financial statements and impose an
8 billion won (US$7.1 million) fine. In
addition, it pursued a prosecution charge
against the company and CEO.
In this regard, Samsung BioLogics
stressed that the effect of the sanctions
should be suspended until the outcome of
the case comes out, saying, “Great damage to the corporate value is inevitable
and shareholders and creditors are in
great shock and confusion as well.”
However, the SFC refuted Samsung
BioLogics’ claims saying the sanctions
were appropriate. It said, “Samsung
BioLogics applied abnormal accounting
rules to avoid the problem of call options
be treated as debt brought up in the process of merger between Cheil Industries
Inc. and Samsung C&T Corp. in 2015.”
The SFC said the sanctions are proper
because of intentionality and there is no
need to suspend the execution of sanctions. It said, “The only disadvantage that
Samsung will suffer is that
Samsung BioLogics will be damage
to corporate image even if the company
rewrites its financial statements.”
In particular, the SFC said, “When
Samsung BioLogics loses the case with
the suspension of execution of sanctions, damage can increase with mass
production of new investors,” asking to
turn down the request for suspension of
execution.
The court which carefully listened
to the claims of the two sides said, “We
need to review the case. We will make
a ruling by the end of January next year
if possible.” The judge asked both sides
to submit reference materials needed for
ruling by January 12 to 15 next year.

Validity of SFC's Verdict Questioned

Economists Criticize SFC’s Decision on Samsung
BioLogics’ Accounting Fraud Allegations
By Yoon Young-sil

Economists discuss the Samsung BioLogics incident during a policy forum hosted by the Citizens United for Better Society at the Korea Press Center in Seoul on Nov. 27.

T

he Korean financial regulator’s recent verdict on
the accounting fraud allegations against Samsung
BioLogics was part of the Korean government’s
campaign to force the Samsung Group to reform its corporate governance, economists asserted at a seminar held on
Nov. 27.
The seminar was organized by the Citizens United for Better
Society, a conservative civic group, to question the wisdom of
the recent ruling made by the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) against Samsung BioLogics.
The panelists expressed concerns that the SFC’s conclusion
on Samsung BioLogics’ accounting scandal would adversely
affect the international creditworthiness of Korean corporations’ accounting practices based on the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), which was introduced to Korea
eight years ago.
Cho Dong-geun, honorary professor of economics from
Myongji University, said, “The SFC concluded that Samsung
BioLogics deliberately committed accounting fraud as there was
a gap of 5 trillion won (US$4.42 billion) between the company’s
own assessment of its value and accounting firms’ estimate. But
this conclusion was illogical because Samsung BioLogics’ own
appraisement was the value of its stocks after subtracting the
value of call options granted to Biogen.”
Cho also noted that if Samsung BioLogics had gone public

on the NASDAQ market instead of the KOSPI, the company
wouldn’t have been re-audited by the financial authorities. “In
the NASDAQ, when it is officially announced that there is nothing wrong with a company, the decision is respected.”
Choi Joon-sun, honorary professor of law at Sungkyunkwan
University, said, “Accounting fraud is financial fraud. Who
are the victims of the Samsung BioLogics’ incident? If the
shareholders of Samsung BioLogics are the victims, it is a critical issue that can lead to international litigation. For instance,
Elliott Management, the activist hedge fund which held a 7.12
percent stake in Samsung C&T at the time of its merger with
Cheil Industries, can file a suit for compensation. As the government harasses a sound company, the country faces an outflow of
national wealth.”
The panelists suspected that Samsung-bashing civic groups,
financial authorities and progressive politicians sought to force
the Samsung Group to reform its corporate governance in the
first place through two audits on Samsung BioLogics.
Kim Jeong-dong, professor of economics from Yonsei University, said, “South Korea’s three largest accounting firms
endorsed Samsung BioLogics’ change of its accounting standards for Samsung Bioepis. Samsung BioLogics had no problem with listing on the stock market, which requires a strict
accounting examination. I suspect that there was a hidden political agenda behind the Samsung BioLogics’ incident.”
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Additional Foreign Investments Uncertain

Samsung BioLogics Incident Casts
Cloud over Future of Songdo Bio Cluster
By Choi Moon-hee

G

lobal leading companies are
expanding investment in
the Songdo Bio Cluster in
Incheon to supply their products to South
Korean biotech firms. They are flocking to Songdo as it is the manufacturing base of Samsung BioLogics Co. and
Celltrion Inc., which have already grown
into global biotech companies. However, they are postponing their additional
investment plans owing to the continuing
controversy over the accounting fraud
allegations against Samsung BioLogics,
the largest biologics contract manufacturing organization (CMO) in the world.
Accordingly, concerns are growing over
the future of the Songdo Bio Cluster.
Samsung BioLogics announced on
Dec. 5 that it has signed a single-use raw
material purchase contract with SaintGobain, a French-based multinational
corporation that focuses on construction
and healthcare. Single-use raw materials refer to one-time plastic parts used
in biopharmaceutical production and

development. Under the contract, SaintGobain will supply up to 160 different
types of biopharmaceutical single-use
raw materials, such as tubing, filters and
hoses, to Samsung BioLogics.
In September, the French company
signed a land purchase contract to build
a 13,000-square-meter high-tech bioprocess product manufacturing facility in
Songdo with the Incheon Free Economic
Zone Authority (IFEZA), and aims to
complete the plant by 2020.
With the latest contract, Samsung
BioLogics will be able to receive supply
of single-use raw materials domestically,
shortening the procurement period from
four months to one month. Until now,
the company has produced products that
required only a small quantity of singleuse raw materials. As these raw materials
came from overseas factories, it took a
long time to import and clear customs.
Due to the nature of the biopharmaceutical industry, most of the raw materials are supplied through overseas supply

VisualCamp has provided its innovative gaze-tracking technology to the Electronics and Telecommunications
Research Institute (ETRI).
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chains and take a long time to import.
This forces Samsung BioLogics to hold a
large amount of inventory to prepare for
emergencies.
Saint-Gobain is a French firm with
sales of 40.8 billion euro (US$46.33 billion or 51.58 trillion won) and 179,000
employees. In April, the company signed
a memorandum of understanding with
Samsung BioLogics for a strategic partnership.
Before Saint-Gobain, Germany’s
Merck and GE Healthcare have decided
to invest in Songdo. Merck, which has
formed supply chain management (SCM)
relations with Samsung BioLogics from
the initial stage of business, established
“M Lab Collaboration Center,” which is
a bio education center, in Songdo with
an investment of 3 billion won (US$2.69
million) in October 2016. This is the
ninth center after those in the United
States and Europe. In particular, Merck
is also building a manufacturing plant
with an investment of US$26 billion
(23.35 million) this year and expects to
complete the construction of the plant by
May 2019.
GE Healthcare, a raw materials supplier of Samsung BioLogics, also invested 8.7 billion won (US$7.81 million) and
built bio training center “Asia-Pacific
Fast Trak Center” in Songdo in October
2016. In addition, the company signed a
supply contract with domestic firm Biocs
in July to create bio-raw materials and
equipment manufacturing companies,
which are lacking in South Korea, while
trying to foster local companies by providing global good manufacturing practice (GMP) compliance consulting.
Global companies are settled in
Songdo because Samsung BioLogics and

Celltrion have grown into global biosimilar firms. Songdo has a total of 560,000
liters of production capacity, including
362,000 liters from Samsung BioLogics,
140,000 liters from Celltrion and others.
This is the world’s biggest figure for a
single city, beating 440,000 liters in San
Francisco and 270,000 liters in Singapore.
An official from Samsung BioLogics said, “Samsung BioLogics is not
only building its plants but also actively
attracting global companies to Songdo
to help create a bio cluster, which is
essential in the bio industry development. Accordingly, global bio firms are
constructing training centers and storage
warehouses in Songdo one after another.”
However, it is becoming uncertain
whether additional investments will be
made because of the recent accounting

issue involving Samsung BioLogics.
The company was planning to fix its
investment time and plans to establish
its fourth plant in 2019. However, the
company will not be able to announce
its additional plant construction plans
with an increasing uncertainty from the
prosecutor's investigation and administrative litigation. It has recently filed an
administrative lawsuit against the Securities & Futures Commission (SFC) under
the Financial Services Commission
(FSC) for the recent ruling that the company intentionally committed accounting fraud. If Samsung BioLogics builds a
plant, it creates 400 to 500 new jobs and
needs up to 3,000 construction workers a
day. Accordingly, there will be no positive effects from investment and employment when the company’s additional
plant construction plans are delayed.

Notably, Samsung BioLogics’ issue
might shrink the attraction of global bio
companies to Songdo which has just
gained the momentum.
An official from the bio industry
said, “For the biotech industry, it is very
important to develop related industries
as a whole by creating a cluster like
Singapore and Ireland. Domestic biotech companies are contributing to the
development of the industry on behalf
of the government by attracting foreign
bio companies to Songdo. The government should repay with support instead
of regulation.”
The city of Incheon recently
announced its plans to invest 1.1 trillion
won (US$987.88 million) in an 184,588
square-meter reclaimed land in Area 11
and create a biotech integration industrial
complex by 2023.

Concerns over Samsung Bashing

‘Corporate Bashing in Korea Crossed the Line’
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Seoul Central District Prosecutor’s Office raided
Samsung Biologics and Samsung C&T over the former’s accounting fraud allegations on December 13 and 14.
Under the circumstances, the local business groups
including Samsung itself are expressing concerns over Samsung bashing. This year alone, the Samsung Group has been
raided no less than 11 times with regard to, for example, an
alleged attempt to threaten unionized workers.
According to local entrepreneurs, the fact that even Samsung C&T was recently raided implies that the prosecution’s
investigation into the allegations, which has been triggered by
the Securities and Futures Commission, can cover even the
previous merger between Samsung C&T and Cheil Industries.
In February this year, the prosecutor’s office raided Samsung Electronics’ offices in Suwon and Seoul regarding an
alleged connection between former President Lee Myungbak and the company. In addition, the office raided Samsung four times in April, twice in May, once in July, once in
August and once in September.
“A lot of employees had to stop working and they are
feeling helplessness and fatigue,” said a Samsung executive.
This year alone, civic organizations, the police and the government brought no less than nine charges against Samsung,

The Samsung Group has been raided no less than 11 times with regard to
the affairs including the previous merger between Samsung C&T and Cheil
Industries.

which means such raids can continue next year.
With such Samsung bashings, entrepreneurs are expressing their criticisms. “The ongoing case of Samsung Biologics shows that South Korea is not a business-friendly environment,” said Myongji University professor Jo Dong-geun,
adding, “South Korean companies, which are entangled in
numerous regulations, anti-business sentiments, militant labor
unions, and high corporate taxes, now have to worry about
systemic instability to boot.”
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The amount of overseas investments by Korean finance and insurance companies came to US$3.87 billion (4.37 trillion won) in the second quarter, up 34.6 percent from a
year earlier.

Active in Overseas Expansion

Overseas Investment by S. Korea’s
Finance, Insurance Firms Rises Sharply
By Yoon Young-sil

A

s the South Korean government recently pledged
to help domestic banks
push into the global market, overseas
direct investment by domestic finance
and insurance companies is showing
an upward trend. The number of new
overseas subsidiaries set up by Korean
finance and insurance firms increased by
60 in the second quarter this year.
According to a report released by
the Overseas Economic Research Institute under the Export-Import Bank of
Korea (Korea Eximbank) on Nov. 20,
the amount of overseas investments by
domestic finance and insurance firms
came to US$3.87 billion (4.37 trillion
won) in the second quarter, up 34.6 percent, or US$1 billion (1.13 trillion won),
from US$2.88 billion (3.25 trillion won)
a year earlier.
The finance sector accounted for
US$3.66 billion (4.13 trillion won),
insurance and pension for US$132 million (148.96 billion won) and financial
insurance services for the remaining
US$81 million (91.41 billion won). The
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number of new subsidiaries overseas
also rose from 42 to 60 over the same
period.
Yearly overseas investments by
domestic finance and insurance companies are also on the rise. The figure
increased by US$2.3 billion (2.6 trillion
won) from US$7.06 billion (7.97 trillion
won) in 2015 to US$9.37 billion (10.57
trillion won) in 2016 and it nearly doubled to US$13.63 billion (15.38 trillion
won) in two years last year.
The number of new subsidiaries of
the finance and insurance businesses
also increased from 112 in 2015 to 157
in 2016 and 184 in 2017.
By region, investments in Europe
and North America increased sharply.
The domestic finance and insurance
industry excelled other key industries,
such as manufacturing, real estate and
wholesale and retail in terms of investment in Europe and North America.
The industry’s investment in North
America amounted to US$1.3 billion
(1.47 trillion won) in the second quarter
this year, nearly doubled from US$760

million (857.66 billion won) last year.
It was the highest figure among the key
industries. That in Europe also rose by a
whopping 56.3 percent to US$900 million (1.02 trillion won) in the second
quarter from US$580 million (654.53
billion won) a year ago, reaching the
highest among the key industries.
In the Asian region as well, investment by domestic finance and insurance
firms showed a clear increasing trend.
The figure stood at US$720 million
(812.52 billion won) in the second quarter this year, up 62 percent from US$440
million (496.54 billion won) at the same
period last year. For Central and South
America, the amount of investment
slightly slid to US$910 million (1.03
trillion won) in the second quarter from
US$998 million (1.13 trillion won) a
year earlier. However, the figure showed
an upward trend by year. The amount
of investments in Central and South
America grew from US$2.2 billion (2.48
trillion won) in 2015 to US$3.4 billion
(3.84 trillion won) in 2016 and US$4.48
billion (5.06 trillion won) in 2017.
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Questions Raised over Voluntary Restraint Approach

S. Korean Gov’t Prefers Indirect Control
of Foreign Finance Cloud Companies
By Yoon Young-sil

A

s the public cloud market in
the financial sector is set to
open in January next year,
global cloud companies, including Amazon Web Services (AWS), are taking aim
at the South Korean finance cloud market. AWS and Microsoft (MS) already
hold nearly 70 percent of the domestic
cloud service market.
However, the financial authorities place more weight on a voluntary
restraint through the financial sector, or
indirect control, than a direct control of
global companies. Accordingly, there are
growing concerns that the government’s
executive power over global companies
will not function properly when hacking
incidents occur.
According to the Financial Services
Commission (FSC) and related industry sources on Dec. 3, the revised regulations on supervision of the electronic
financial business, which enlarge the
range of public finance cloud application
to personal credit information and unique
identifying information, come into effect
starting from January next year. Even
now, cloud is being used in all sectors
other than the financial industry without
limits. Accordingly, the FSC is currently
revising the guideline of finance cloud
services in order to lead an innovative
growth in the fintech industry.
The problem is that the government’s direct control of cloud service
providers is omitted in the guideline.
The FSC said it would specify the duty
of cooperation with the financial authorities in investigation and approach,
including site visit, when financial companies and cloud service providers sign
a contract. In other words, it believes
that it can secure the primary supervi-

AWS and Microsoft (MS) already hold nearly 70 percent of the domestic cloud service market.

sory power with an indirect control
through the financial sector. However, in
the European Union and Britain, financial authorities directly oversee cloud
service firms.
In this regard, an official from the
FSC said, “In the EU which has specified
direct control, each country has to legislate direct supervision separately into
the national law. When specifying the
obligation of cooperation in a contract
through financial companies, we think
we can have the right of inspection.”
He said he would consider legislation of
direct control after watching the management situation in the future.
There is another problem. When the
cloud service management system is not
located in South Korea, the main body

of administrative control and governance
control will be the headquarters in foreign countries. Therefore, it cannot stop
the outflow of personal credit information.
The guideline, currently under revision by the FSC, requires to situate only
cloud data centers in the nation. An official from the industry said, “It is risky
because sensitive information can leak
but the government needs to check how
the nation’s management system for sensitive information, like finance, work and
why such information is so important
on this occasion. The government also
should strengthen the management and
supervision system and come up with
damage relief measures even it needs to
delay the time of implementation.”
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Intervention in Bank Management

Regulations Adverse to Banks Poised to
Come Out Next Year
By Jung Suk-yee

W

ith the local financial
authorities planning to
alleviate the debt repayment burden of vulnerable borrowers,
local banks are facing risks and regulations that might compromise their autonomy and cause moral hazard.
The South Korean government is
going to implement debt restructuring
for vulnerable borrowers within this year
along with a delayed forfeiture of benefit
of time.
The government plans to alleviate the
burden of principal and interest repayment in the debt settlement process in the
banking sector. Specifically, the ratio of
principal repayment exemption is likely
to be adjusted from 30% to 45%.
Although this is expected to be limited to vulnerable borrowers whose
incomes are much lower than the principal of their loans, equity- and moral
hazard-related problems are likely to be
inevitable in the presence of those repaying their debts without exemption.
“The system itself is well-intended
indeed, but who will repay his or her debt
as scheduled with another person enjoying
debt deduction starting from the second or
third month of default?” said a local bank,
adding, “Banks might refuse to provide
loans for vulnerable customers.”
The Financial Supervisory Service
recently responded to the criticism by
saying that every detail is yet to be determined although it is discussing the matter
with local banks. Still, with the planned
introduction of debt restructuring already
made public, even borrowers capable of
repaying their debts are already delaying
repayment one after another.
Also, the government is planning to
employ a third agency for the purpose
of private debt restructuring mediation
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Local banks are facing risks and regulations that might compromise their autonomy and cause moral hazard as the
Korean government is pushing to alleviate the debt repayment burden of vulnerable borrowers.

for vulnerable borrowers. The idea is to
allow the agency similar to private credit
counseling agencies in the U.S. and Britain and France’s public agency serving
the same purpose to negotiate with creditors on behalf of borrowers. However,
banks are claiming that the time is not
ripe yet for that system in the financial
infrastructure of South Korea.
At the same time, the government is
going to set up new rules regarding bank
branch closure, saying that more closed
branches can mean less access to banking services on vulnerable people’s part.
Banks are opposed to the rules, claiming
that restrictions on bank branch closure
will infringe upon their autonomy with

online banking becoming more and more
popularized.
In addition, the government is trying
to encourage banks to adopt more interest-limited mortgage loans so that borrowers’ interest burden can be reduced
during a period of rising interest rates,
yet banks are hesitating to do so as the
measure already failed once.
Furthermore, banks are expressing
concerns over the government’s plan to
help enterprises with lower credit ratings take out loans by shifting the focus
of pre-loan qualification from collaterals toward business outlooks, credit ratings, industry reputations and employers’
morality.

Foreign currency liabilities of domestic depository institutions including commercial banks showed a rapid increase in the past year.

A Red Flag for Korean Economy

S. Korean Banks’ Short-term Foreign
Debts Increase Rapidly
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he Korea Economic Research
Institute (KERI) has urged the
Korean government to introduce management rights defense measures in a hurry to block activist hedge
funds.
The institute has recently analyzed a
report from Activist Insight, a company
researching data related to activist hedge
funds, and found that their hostile management intervention is becoming more
and more frequent these days.
The number of activist hedge funds
increased from 275 to 524 between the
first half of 2013 and the first half of this
year. In addition, the number of com-

panies publicly targeted by these funds,
including Apple and P&G, rose from 570
to 805 between 2013 and 2017.
Activist hedge funds' investment in
large companies is on the rise, too. Specifically, the ratio of their investment
in companies with a market capitalization of at least US$2 billion to their total
investment rose from 33% in 2016 to
36% in 2017.
Also, the number of management
interventions targeting Asian companies
jumped from 10 to 106 between 2011
and last year. “Most of the Asian companies are Japanese and Chinese, but South
Korean companies cannot be relieved

in that cases like Elliott Management’s
intervention in the Samsung C&T-Cheil
Industries merger in 2015 and the Hyundai Motor Group restructuring in 2018
are following one after another,” the
KERI explained.
According to the KERI, implementation of the revised commercial law that
stipulates cumulative voting and separate
auditor election will facilitate attacks by
hedge funds and, as such, management
rights defense measures need to be prepared without delay. “The measures that
need to be discussed right away include
dual class stocks and the poison pill,” the
institute pointed out.
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Directly Hit by External Factors

Earnings Rate of Korean
Stock Market Ranks
Lowest among G20
By Yoon Young-sil

A

fter a trade war between the
United States and China has
created higher uncertainty about emerging markets, the Korean stock market, which has a heavy dependence on
exports, has been suffering direct hits.
With foreign investors going on a selling spree, the top-tier benchmark KOSPI
has lost more than 244 trillion won
(US$215.07 billion) in market cap so far
this year. It also ranked 16th in terms of
earnings rate among G20.
According to Korea Exchange
(KRX) on Dec. 16, the market cap of
the KOSPI market came to 1,362 trillion won (US$1.2 trillion) as of Dec. 14,
down 244 trillion won (US$215.07 billion), or 16.13 percent, from 1,606 trillion won (US$1.42 trillion) at the end of
last year.
The KOSPI peaked at 2,598.19 on
Jan. 29 based on the closing price but it
had shown a steep decline to 1,996.05 on
Oct. 29. Since then, the index had tried to
rebound but it dropped to 2,069.38 again
on Dec. 13 due to a controversy over the
semiconductor boom and a concern over
the global economic slowdown, including China and Europe.
Compared with the stock markets
in major countries, the KOSPI clearly
shows a bearish trend. According to the
data about the price-earnings ratio of
stock indexes in the G20 since the beginning of the year compiled by the KRX,
the KOSPI came in 16th as of Dec. 13.
Considering the fact that the rate of
returns in the KOSPI market ranked sixth
among the G20 last year, it shows the
striking doldrums this year.
In particular, the KOSPI had experi-
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enced the worst crash for a month during
“Black October” for the first time in a
decade after the global financial crisis.
Its index plunged as much as 13.37 percent in a month in October and its market cap decreased nearly 206 trillion
won (US$181.58 billion). The secondary KOSDAQ index also decreased a
whopping 21.11 percent over the same
period, recording the seventh highest
drop since 1987 when stock records have
been computerized. It lost 56 trillion won
(US$49.36 billion) in market cap as well.
This was because the South Korean
stock market was affected by external factors, such as the trade conflict
between the U.S. and China and the
Fed’s tightening monetary policy, this
year more than any other countries.
South Korea suffered from a bigger
impact as its economic structure heavily
depends on the U.S. and China, the two
parties to the trade war.
Foreign investors sold 5.87 trillion
won (US$5.18 billion) worth of stocks
on the KOSPI market during the period,
while institutional investors net sold
4.14 trillion won (US$3.65 billion) as
well. Individual investors who belatedly
jumped into the stock market propelled
by the brisk market last year net purchased 8.45 trillion won (US$7.45 billion) but not enough to stop the fall in
the index.
Particularly, the market cap of Samsung Electronics Co. stood at 232.5 trillion won (US$204.94 billion), down 96.4
trillion won (US$84.97 billion) from
328.9 trillion won (US$289.91 billion)
at the end of last year. The percentage
of Samsung Electronics in market cap

The market cap of the KOSPI market came to 1,362
trillion won (US$1.2 trillion) as of Dec. 14, down 244
trillion won (US$215.07 billion), or 16.13 percent, from
1,606 trillion won (US$1.42 trillion) at the end of last
year.

on the KOSPI also dropped from 20.48
percent to 17.07 percent over the same
period.
In addition, large-cap stocks had
a relatively high fall in market cap. SK
Hynix Inc. which ranks second in market
cap saw its market cap decrease 19.22
percent, while the market cap of Hyundai
Motor Co. fell by 25.32 percent, POSCO
Group by 23.61 percent and Naver
Corp. by 29.12 percent. However, Samsung Biologics Co. saw its market cap
increase 5.53 percent despite a controversy over the accounting fraud allegations, and SK Telecom Co. also showed a
4.87 percent gain.
The KOSDAQ index also peaked at
927.05 on Jan. 29 but hit the bottom at
629.70 on Oct. 29. The KOSDAQ index
fell 16.54 percent to 666.34 as of Dec.
14 compared to the beginning of this
year and the market cap of the KOSDAQ decreased 59 trillion won (US$52
billion) to 224 trillion won (US$197.44
billion). Notably, KOSDAQ market bellwether Celltrion Healthcare Co. recorded
a 35.54 percent drop after it has come
under suspicion of fraudulent accounting
after Samsung Biologics.
Meanwhile, stock trading has
increased this year as market volatility
has grown. The daily average amount
of share transactions in the KOSPI market stood at 6.61 trillion won (US$5.83
billion) this year, up 24.1 percent from
5.33 trillion won (US$4.69 billion) at
the same period last year, while the daily
average volume of transactions grew
17.1 percent to 398.82 million shares
from 340.46 million shares a year earlier.

Small Investors Call for Abolition of Short Selling

Total Amount of Short
Selling in S. Korea Exceeds
120 Tril. Won This Year
By Yoon Young-sil

Small stock investors suffer a huge loss owing to increased market volatility, which is partly fueled by short selling.

T

he total amount of short stock
sales in the South Korean
stock market exceeded 120
trillion won (US$106.38 billion) this
year, hitting a record high.
According to Korea Exchange
(KRX), the cumulative amount of short
selling in the benchmark KOSPI and
secondary KOSDAQ markets from Jan.
1 to Dec. 7 reached a record high at
121.71 trillion won (US$107.9 billion).
The figure included 91.64 trillion won
(US$81.24 billion) in the KOSPI market
and 30.07 trillion won (US$26.66 billion) in the KOSDAQ market.
The amount of short selling for a
month during “Black October” when
the domestic stock market continued
to plunge came to 13.31 trillion won
(US$11.8 billion), including 10.47 trillion won (US$9.28 billion) in the KOSPI
and 2.84 trillion won (US$2.51 billion)
in the KOSDAQ. It was the highest
monthly figure ever after the statistics
started being collected in June 2008.

The KOSPI and KOSDAQ indexes
plunged by 13.37 percent and 21.11 percent, respectively, during October due to
a series of unfavorable factors at home
and abroad and short selling.
The South Korean stock market has
continued to stay in a box pattern after
taking a nosedive in October but the
short selling transactions don’t show
signs of a downward trend. The combined amount of short stock sales stood
at 10.22 trillion won (US$9.06 billion)
last month, including 7.93 trillion won
(US$7.03 billion) in the KOSPI and
2.29 trillion won (US$2.03 billion) in
the KOSDAQ. The figure went down by
23.2 percent from the previous month but
still remained high compared to 8.38 trillion won (US$7.43 billion) in September before “Black October.” It shows that
there are still a lot of forces which bet on
an additional drop now even when the
stock market has gotten into the box pattern after the shakeout.
Eight out of 10 shares which rank

in top 10 in terms of short selling transactions saw their prices continue to fall
until now after October. The average rate
of decrease in their share prices recorded
at 12.2 percent. The short selling force
targeted mainly Samsung Heavy Industries Co., Samsung Electronics Co. and
SK Securities Co. during the period.
The rage of small investors, who suffered a huge loss owing to the triple distress such as volatile market, short selling
and securities transaction tax, ran to an
extreme. Individual investors were completely excluded from short selling so the
domestic stock market has been labeled
as “tilted playfield” and “playground for
foreigners” throughout this year. In fact,
individuals accounted for only 1.1 percent of the total short selling transactions
as of the 7th. On the other hand, foreigners and institutions took up 68.5 percent
and 30.6 percent, respectively.
The rage of small investors headed
to People's Petition Board of Cheong Wa
Dae. Thousands of petitions had been
filed, demanding that the short selling
system be abolished. As there is growing
criticism over short selling, the National
Assembly also made a movement. Cho
Kyoung-tae of the main opposition Liberty Korea Party proposed a bill prohibiting all types of short selling, including
covered short selling, saying, “When
institutions and foreigners which have
an advantage in capital and information
short sell with the purpose of speculative
market price control, it can cause a serious damage to individual investors.”
However, there is a prevalent view in
the market that it is impossible to abolish
short selling in reality. This is because
it is inappropriate to restrict all types of
short selling which is generally permitted
in financially advanced countries. Most
of advanced countries, such as the United
States and the European Union, are currently introducing short selling.
Experts point out that the government should greatly strengthen subsequent measures on naked short selling
and widen the opportunity for individuals to participate in short selling in order
to make the short selling function work
properly.
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CoinBene Adopts Korea's ICO Model

Simple Cryptocurrency Purchase Service
Developed by Korea Spreading Overseas
By Michael Herh

CoinBene, a major foreign cryptocurrency exchange with branch offices in 160 countries, will provide a simple
service for users to purchase the Temco cryptocurrency with ease.

A

simple cryptocurrency purchase service first introduced
in Korea is spreading overseas. The advantage of 'simple purchasing' is that users can invest in cryptocurrencies more easily because exchanges or
communities have already verified their
identities. In addition, this new service
reduces fraud risk since exchanges and
communities have already verified the
cryptocurrencies that can be purchased
through it. This seems to be the reason
the new service has been garnering much
attention from cryptocurrency investors
in foreign countries.
According to the cryptocurrency
industry, CoinBene, a virtual money
exchange which ranks fifth in global
trading volume (based on CoinMarketCap), has wrapped up the development
of a platform for simple purchasing services. Beginning on Dec. 17, the global
exchange will launch its simple purchasing service and Temco, a cryptocurrency
project led by Korea, was selected as
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the first cryptocurrency that its users can
purchase through the simple purchasing
service. CoinBene, which has branch
offices in 160 countries, will begin a presale event for Temco on Dec. 17 and the
main sale on Dec. 24. CoinBene users
will be able to easily purchase Temco.
Simple purchasing is an initial coin
offering (ICO) method, which was initiated by Korean cryptocurrency exchanges and the Korean cryptocurrency community. An exchange or a community
verifies a cryptocurrency before making
it available for purchasing by its users.
In Korea, Tokenbank, Cobak and Bitsonic among others are offering simple
purchasing services. Unlike an initial
exchange offering (IEO) which implements token issuance and listing at the
same time, simple purchasing is characterized by investor protection functions
such as a lock-up that limits investors'
sale for a certain period of time.
"A simple purchasing service began
in Korea to address the problems that

project managers and investors face in an
ICO. When carrying out an ICO, project
managers have to directly identify users,
while investors often participate in an
ICO without reliable information," said
an official at a company that provides
a simple purchase service. "Since an
exchange or a community verifies cryptocurrencies and user identities first, simple
purchasing services have many advantages for both investors and projects."
The first cryptocurrency selected by
CoinBene for simple purchasing services is a project designed for distribution companies. It records distribution
data in a blockchain and provides them
with a data analysis tool to utilize these
data efficiently. In particular, while most
blockchain projects choose Ethereum
and EOS as their platforms, Temco uses
Bitcoin networks, differentiating itself
from them. Temco attracted investment
from Korea Investment Partners in the
second half of this year, earning recognition for its growth potential.
CoinBene adopted a simple purchasing method for the first time among
overseas exchanges. Industry analysts
say that CoinBene’s endorsement of simple purchasing would pave the way for
Korean projects to have ICOs for foreign
investors.
As CoinBene has developed a platform dedicated to simple purchasing, a
wide variety of simple purchasing projects
are expected to come out in the future.
"The bulk of simple purchasing has
been carried out by Korean users and
projects," said an official in the cryptocurrency industry. "If a Korean project
implements simple purchasing through
CoinBene, it can attract overseas users
more easily."

MONEY

Losing on Home Turf to Chinese Exchanges

Chinese Cryptocurrency Exchanges
Penetrating Korean Market
By Yoon Young-sil

C

hinese cryptocurrency
exchanges, which rank 1st to
3rd in the global virtual currency exchange rankings, are actively
advancing into the Korean market.
Following Huobi Korea's official
declaration that it will open a market
where virtual currencies can be traded
in Korean won by the end of this year,
OKEx announced on Dec. 3 its advance
into the Korean market. Binance has
hired an official in charge of the Korean
market and has been expanding contact
with the Korean community.
Although Chinese exchanges are
speeding up their efforts to tap into
Korea, domestic exchanges are helpless. The Korean government has failed
to come up with any guidelines or policies related to cryptocurrency exchanges,
adding to the confusion. Concerns are
growing that Korea could lose its home
market to Chinese exchanges.
OKEx held a media conference at
the Grand Hyatt Hotel in Seoul on Dec.
3 and announced that it will soon launch
OKCoin, its virtual currency exchange
which is in beta service.
OKCoin Korea CEO Choi Jeonghwan said, "OKCoin attracted about
300,000 users during the advance subscriptions held in April prior to the launch
of the beta service. We have also attracted
investment from NHN Entertainment,
one of Korea’s leading IT companies.”
He said the ongoing beta service will
soon be converted into an official service, which will be based on a user interface and user experience that is tailored
to the preferences of Korean customers.
Prior to this, Huobi Korea officially announced that it would open a won
market sometime this month. Currently,

Huobi Korea, which operates a market
where transactions can be made only
with Bitcoin or Ethereum, plans to operate a market by year's end where users
can trade virtual currencies with their
won deposits. It is also planning to hold a
free fee event to celebrate it.
In particular, Huobi Korea announced
that it would not introduce a trading method based on “honeycomb
accounts,” which refer to an exchange’s
existing corporate accounts where users
deposit their money to trade virtual currencies as Korean banks refuse to issue
new real-name accounts to exchanges.
The Chinese exchange may be seeking
to persuade Korean banks to issue new
real-name accounts to it. "Because we are
still in talks with our partners, it is difficult to disclose how we will operate the
exchange." said a Huobi Korea official.
Binance is also seeking to advance
into the Korean market. The company
invested in blockchain project “Terra,”
which is led by Shin Hyun-sung, chair-

man of Timon board of directors, through
its investment company, Binance Labs.
Although these leading Chinese
exchanges are moving fast to tap into the
Korean market, Korean exchanges are
showing few signs of making any moves.
Although the real-name virtual currency
trading system started in January, commercial banks have not issued new realname accounts to exchanges, expressing
concerns over money laundering.
It is also not easy for Korean
exchanges to send money abroad to
expand into overseas markets due to concerns about money laundering. Dunamu,
which operates Korea’s representative
exchange Upbit, has been trying to send
money abroad to set up an overseas subsidiary, only in vain.
An industry source said, "While Korean exchanges are waiting for the Korean
government to come up with a policy
on virtual currency trading and overseas
expansion, Chinese exchanges are rapidly
penetrating the Korean market."

OKEx Korea CEO Choi Jung-hwan introduces the company's service plan in Korea at a conference held at the
Grand Hyatt Hotel in Seoul on Dec. 3.
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Brokerages Implement Voluntary Retirement

Korea's Securities Industry Accelerating
Workforce Downsizing
By Yoon Young-sil

More and more securities companies are recently reducing their workforce again.

T

here are signs of a trend
toward workforce downsizing in the securities industry again. As the securities business has
slowed down from the third quarter of
this year, an increasing number of securities companies are seeking to reduce
the workforce through a voluntary retirement.
According to the Korea Financial
Investment Association (KOFIA) on
Dec. 9, the number of executives and
employees from 56 securities firms stood
at 36,220 as of September this year, up
1.5 percent, or 526, from 35,694 a year
earlier. About half of the increase came
from the merger between KB Investment
& Securities Co. and former Hyundai
Securities Co.
In fact, more than half of the securities companies downsized their workforce, except for some firms that have
ramped up hiring including Korea Investment & Securities Co. with 106. In particular, Mirae Asset Daewoo Co. showed
the highest drop in employment as the
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number of its employees decreased by
132 as of the third quarter.
The number of executives and
employees in the securities industry has
still continued to show a decline after the
industry carried out a major restructuring at the time when the equity-linked
securities (ELS) market delivered hefty
losses between 2014 and 2015. The figure amounted to 40,241 as of 2013 but it
fell sharply to 36,613 in 2014 due to the
harsh wind of restructuring. It decreased
by 3,628 in just one year. The number
of executives and employees dropped to
36,161 in 2015 and rebounded to 38,432
in 2016 and then slipped to 35,889 last
year.
As more and more securities companies are recently reducing their workforce again, the downsizing is expected
to accelerate further this year. Starting
with the biggest plunge in the stock market in the third quarter, the securities
market has shown a slowdown, forcing
the industry to tighten its belt. According to the Financial Supervisory Service

(FSS), the combined net profit of 55
domestic securities firms came to 957.6
billion won (US$853.1 million) in the
third quarter this year, down 23.1 percent
from the previous quarter.
KB Investment & Securities is accepting the requests for voluntary retirement
from its employees aged 43 and over until
Dec. 12. This is the first voluntary retirement that the company is pushing ahead
with after it merged with Hyundai Securities last year. The total number of executives and employees at KB Investment &
Securities reaches 3,100.
Mirae Asset Daewoo is also said to
be considering the downsizing of 4,600
workers as the company has pushed forward the abolition or combination of its
branches. The labor union of Mirae Asset
Daewoo issued a statement opposing the
initiative last month.
However, some market experts say
that it is inevitable that the securities
industry will downsize the workforce.
As the home trading system (HTS)
and the mobile trading system (MTS)
are becoming more common, there has
been a steady decrease in the number of
branches. With the number of customers
visiting branches shrinking, the number
of securities firms’ branches fell by 40.5
percent, or 755, over the past 10 years
from 1,863 in 2008 to 1,108 in the third
quarter of 2018
An official from the securities industry said, “The number of customers visiting branches is decreasing due to the
revitalization of digital finance, such
as the Internet and mobile, and there is
uncertainty in the business environment
next year. We can’t help but to merge our
branches to improve the operation efficiency so we are also forced to reduce
the workforce.”

More Elaborate Investment Strategy Needed

NPS Suffers Valuation Loss of 19 Tril.
Won on Investment in Major Korean Firms
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he number of companies in which
the National Pension Service
(NPS) holds 5 percent or more in equity
showed an increase this year, but the total
value of the pension operator's shareholdings in these companies evaporated by
more than 19 trillion won (US$17.06 billion), according to a recent survey.
Considering the fact that the NPS lost
15 percent of its investments in the equities
of the companies, even allowing for the
domestic stock market slump, it crumpled
its pride as the nation’s largest institutional
investor which operates public funds.
According to local corporate tracker CEO Score on Dec. 5, the number of
companies in which the NPS holds over
5 percent in equity stood at 303 as of the
end of September, while the total value of
its stock holdings in the companies came

to 102.06 trillion won (US$91.65 billion).
The number of companies in which
the pension operator holds more than 5
percent in equity grew by 16 from 287
in the beginning of the year, but the
total value of stocks plunged as much as
19.27 trillion won (US$17.31 billion), or
15.8 percent, from 122.33 trillion won
(US$109.86 billion) in January. Of them,
108 companies saw an increase of NPS
investment and 195 saw a reduction over
the same period.
In particular, the depreciation was
entirely due to fallen stock prices, as the
NPS’ equity position remained the same
or even climbed slightly in 99 out of the
108 firms that saw the reduction, according to CEO Score.
Meanwhile, Samsung Electronics Co., which ranks first in the busi-

The National Pension Service (NPS) suffered a valuation loss of 15 percent on its investments in major
domestic companies where it holds 5 percent or
more in equity.

ness community, has continued to show
a record high earnings from the beginning of the year but it saw the NPS’ stake
slightly decrease 9.58 percent in January
to 9.25 percent at the end of November.
On the other hand, Hyundai Motor Co.,
which recorded a poor performance that
was more like the “earnings shock,” saw
the NPS’ stake rise from 8.44 percent to
8.7 percent over the same period.
An official from the business community said, “The NPS had 25.9 percent
of domestic stock investment returns last
year, but it has been recording a serious
loss since the beginning of this year. The
NPS needs an elaborate investment strategy as it is operating public funds.”.

Growing Concerns over Gov’t Influences

NPS to Form Highest Decision-Making
Body in Standing, More Specialized Way
By Michael Herh

A

plan is in the works to make the
highest decision-making body at
the National Pension Service standing and
more specialized. The authority and treatment of the head of the Fund Management
Department will be enhanced as well.
However, the government reiterated a policy of actively exercising its shareholder
rights for the purpose of introducing a
stewardship code. Therefore, concerns
about the government's influence on private companies invested by the National
Pension Service will not disappear.
On December 15, the Ministry of
Health and Welfare laid out a general
plan for the national pension system
focusing on the above-mentioned con-

tents and announced that it decided
to revise the National Pension Act by
applying the plan.
According to the plan draft, the Pension Management Committee will hold a
regular meeting once a month. Standing
or full-time committee member will be
appointed among committee members.
The plan will cut the number of committee members from the government
to three from the current six. Instead,
one more worker and one more user
representative will be added to the current three of each side at the committee.
Also in the making is the appointment of
a recommended expert from a member
organization as a committee member.

The Ministry of Health and Welfare laid out a general
plan to make a high decision-making body at the
National Pension Service standing and more specialized.

For example, two of worker representatives who will increase to four will be
appointed among laborers as usual while
the remaining two will be appointed among
experts in the fields of finance, economy,
asset management and pension systems.
Active asset distribution strategy will
be also employed. The foreign investment ratio is now around 30%, but will
increase to about 45% in the future. The
ministry will also raise the target earning
rate to make it higher than the estimation
earning rate (4.5% on average).
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Both Sales and Profits Falling

Korean Listed Companies’ Sales and
Operating Profits on the Decline
By Jung Suk-yee

A

lmost half of KOSPI-listed
companies’ sales and operating
profits fell year on year for the first nine
months of this year.
According to data released by the
Korea Economic Research Institute on
Dec. 13, 268 out of the 578 companies
listed on the stock exchange witnessed
a year-on-year decline in sales during
the period. The ratio, 46.4%, increased
approximately 14 percentage points from
the previous year. In addition, operating
profits decreased in 344 companies. The
ratio had been 41.2% in 2016, but rose to
52.6% in 2017 and 59.5% this year.
In 209 companies, sales and operating

profits fell alike. The number was 146 last
year. Meanwhile, the number of companies
in which both sales and operating profits
rose is 175, down 25% from a year ago.
The institute explained that the
ratio of listed companies in the red has
increased since 2016 and that of those
in the black has decreased since that
year. Specifically, the former, which had
fallen from 17.5% to 13.3% between
2013 and 2016, rose to 20.1% in the first
three quarters of this year. The ratio of
those that went into the red rose from
5.5% to 10.4% between 2016 and this
year whereas the ratio of those that went
into the black fell from 9.5% to 4.2%

About half the 578 KOSPI-listed companies witnessed a year-on-year decline in sales and operating
profits for the first nine months of this year.

between 2015 and this year. Likewise,
the ratio of those that remained in the
red for the second consecutive year rose
from 6.6% to 9.7% from 2017 to 2018.
In the meantime, the Bank of Korea
announced on Dec. 13 that South Korean
companies’ year-on-year sales growth was
3.5% in the third quarter, down 1.3 percentage points from the previous quarter.
Although their profit-to-sales ratio edged
down from 7.7% to 7.6%, it is 5% when
Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix are
not included in the calculation.

Driven by Samsung Electronics

Korean Listed Companies' Dividend
Payouts Grow Sharply This Year
By Yoon Young-sil

T

h e t o t a l i n t e r i m a n d q u a rterly dividends paid out by
South Korean companies listed on the
stock market surpassed 9 trillion won
(US$8.13 billion) this year, up nearly
5 trillion won (US$4.52 billion) from
a year earlier. This was largely due to
the fact that Samsung Electronics Co.
increased its dividends by more than 4
trillion won (US$3.62 billion).
The Financial Supervisory Service
announced on Dec. 4 that the nation’s
54 listed companies paid out 9.1 trillion
won (US$8.23 billion) in interim and
quarterly dividends this year. The number of listed companies that paid out
interim and quarterly dividends rose by
only three compared to last year, but the
amount of dividends grew by a whopping 4.5 trillion won (US$4.07 billion),
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or 95.9 percent. By market, 36 KOSPIlisted companies paid out 9.06 trillion
won (US$8.19 billion) of dividends,
while 118 KOSDAQ-listed companies
did 50.4 billion won (US$45.57 million).
In particular, the total amount of
dividends paid out by KOSPI-listed
firms increased by about 4.5 trillion
won (US$4.07 billion) compared to a
year ago, driven by Samsung Electronics’ growth in quarterly dividends. The
amount of quarterly dividends paid out
by Samsung Electronics came to 7.2 trillion won (US$6.51 billion) this year, up
as much as 4.3 trillion won (US$3.89
billion), or 149 percent, from 2.9 trillion
won (US$2.62 billion) last year. KOSDAQ-listed firms saw its total amount
of interim and quarterly dividend payout
rise by 4.7 billion won (US$4.25 mil-

The number of Korea’s listed companies that paid
out interim and quarterly dividends rose by only three
compared to last year, but the amount of dividends
grew 95.9 percent.

lion), or 10.3 percent, on-year but they
are still miserly with dividend payout
compared with KOSPI-listed companies.
Listed companies that paid out interim
and quarterly dividends this year accounted for about 5.2 percent of 1,038 of the
total. The number of listed companies that
adopted the interim and quarterly dividend
payout system stood at 392 on the KOSPI
market and 646 on the KOSDAQ market,
up 21 and 55, respectively, compared to
last year. Firms listed on the KOSPI tend
to introduce the interim dividend system
more, while those listed on the KOSDAQ
prefer the quarterly dividend system more,
according to a survey.

Consumer Protection Given Top Priority

Insurance Industry Innovation Plan
Delayed to Next Year
By Michael Herh

The proposed insurance industry innovation plan takes much time for drafting due to the diffculty in striking a balance between consumer protection and regulatory simplification.

T

he proposed insurance
industry innovation plan,
which was supposed to be
announced within this year, will be finalized next year as officials at the Financial
Supervisory Service (FSS) are finding it
difficult to strike a balance between consumer protection and simplification of
regulations.
The FSS has put a great deal of
efforts into the plan, which was given
top priority by FSS Governor Yoon Sukheon. He gave unprecedented power to
the innovation task force team.
According to financial authorities
and the insurance industry on Dec. 3,

the core of the innovation plan emphasized by is consumer protection. But
enhancing consumer protection is bound
to strengthen regulations on the insurance industry. The difficulty in improving consumer protection without further
toughening regulations has been the reason for the slow progress in formulating
an innovation plan.
The innovation plan features all
ideas for consumer protection that the
FSS already announced, including the
compulsory establishment of internal
control committees to strengthen selfregulation by large insurance agencies
and the expansion of complete sales via

non-face-to-face insurance sales channels
such as telemarketing (TM) and home
shopping.
Currently, the FSS and the task force
team are discussing incomplete sales
and consumer protection such as guidance on unclear insurance contract terms
and erroneous insurance policies and
the questionable payment of insurance
money but it is hard to finish mapping
out the innovation plan by the end of this
year, financial authorities and analysts
say.
In addition, the fact that the contents
of the innovation plan are not much different from existing ones is another reason why the FSS was forced to postpone
the announcement of the innovation plan.
Enhancing consumer protection
will inevitably strengthen regulations
for the insurance industry. The FSS is
promoting reform by focusing on consumer protection, but an emphasis on
consumer protection will introduce new
regulations for the insurance industry
after all, according to insurance industry experts.
For example, the simplification of
insurance terms and insurance policies
inevitably clashes with consumer protection. As for the simplification of insurance terms, it is good for insurers to do it
on their own but no insurers do that way.
Moreover, if insurance policies are
simplified, consumers will be confused
about them so incomplete sales will
increase. "The plan for consumer protection cannot help but be a repetition of
past similar plans," said another official
in the insurance industry. “It will be difficult to come up with a highly innovative
one.”
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ICT
YoY Decline for First Time in 25 Months

Korea's ICT Exports Suffer
Setback amid Global
Semiconductor Market Slowdown
By Jung Suk-yee

South Korea’s monthly ICT exports showed a year-on-year decline for the first time in 25 months in December, due to falling semiconductor prices.

L

ast month, South Korea’s
ICT exports showed a yearon-year decline for the first
time in 25 months. The main reason was
a downturn in semiconductor prices.
The memory chip price is likely to keep
falling for at least six months, hitting
Korea’s ICT exports.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry &
Energy announced on Dec. 18 that last
month’s ICT exports totaled US$18.29
billion against imports of US$9.76 billion, generating a trade surplus of
US$8.53 billion. Exports decreased 1.7%
from a year earlier whereas imports rose
3%.
This has to do with a memory chip
price decline. South Korea’s memory chip exports posted a year-on-year
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growth of over 40% until September this
year, yet the growth rate fell to 26.5% in
October and 19.6% in November.
According to market research firm
DRAMeXchange, the 4Gb DRAM spot
price dropped from US$3.99 in July to
US$3.13 last month. Likewise, the 64Gb
NAND flash price dropped from US$4.2
to US$3.03 in one year.
Last month, South Korea’s semiconductor exports totaled US$10.79 billion,
topping US$10 billion for the seventh
consecutive month. The export growth
rate, however, plummeted from 30.2% in
July to 10.6% in November.
Display exports and mobile phone
exports, which are being heavily affected by competition with China, added up
to US$2.28 billion and US$1.03 billion

with a year-on-year decline of 11.3%
and 46.7%, respectively. Computer and
peripheral exports fell 10.1% to US$810
million.
ICT exports were also affected by the
slower growth of the Chinese manufacturing sector that has resulted from the
ongoing trade war between the U.S. and
China. Last month, South Korea’s ICT
exports to China and Hong Kong, which
are the largest destination, dropped
12.2% from a year ago to US$9.04 billion, showing a negative growth for the
first time in 24 months.
In November, memory chip imports
jumped 80.7% to US$2.12 billion and
display imports rose 1.3% to US$470
million. Computer imports increased
1.6% to US$510 million.
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K-City: the World’s Best Autonomous Driving Test Site

Korea Builds World's First Self-Driving
Car Test Bed Running on 5G Network
By Michael Herh

K-City features reproductions of 5 real environments, including a highway, urban center, parking lot, suburban
area and community.

T

he world's first self-driving
vehicle test city equipped
with 5G network has been
completed in Korea.
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport announced on Dec. 10 that
it held a ceremony to mark the completion of "K-City" at the Korea Automobile
Testing and Research Institute (KATRI)
in Hwaseong City, Gyeonggi Province. It
has been one year and four months since
the construction began in August last
year. KATRI is affiliated with the Korea
Transportation Safety Authority.
Some 400 people attended the ceremony, including Prime Minister Lee
Nak-yeon, Vice Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport Kim Jung-ryul,
National Assembly's Land, Infrastructure
and Transport Committee Chairman Park
Soon-ja, and officials from companies

and organizations that are developing
self-driving cars.
K-City is a virtual city that is
designed to test self-driving cars. It is the
world's first test site for self-driving cars
based on 5G network. It features reproductions of five actual environments,
including a highway, urban center, and
parking lot.
The government invested 12.5 billion won (US$11.07 million) to build the
virtual city on a site of 320,000 square
meters inside the KATRI driving test site.
This is one eighth of the size of Yeouido
Island, which is 2.9 square kilometers.
Here, it is possible to test most situations that can occur when driving on an
autonomous vehicle. It has recreated five
real environments: highway, urban center, suburban area, parking lot, and community.

As the virtual city is based on 5G
network, it is also possible to develop
technologies for cooperative driving and
infotainment that utilize ultra-fast and
large-capacity telecommunication infrastructure.
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport is planning to open K-City
so that it can be used by anyone in the
private sector, universities, and related
startups, thus contributing to the development of self-driving technology.
"Self-driving cars will change our
lives and create new industries and markets. They are one of the technologies
that represent the Fourth Industrial Revolution," a ministry official said.
Meanwhile, according to the U.S.
technology research firm Navigant
Research, the global market for selfdriving cars will reach 210 trillion won
in 2020 and 1,300 trillion won in 2035.
Leading companies in the world are
competing to stay ahead of others in the
global self-driving car market. Major
advanced countries are also operating
test sites for self-driving cars, such as
M-City in the U.S. and J-Town in Japan.
Prior to the completion of the K-City
project, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport launched a privatepublic consultative body called ‘Autonomous Cooperative Driving Industry
Development Council' in March in order
to create new businesses and to converge
businesses in various fields related to
self-driving cars. Currently, 188 companies have joined the council. Since its
inception, the organization has pushed
for business meetings and technology exchanges between large and small
businesses in order to create new business opportunities and promote mutual
growth.
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Accounting for Half of Top 5 Investments

Prime Minister Lee Nak-yeon tests a 5G
remote control system built by KT prior to the
K-City completion ceremony at the Korea
the Korea Automobile Testing and Research
Institute (KATRI) in Hwaseong City, Gyeonggi
Province, on Dec. 10.

It also held international joint
performance tests and prepared
relevant standards to advance commercialization of C-ITS communication devices and base stations.
C-ITS is a key system that supports
autonomous cooperative driving by
enabling two-way communication
between road infrastructure and
self-driving cars.
According to the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport,
the council has helped middle and
small member companies create
jobs and increase investment.
Midsized and small and medium-sized businesses participating
in the organization hired 300 new
employees, up 51 percent from their
original plans, and invested 80.1
billion won this year, up 147 percent from the previous year.
In particular, member companies are moving to enter foreign
markets. For instance, IT Telecom
has supplied telecommunication test
equipment worth US$700,000 to a
U.S. measurement company, while
PLK Tech has exported advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS)
worth US$3 million.
"We will reduce traffic accidents and traffic congestion by
building a new traffic system with
self-driving cars. We will create an
industrial complex in the neighboring areas of K-City to foster related
industries and create jobs," said
Kim Hyun-mi, minister of land,
infrastructure and transport.
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Korean Semiconductor
Manufacturers Keep
Making Large Investments
By Kim Eun-jin

The combined capital expenditure of Samsung Electronics and Sk Hynix for this year is close to half of that of the
global top five.

B

oth Samsung Electronics and
SK Hynix are making huge
investments to keep way
ahead of the others in the global semiconductor industry. The two companies’
combined capital expenditure for this
year is close to half of that of the global
top five and one-third of the total capital
expenditure in the industry.
According to market research firm
IC Insights, Samsung Electronics’ capex
is likely to exceed US$20 billion for two
years in a row. The company’s annual
capex, which was less than US$20 billion from 2010 to 2016, jumped to
US$24.2 billion last year and is estimated to reach US$22.6 billion this year.
For reference, the combined capex of
Intel and TSMC for 2017 and 2018 is
US$48.4 billion.
SK Hynix boosted its capex by
58% to US$12.8 billion this year to
show the highest capex growth rate in
the industry. Its investment is expected
to be concentrated on its M15 Plant in

Cheongju, South Korea and its plant in
Wuxi, China. The former was completed
in October this year and will be put into
operation in the near future. The plant in
Wuxi starts mass production in the second quarter of 2019.
The capex of Micron Technology, in
the meantime, totaled US$9.9 billion this
year with a year-on-year growth of 54%.
Intel’s increased 32% to US$15.5 billion.
This year’s total semiconductor industry
capex is estimated at US$107.1 billion,
up 15% from a year earlier. That of the
top five in the industry is estimated at
US$71.1 billion.
The investment is predicted to fall
10% next year. This is because the major
players are going to reduce their investments without exception with a recession around the corner. “The prices of
main items such as DRAM and NAND
flash are likely to continue to fall from
late this year to next year to affect those
companies’ investment,” said an industry
insider.

SK Hynix to Build New Plant in Yongin

S. Korean Government Pushing for a new
Semiconductor Cluster
By Michael Herh

SK Hynix is reported to be considering building a new semiconductor plant in Yongin, Gyeonggi Province to strengthen its industrial ecosystem.

T

he Korean government is
pushing for a large-scale
semiconductor cluster consisting of four semiconductor manufacturing
plants and production facilities of some
50 parts and equipment companies.
SK Hynix is reportedly considering
building a new semiconductor plant in
the cluster, where the government plans
to invest a total of 120 trillion won over
the next 10 years.
The government’s plan was included
in the business plan of the Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy for 2019,
which was disclosed on Dec. 18. "We
will lay out a concrete business plan next
year and follow an administrative procedure to implement it," said an official of
the ministry.
According to the plan, SK Hynix will
invest 1.6 trillion won next year in selecting the plant site and laying the groundwork for the plant.
One potential candidate site being

reviewed by SK Hynix is Yongin,
Gyeonggi Province, which is close to
Samsung Electronics’ semiconductor complex in Giheung, also Gyeonggi
Province.
"We have not confirmed Yongin as
the home for the industrial complex yet,"
an SK Hynix official said. "We are continuing to discuss it with the government
as there are no more sites available in
Icheon and Cheongju."
If SK Hynix decides to build a manufacturing plant in the cluster, it can reinforce its semiconductor ecosystem as
semiconductor parts and equipment suppliers will operate next to its new factory.
Considering the fact that it takes
about five years to build a semiconductor plant, SK Hynix's new plant will take
shape after 2025. This is because in general, it takes a total of 10 years to build
industrial complex infrastructure.
SK Hynix is o perating plants in
Icheon and Cheongju in Korea. Recently,

Cheongju M15 Plant was completed and
the chipmaker holds a ceremony on Dec.
19 to begin construction of M16 Plant in
Icheon. But there is no place to build a
new plant in the two areas.
In contrast, Samsung Electronics can
build four more semiconductor plants in
Pyeongtaek, Gyeonggi Province as it has
secured a 2.89 million-square-meter site
The government’s push for deregulation encouraged SK Hynix to participate in the government’s semiconductor
cluster plan. In order to build a semiconductor factory in the Seoul metropolitan
area, SK Hynix had to conform to regulations such as the Seoul Metropolitan
Area Maintenance Planning Act. "It took
SK Hynix 10 years from applying for the
expansion of M14 Plant in Icheon to the
completion of the plant due to various
regulations," said a company official.
"We have expectations for the cluster
to be created by the government and the
private sector," an industry analyst said.
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5G Concept Device Presented at Qualcomm Event

Samsung , Verizon to Launch
5G Smartphone in U.S. in
First Half of 2019
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics and Verizon, the largest mobile carrier in the U.S., will launch a 5G smartphone in the U.S.
in the first half of next year, the two company has announced.
According to U.S. IT media reports, Samsung Electronics and Verizon will take the wraps off a 5G concept device at
Qualcomm's Snapdragon Technology Summit in Maui, Hawaii
on Dec. 3 (local time).
The 5G smartphone is said to be loaded with Qualcomm's
mobile processor, the Snapdragon X50 5G NR modem, and
a Qualcomm antenna module, both of which have not been
released yet. It is not yet known what model will implement
next-generation 5G mobile communication services. Samsung
unveiled its next generation foldable smartphone at a developer
conference held earlier. In the beginning of next year, the Korean smartphone giant will launch the next smartphone model
Galaxy S10.
In October, Samsung Electronics built 5G home broadband

Samsung Electronics and Verizon took the wraps off a 5G concept device at
Qualcomm's Snapdragon Technology Summit in Maui, Hawaii on Dec. 3 (local
time).

systems with Verizon in Sacramento, California, and Houston,
Texas. Verizon launched the world's first commercial 5G home
broadband service. Their plan to launch the 5G smartphone is
garnering much attention because it came out following the
launch of the world’s first commercial 5G services in Korea.
5G boasts a transmission speed of 20Gbps, which is up to 20
times that of LTE. Its transferrable data is 100 times as much as
LTE’s. Its latency is 1ms (0.001 sec), one 100th of LTE. Therefore, 5G is evaluated as dream mobile communication technology.

Sales in China Remain Sluggish

Samsung Electronics to Shut Down Smartphone
Manufacturing Plant in Tianjin, China
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics announced on Dec. 12 that it would
shut down its mobile phone manufacturing factory in
Tianjin at the end of this month. In China, Samsung Electronics
has produced mobile phones in Tianjin and Huizhou, with most
of the smartphones produced in Tianjin exported.
The company’s decision is to focus more on the Indian and
Vietnamese markets as its smartphone sales in China and the
Tianjin plant’s capacity utilization show no signs of getting
better. According to market research firm Strategy Analytics,
Samsung Electronics accounted for just 0.7% of the Chinese
smartphone market in the third quarter of this year with a sales
volume of 700,000 units or so.
At present, Samsung Electronics is relocating its manufacturing facilities to India and Vietnam, where labor costs are
lower than in China. Samsung Electronics’ smartphone manufacturing facilities in Vietnam currently account for approximately 50% of the company’s total smartphone production. Its
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Samsung Electronics plans to shut down its smartphone plant in Tianjin due to
sluggish sales in the Chinese market.

factory in Noida, India is the largest smartphone manufacturing
plant in the world. In China, Samsung Electronics released
the Galaxy A6s last month. It is the first Samsung smartphone
produced on an original development manufacturing (ODM)
basis.

Simplifying Smartphone Lineups

LG Electronics Speculated to Overhaul
Smartphone Business Strategy
By Kim Eun-jin

T

he annual reshuffle at LG Electronics is raising speculation that the
company may overhaul its smartphone business strategy.
LG Electronics appointed on Nov. 28 Kwon Bong-seok, head of the Home
Electronics Business Division, to double as head of the Mobile Communications Business Division.
Kwon is credited with revitalizing the company's TV business by simplifying its complex TV lineup. Industry analysts are wondering whether Kwon
would use the same strategy for the struggling smartphone business.
Since December 2014, Kwon has pursued a premium strategy for the
company's TV business by drastically simplifying its TV lineup, which consisted of various 30- to 60-inch models. This change paid off. The TV business segment exceeded 8% in operating margin last year and is expected to
reach 10% this year.
The challenge Kwon faces is how to deal with LG’s complex smartphone
lineups. The company has five smartphone lineups. They are two premium
series -- the V series and the G series -- and three budget series -- the Q series,

Attention is focusing on whether or not LG Electronics will drastically break up its complex smartphone lineups.

the K series, and the X series. While this complex
lineups allow the company to target consumers of
diverse classes, it makes it difficult for consumers
to understand the status of each series.
Some experts say that it is time for LG to think
about a brand integration strategy. Samsung Electronics uses the single Galaxy brand for its smartphones. Recently, the company also changed the
Gear Smart Watch to the Galaxy Watch to enhance
the brand power of Galaxy.

To Eliminate Discrimination against Local Firms

Extraterritorial Application Should
Be Stipulated In Law: Expert
By Michael Herh

T

o ensure fair competition between South Korean IT companies and
global giants like Google and Facebook, concepts such as extraterritorial application need to be stipulated in the Telecommunications Business Act,
an expert pointed out at a forum on Dec. 18.
“Once the application of domestic laws to foreign companies and their
extraterritorial deeds is set out in the relevant law, exhausting debates can be
prevented and law enforcement can become more effective,” said Gwak Jungho, a business administration professor of Hoseo University.
Gwak noted that temporary service suspension would be necessary for
effective law and regulation enforcement. “Damage to users is ongoing in the
form of illegal content distribution, yet some foreign companies are refusing
to cooperate with local regulatory agencies,” he said, adding that temporary
service suspension can be a countermeasure if implemented well with its
scope and preconditions thoroughly examined.
At the forum, panelists also pointed out the need to prepare survey-based
guidelines to eliminate discrimination regarding network fees. “Available network fee-related data are finite, which means it is not that easy to determine
the presence or absence of discrimination,” said Konkuk University media
communications professor Hwang Yong-seok, adding, “Data collection needs

Korea Communications Commission (KCC) Chairman Lee Hyoseong said at a forum on Dec. 18 that the commission has tried
to abolish discriminatory regulations against Korean ICT companies.

to precede policy formulation, and then network
fee negotiation guidelines can be prepared.”
Korea Communications Commission (KCC)
Chairman Lee Hyo-seong said that global Internet
giants and their counterparts in South Korea can
thrive together while sharing social responsibilities. He added the communication would abolish
discriminatory regulations.
Assistant Minister of Science and ICT Min
Won-ki said at the forum that the government will
work on more policies and collaborate with more
organizations to eliminate reverse discrimination
against domestic Internet companies.
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Technology Leakage to China

Samsung Display’s Edge Display
Technology Leaked to China
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Display’s edge panel
technology for a curved edge
of a smartphone screen has
leaked to China. The Suwon District
Prosecutor’s Office announced on Nov.
29 that it arrested and charged three persons, including the CEO of Toptec, and
indicted eight persons without detention
for a violation of the Act on Prevention
of Divulgence and Protection of Industrial Technology.
According to the prosecutor’s office,
those persons received specifications
and drawings regarding 3D lamination
equipment for flexible OLED edge panels from Samsung Display in April this
year, leaked the trade secrets to the company they established, and then leaked
some of the secrets to a Chinese company. Also, they produced 24 units of
3D lamination equipment based on the
secrets from May to August this year,
exported 16 to China, and were attempting to export the rest to China. They
previously sold lamination equipment
to Samsung, and then contacted the Chinese company after their sales fell.
Toptec has grown fast by supplying
a large amount of 3D lamination equipment to Samsung Display. The two companies maintained their partnership for a
long time. Samsung Display developed
the 3D lamination technology first, and
then chose Toptec as the sole manufacturer for production of the equipment.
Toptec’s annual sales skyrocketed from
392.6 billion won to 1.1384 trillion won
from 2016 to 2017 based on the exclusive supply. Samsung Display invested
150 billion won for six years to develop
the technology and produced a smartphone panel curved on all sides by further developing it.
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“Those persons intentionally exported the equipment to China for profits
while being aware of the fact that their
deed constitutes a technology leakage,”
the prosecutor’s office explained, adding, “In addition, they used personal
emails and cloned phones for the organized and premeditated crime.”
The office is going to get back
100% of their criminal proceeds. Still,
the technology leakage that already
occurred is likely to have a significant
negative impact on South Korea’s display industry. Samsung Display said
its partnership with Toptec remains
unchanged as in the case of the repair
and maintenance of the equipment in
question, adding that it is going to keep
monitoring the progress of the upcoming
trial and it will be very shocking if the

Samsung Galaxy smartphones with a curved edge screen.

result of the probe turns out to be true.
After the news, the stock price of Toptec
fell 20.17% and closed at 9,380 won per
share on Nov. 29.
These days, Chinese companies are
trying to steal South Korea’s technology in various ways. For example, some
of them recently set up fake subsidiaries in order to circumvent the restriction
for blocking a retiree from getting a job
in a rival company or a partner firm for
two years. BOE set up Chengdu COE
Technology to steal Samsung Display
engineers specializing in mobile OLED
panel technology. Moreover, it is said
that a private equity fund has been
formed in China for semiconductor technology acquisition and semiconductor
equipment and material supplier takeover.

Security Concerns over Huawei Equipment Growing

Arrest of Huawei
Executive May Affect
Korean Companies

Korean companies are keeping a close eye on the
aftermaths of the arrest of Meng Wanzhou, vice chairwoman of Huawei.laboration tool.

By Michael Herh

K

orean companies are keeping a close eye on the aftermaths of the arrest of Meng
Wanzhou, vice chairwoman of China's
telecom giant Huawei.
The world's No. 1 telecom equipment provider, Huawei has been seeking
to expand its presence in Korea. Korean
semiconductor companies are keeping a
close watch on Meng's arrest for the possibility of the U.S. suspending semiconductor supply to Huawei. Industry analysts say that there will be no immediate
impact on the Korean market but they will
closely observe situations as many countries around the world are moving towards
suspending contracts with Huawei.
According to the telecom industry on
Dec. 10, Huawei has contractual relationships with all of the three major mobile
carriers in Korea -- SK Telecom, KT and
LG U+. In the wireless sector, LG U +
has signed a contract to use Huawei’s
5G network equipment in Seoul, part of
Gyeonggi Province and Gangwon Province. The company has already installed
4,033 base stations in Seoul, Gyeonggi
and Incheon. The number is up to eight
times more than those installed by SK
Telecom and KT, which will receive 5G
network equipment for the Seoul metropolitan area from Samsung Electronics.
Huawei has secured a firm position
in the wired network business in Korea.
All of the three mobile carriers are
already using Huawei equipment. In particular, KT decided to use Huawei equipment in a NH Nonghyup Bank network
upgrade project, which will cost 120
billion won (US$108 million) over five
years. The project involves building ded-

icated lines connecting 6,200 NH Nonghyup Bank branches nationwide with
agricultural and livestock cooperatives.
"Generally, banks sign telecommunication network contracts every five
years. It is said that as Nonghyup signed
such a contract with Huawei, other banks
will follow suit beginning next year," a
telecom industry official said.
However, Huawei’s increasing presence in Korea is fueling security concerns. "Huawei says its equipment is safe
from external hacking. All products from
all telecom equipment companies are free
from hacking," said an official in the telecom equipment industry. “However, once
every three months, Huawei products
including those used in Korea send data
to the Huawei headquarters in China. No
one can know what the data are.”
Korean companies that already
signed a contract with Huawei say they
will prepare thoroughly to prevent security problems.
The most attention is focusing on LG
U+ which inked a deal to buy 5G network equipment from Huawei. LG U+
installed Huawei equipment in the Seoul
metropolitan area when it prepared 4G
Long Term Evolution (LTE) services.
At the time, some LG U+ subscribers of
the U.S. Forces Korea (USFK) protested
against the installation of Huawei equipment, saying that they would cancel LG
U+ services, so the company decided not
to install Huawei equipment in and near
USFK areas.
LG U+ says that it will maintain its
contract with Huawei, but conduct security checks thoroughly. "We will build
a system to check source codes of Hua-

wei equipment,” said Ha Hyun-hoi, vice
chairman of LG U+, during a parliamentary inspection of the administration in
October. "We will address the issue by
having Huawei equipment certified by
a verification organization in Spain and
receive an international certificate from
the organization."
At present, LG U+ is compelled to
use Huawei products as in the initial
stage of 5G services, the network should
be compatible with that of 4G LTE. "If
LG U+ cannot use Huawei equipment for
its 5G network, the company will have
to change all of its LTE network equipment," said an industry expert.
Moreover, other 5G equipment vendors, including Samsung Electronics, have
been late in developing 5G equipment
compared to Huawei. "Other 5G equipment suppliers have been late in preparing software for their products," a telecom
industry observer said. "Equipment from
companies other than Huawei will be temporarily installed and replaced later."
In the meantime, a possibility has
been raised that Silicon Valley companies will stop supplying semiconductors
to Huawei. Korean semiconductor companies are on the alert as this could affect
their semiconductor supply to Huawei.
Huawei relies on Intel, Broadcom
and Qualcomm for parts for mobile telecommunication equipment and mobile
phones. U.S.-made components supplied
by Silicon Valley companies to Huawei
are estimated at US$10 billion a year.
Memory semiconductors are supplied by
Micron and SK Hynix. Huawei recently
put pressure on SK Telecom to use Huawei equipment.
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Netflix, YouTube Changing Industry Landscape

IPTV Overtakes Cable TV to Lead
Paid TV Market in Korea
By Kim Eun-jin

I

nternet TV (IPTV) has now taken
the throne of the subscriptionTV market in 10 years after its
launch in 2008. It has focused on a catchup to the first runner as a latecomer but
now it faces competition from global
over-the-top (OTT) companies such as
Netflix and YouTube. IPTV service providers are also feeling a need to create an
ecosystem to keep the paid TV market
growing.
LG U+ has recently made an exclusive partnership with Netflix for contents
distribution. The company, together with
its two stronger rivals, is also considering
taking over a cable TV operator, accelerating changes in the domestic paid TV
market.
The IPTV industry, including the
Korea IPTV Broadcasting Association,
KT, SK Broadband, and LG U+, held the
IPTV 10th Anniversary Ceremony at the
Central Temple of Cheongdogyo in Jongno-gu, Seoul on Nov. 22.
The number of IPTV subscribers has rapidly grown since it exceeded
one million in a year after the launch in
2008, growing more than 10 times to
reach 14.72 million as of the first half
of this year. IPTV operators accounted
for 46.05% of the total paid TV market,
beating the cable TV industry (43.76%)
for the first time.
The three IPTV providers turned
around last year from chronic deficits.
In the third quarter of this year, IPTV
sales of the three telecom companies
increased by 23% from a year ago to
935 billion won (US$841 million). As
wireless carriers are pressured to cut
down telecommunication fees, which
would lead to a decrease in profits, their
IPTV business has become a new “cash
cow.”
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The local Internet TV (IPTV) industry now faces competition from global over-the-top (OTT) companies such as
Netflix and YouTube.

However, it is also pointed out that
the IPTV industry will face many challenging tasks to solve in the future as it
expanded rapidly over the last decade.
First, there is a need to secure differentiated contents to compete with global
OTT companies. The IPTV industry has
already been investing to create original
contents. Going one step further, LG U+
will provide exclusive Netflix services
on IPTV. This is a strategy to expand its
market share through Netflix, which provides a variety of contents. SK Broadband also plans to work with Google to
add YouTube contents starting in early
next year.
There are concerned views on such
alliances. Netflix takes 90% of the revenue, while domestic content providers
take only 50% to 60%. Growing reliance
on the global content industry raises the
possibility of the domestic media industry being dominated by foreign companies. According to the Roy Morgan
research survey by Boston Consulting
Group (BCG), Netflix's market share in

Europe including the U.K. is 83%.
An industry official said, "Until now,
the domestic IPTV companies have
been able to expand their market shares
in Korea, but to expand into the overseas market, content competitiveness is
essential. Heavy reliance on Netflix and
YouTube will only hold them back in the
end.”
There is also a criticism that the
IPTV companies have not been investing
enough to activate the subscription-TV
industry ecosystem.
However, the IPTV and cable TV
industries are indeed facing a market
reorganization. LG U+ is trying to merge
with CJ Hello, while KT’s broadcasting subsidiary KT Skylife is reviewing
a merger with Dlive. SK Broadband is
also expected to merge T Broadband and
Hyundai HCN. If LG U+ takes over CJ
Hello, it will be the second runner after
KT (30.84%) with a market share of
24.43%, beating SK Broadband. KT will
take the unrivaled first place if it merges
with Dlive.

Probe Targets High-income YouTubers

National Tax Service Launches
Surprise Tax Investigation into
Google Korea
By Kim Eun-jin

T

he National Tax Service has reportedly launched a surprise tax probe
against Google Korea.
The National Tax Service sent investigators to Google Korea's headquarters in Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, and secured documents such as
accounting books, Yonhap News Agency reported on Dec. 12, quoting IT
industry sources.
The tax authorities have launched an investigation into high-income “YouTubers” who are suspected of having evaded taxes. A YouTuber is a person
who creates content on YouTube. Some popular YouTubers are known to
make much money by sharing their videos on YouTube.
At a parliamentary audit in October, Han Seung-hee, head of the National
Tax Service, said he had no objection to conducting a tax probe on highincome YouTubers.
At the time, Han said that the tax office had provided 513 YouTubers with
guidance on how to declare income. However, he said the tax office has never
done a tax investigation into YouTubers.

The National Tax Service has launched a surprise tax probe into
Google Korea.

Google Korea will have to pay the value
added tax for domestic services starting July next
year as a revision bill of the Value-added Tax Act
passed the plenary session of the National Assembly on Dec. 8.
However, there is still no clear standard of taxation for App Store, which accounts for the largest
portion of Google Korea's sales.
Regarding the tax investigation, a Google
Korea official said, "There is nothing to confirm."
The National Tax Office said it cannot confirm
tax-related information on individuals.

Global IT Firms Criticized for Neglecting Social
Responsibility

Google, Facebook to Be Blocked in
the Event of Domestic Law Violation
By Kim Eun-jin

T

he South Korean government is planning to temporarily block services of global IT companies such as Google and Facebook if they
violate domestic laws or cause significant damage to users.
The government’s move comes amid growing criticism of global IT companies for neglecting their social responsibilities in the South Korean market
despite their huge annual sales here. In addition, the National Tax Service of
South Korea is closely monitoring those companies.
The Korea Communications Commission held a policy consultation meeting on Dec. 13 and made public its report containing such plans. The report is
scheduled to be finalized on Dec. 26, and then the government will refer to the
report in policymaking processes.
According to the report, Internet-related laws such as the Act on Promotion of Information and Communication Network Utilization and Information
Protection need to adopt extraterritorial application so that foreign Internet
service providers violating domestic laws can be punished based on domestic
laws. The legal basis of the advice is the fact that the Fair Trade Act already

The National Tax Service has launched a surprise tax probe into
Google Korea.

adopted extraterritorial application based on an
international agreement.
Also, the report advised the government to
temporarily block Internet services when they
cause significant damage to users in the form
of illegal content distributed through online and
mobile platforms. In addition, the report advised
the government to change systems so that foreign
IT companies’ value added common carrier report
for Internet service provision in South Korea can
be under the name of their headquarters instead of
local branches.
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Apple Korea Faces Huge Fines

Will S. Korean Gov’t Punish Apple Korea
for Alleged Unfair Trade Practices?
By Kim Eun-jin

T

he South Korean anti-trust
regulator is set to start deliberation on Apple Korea’s
alleged unfair trade practices. The company has continued to deny the allegations or pretend not to know. However, it
can face a fine of tens of billions of won
to hundreds of billions of won if the regulator rules the allegations as true.
The Fair Trade Commission (FTC)
is set to hold a first full session on Dec.
12 to deliberate on whether Apple Korea
has abused its powerful market position
and shifted the burden of advertising
costs and other expenses, including retail
store counter installation costs and product repair costs, to three South Korean
mobile carriers – SK Telecom, KT and
LG Uplus.
To secure the evidence is the key to
the deliberation. Officials from domestic
mobile network operators are complaining about Apple Korea’s unfair practices
at the unofficial occasions but having difficulty in making an official statement.
A senior executive from a large
mobile carrier said, “All kinds of contracts made with Apple Korea include a
mutual confidentiality obligation. This is
why it is not easy for mobile carriers to
testify in public (at the full session of the
FTC) even they are unfairly treated by
Apple Korea. The U.S. firm has closed
up or denied the allegations because
it counts on the confidential agreement
signed with domestic partner companies.”
Accordingly, the decisive factor will
be whether the FTC has secured material
evidences that can prove Apple Korea’s
unfair practices, such as documents and
recorded tapes, through its own investigation in addition to mobile carriers’ testimony. The FTC is said to be confident
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The Fair Trade Commission (FTC) is set to hold a first full session on Dec. 12 to deliberate Apple Korea’s alleged
unfair practices.

in proving Apple Korea’s market power
abuse as it has examined the issue for
nearly two years.
Domestic partner companies suffered
losses mostly from Apple allegedly having shifted advertising expenses to them.
Another official from the telecommunication industry said, “Apple Korea ran
TV commercials with its own budgets
for a year after it released the iPhone in
South Korea at the end of 2009. Then,
the company started talks with domestic
mobile carriers in 2011 about sharing the
burden of advertising costs. I heard that
the advertising expenses have amounted
to at least 20 billion won (US$17.69 million) a year since then.”
If Apple Korea has forced its partner
firms to pay 20 billion won (US$17.69
million) every year for advertising costs
from 2011, the domestic mobile carriers
have suffered more than 160 billion won
(US$141.53 million) of losses for eight

years. In addition, the losses will grow
further considering other expenses, such
as product repair costs and stand installation costs.
However, mobile carriers all said that
Apple Korea has continued to be on a
power trip even after 2016 when the FTC
started the investigation. An executive
from a mobile carrier said, “I couldn’t
feel that Apple Korea changed its attitude
toward us (domestic mobile carriers)
over the past two years. I didn’t think the
past practices changed last year and this
year when the company launched a new
iPhone.”
In fact, Apple Korea doesn’t admit
the controversy over unfair business
practices in the domestic telecommunications industry. Apple Korea CEO Brandon Yoon attended the parliamentary
inspection this year but denied to answer
the questions about the unfair practices
by lawmakers.
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Tablet Used in Any Environment

Getac Launches Rugged Tablet
K120 in S. Korea
By Kim Eun-jin

G

etac Inc., a global leader in rugged smart
devices, announced the launch of the new
Getac 2in1 Tugged Tablet K120 in Korea
through its official partner CS Globiz.
Rugged products are durable enough to be used even in
harsh environments such as military or construction sites.
They are specially designed to be dust-, shock-, vibration-, and water-proof and also endure sudden temperature
changes.
In particular, the Getac Rugged Tablet K120, which has
been launched in Korea, is a 2in1 type of rugged book that
was proved to be durable and safe by being certified by the
MIL-STD-810G standard established by the U.S. Department of Defense and the international protection standard
IP65 for waterproof grade. Equipped with the full-sized
backlit keyboard to a variety of straps and harnesses, it is a
multi-functional tablet that can be used in any environment,
from an outdoor work site to an indoor room.
The K120 offers a wide range of connectivity options
including 8G Intel Core i7 /i5 processors, GPS, 4G LTE
and Bluetooth to deliver outstanding processing power and
communications anywhere in the field. The K120 features
a large 12.5-inch multi-touch display, fingerprint/ smart
card reader, radio frequency identification (RFID), and
strong security options, ensuring optimal security in security-sensitive work environments.
In addition, the industrial tablet K120 offers an optional dual hot-swap, high-capacity battery for convenience,
allowing up to 14 hours of use without risk of power failure
in critical moments in the work environment. It is also fully
compatible with Getac's accessory and security solutions,
enabling it to be safely used in the car as in the office.
"The Getac Industrial Rugged Tablet K120 is designed
to give users quick access to important information on
the worksite, providing powerful and compact features of
video, voice and electronic data communications," said a
CS Globiz official. "We strive to bring new values to the
domestic market by introducing Getac's core technologies
and innovative product designs with products such as the
K120."

Getac Rugged Tablet K120 has been launched in South Korea.
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Further Investment Uncertain

Samsung, LG Electronics Execute Over
70% of Investment Plans for This Year
By Yoon Young-sil

S

amsung Electronics Co. and LG
Electronics Inc. have executed
more than 70 percent of their investment
plans for this year.
According to the business community
on Dec. 2, Samsung Electronics spent
22.3 trillion won (US$19.88 billion) on
its facilities as of the end of third quarter.
The figure is about 70.11 percent of the
31.8 trillion won (US$28.34 billion) set
aside for this year. By sector, semiconductor accounted for 17.87 trillion won
(US$15.92 billion), followed by display
with 2.43 trillion won (US$2.16 billion)
and other facilities with 2 trillion won
(US$1.78 billion).
LG Electronics has budgeted 4.78
trillion won (US$4.26 billion) in total
for investment this year. Of the total, the
company has executed 3.46 trillion won
(US$3.08 billion) or 72.35 percent so far.
LG Electronics spent the most on vehicle components. It invested 1.72 trillion
won (US$1.54 billion) in VC production
facilities and research and development
(R&D), followed by other infrastructure
investment, such as building, land and

mechanical equipment, with 1.46 trillion
won (US$1.3 billion), home appliance
& air solution (H&A) division with 1.17
trillion won (US$1.05 billion), home and
entertainment (H&E) division in charge
of TV business with 226.6 billion won
(US$201.96 million), mobile communications (MC) division in charge of cellphone business with 117.2 billion won
(US$104.46 million) and business to
business (B2B) with 82.4 billion won
(US$73.44 million).
Considering the two companies’
investment plans, there are still 30 percent of investments left in the fourth
quarter but it is still unclear whether
they will actually execute the investment. This is because they need to take
a conservative investment approach as
the global business environment is getting worse due to the fixation of slow
growth, rise in interest rates and aftermath of trade war between the United
States and China. The worst outlook
for the manufacturing industry is also
the burden with the largest amount of
investments having been executed in

Samsung Electronics and LG Electronics have still
about 30 percent of their investment budgets for this
year left unexecuted but it is still unclear whether they
will actually execute the remainder.

recent years. Therefore, companies are
mostly trying not to make the excessive
investment next year.
In particular, Samsung Electronics is
forecast to close its purse until the second half of next year when the market
conditions get better again as the semiconductor boom entered a downward
cycle in the fourth quarter.
During a Q4 earnings conference
call, Samsung Electronics said, “We will
push ahead with the extension of the
Pyeongtaek plant, which is part of this
year’s investment plans, as scheduled.
We are considering the conversion of the
line 16 of NAND production facilities
to DRAM, instead of utilization of the
upper level at the Pyeongtaek plant, next
year considering investment efficiency.”
In regard to next year’s investment
plans, LG Electronics said, “The future
investment plans by sector can be decided and vary depending on the confirmation of next year’s business plans.”

A Laptop with Tablet-style Conveniences

Convertible Laptops Gaining Popularity
in Notebook PC Market
By Michael Herh

I

n the Korean notebook PC market,
convertible laptops have become a
mainstay. A convertible laptop is one that
has both laptop and tablet functionality.
Convertibles are more powerful than tablets yet have more portable functionality
than traditional laptops.
The Pen series of Samsung Electron-
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ics is leading the trend by selling more
than 100,000 units in one year after its
launch. LG Electronics also plans to
make a foray into the convertible notebook market by adding a new lineup to
its Gram series.
Samsung Electronics had sold more
than 110,000 units of the Pen series in

Convertible laptops that are more powerful than tablets yet have more portable functionality than traditional laptops have become a mainstay in the Korean
notebook PC market.

Korea by the end of last month since
launching it in December of last year.
The company is expected to sell about

Industry

120,000 units by the end of this year.
This product features a mix of the
advantages of the Galaxy Note smartphone, a tablet PC and a laptop by tapping into the 'S Pen' for the Galaxy Note
series with a 360-degree rotation display
of a laptop. The Pen series has had its
presence felt in the fading laptop market
by shipping more than 100,000 units.
According to IDC Korea, shipments
of laptops to the Korean market stood
at 1.87 million units in the third quarter, down 7.2% from the previous year.

While shipments of laptops including
ultra-slim laptops shrank, convertible
laptop shipments grew 353 percent to
116,000 units from 26,000.
Samsung Electronics is expected
to launch a new Pen laptop model with
enhanced specifications this month.
LG Electronics, which has secured a
domestic fan base with the Gram series,
plans to take the wraps off a new convertible product this month and launch it
in January next year.
Best Buy, a U.S. home appliance

distributor, recently unveiled a 17-inch
model of the LG Gram series and convertible laptop “2-in-1” on its website
and later removed the page.
The Best Buy website showed a
17-inch 1.3kg Gram model featuring a
2560x1600 resolution display, an Intel
8G Core i7-8565U processor and a
16GB RAM and 19.5-hour battery life.
On the other hand, the new convertible laptop is expected to come with a
Wacom pen and a 360-degree rotation
display and weigh about 1kg.

A Bumpy Road Ahead for KDB

KDB Struggling
with Restructuring
of Big Ailing
Corporations
By Jung Suk-yee
Korea Development Bank (KDB) is facing difficulties in restrucuturing ailing companies amid unionized workers’
opposition to its plans and political pressures.

K

orea Development Bank (KDB)
is struggling with restructuring of
big ailing corporations put under its care.
For example, KDB should determine within this month whether to invest
US$375 million in GM Korea. Under a
normalization plan, GM Korea is supposed to receive US$750 million in investment from KDB on condition that it stays
in the South Korean market for 10 years to
come. Half of the money has already been
invested in the ailing carmaker.
KDB is in a dilemma now. At present, litigation is ongoing with the GM
headquarters over the proposed R&D
unit separation from GM Korea and, as
such, KDB is in no position to invest the
remaining amount. Still, delaying the
investment will constitute a breach of
contract, further tempting GM to withdraw from South Korea.
GM Korea held an extraordinary meeting of shareholders last month and decided
to separate its R&D unit. Then, KDB filed
for an injunction to nullify the decision.

KDB’s request was turned down at the first
trial, but KDB partially won the case at the
second trial. The appeal filed by GM Korea
is scheduled to be underway. “In principle,
we have to execute the remaining investment, yet we cannot ignore public opinions
against it,” KDB explained.
KDB is currently in charge of
restructuring of Hyundai Merchant
Marine, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering and Kumho Tire. Its restructuring processes for these companies are
not going well, either.
Hyundai Merchant Marine is likely
to face capital impairment next year
without government support and at least
six trillion won needs to be poured into
the company until 2020. KDB is criticizing Hyundai Merchant Marine for
employees’ moral hazard, yet the company is claiming that the number of its
employees is at the minimum required
level and the number was increased
against its own will during the recent
shipping industry restructuring that

forced it to absorb other companies’
employees. In addition, Hyundai is saying that KDB is currently controlling
its management with a shareholding of
13.13% and it makes no sense at all for
KDB to blame it for poor management.
When it comes to Kumho Tire, KDB
needs to prepare special measures as the
company has been in the red for seven
quarters in a row.
In the meantime, experts point out
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, which is the least viable among
the three largest South Korean shipbuilders, should be restructured so that the
shipbuilding industry of South Korea as
a whole can become more competitive,
and KDB’s dilemma lies in the fact that
Daewoo recently clinched a series of
large-scale contracts. “KDB is failing to
raise its voice amid unionized workers’
opposition to restructuring, political pressures, and so on, adding to concerns over
another waste of taxpayers’ money,” said
an industry insider.
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Hyundai Cars Win Top Safety Grade

Hyundai Motor Group’s 12
Models Chosen as Best Safety
Cars in U.S.
By Michael Herh

T

he Hyundai Motor Group had its cars proven safest in
the U.S.
According to the results of a collision test announced by
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) on Dec. 19
(local time), the Hyundai Motor Group listed the largest number
of models in the class of Top Safety Pick+ given to the safest
vehicles among global automakers.
The safety honor was given to Hyundai Motor Group’s
12 models -- the Avante (local name: Elantra), the Sonata, the
Kona, the Santa Fe, the Genesis G70, the Genesis G80 and the
Genesis G90 of Hyundai Motor and the K3 (local name Forte),
the Niro Hybrid, the Niro Plug-in Hybrid, the K5 (local name
Optima) and the Sorento of Kia Motors.
Also included in the group of the list were seven Subaru
models, three Benz models, two Toyota models, two BMW
models and one model each of Honda, Lexus, Mazda, and Acura
In particular, it was all the more meaningful as all Genesis

Hyundai Motor’s Sonata in a crash test arranged by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety (IIHS).

models –- the G70, the G80, and the G90 –- won the Top Safety
Pick+ grade.
Founded in 1959, the IIHS famous for the most stringent car
crash test in the US, announces the results of crash tests of hundreds of vehicles released annually.
Top Safety Pick+ is given to vehicles which recorded the
highest safety and Top Safety Pick to cars which received good
ratings.
This year, the IIHS conducted crash tests of models released
in 2018 and selected the top 30 vehicles that showed the highest
safety in all categories as Top Safety Pick+ winners.

Safest SUV in Europe

Hyundai’s Hydrogen Electric
Car Nexo Selected as 'Best'
Vehicle by Euro NCAP
By Jung Min-hee

H

yundai Motor announced on Dec. 13 that the Nexo, the
hydrogen electric car the company released this year,
has been selected as the “Best” vehicle of 2018 in the large offroad category of Euro New Car Assessment Program (NCAP),
Europe's safety assessment program for new vehicles.
Euro NCAP announced the best vehicle in each category on
Dec. 12. It selected Nexo in the large off-road category, Benz
A class in the small family car category, Lexus ES in the large
family cars and hybrid/electric car categories, respectively.
Each year, Euro NCAP selects the vehicles with the highest scores in the four categories of safety for adult passengers,
safety for child passengers, safety assistance system, and safety
for handicapped.
The Nexo became the world's first hydrogen electric car to
receive Euro NCAP's highest five-star rating in October and was
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Hyundai Motor’s hydrogen electric car Nexo has been selected as the “Best” vehicle
of 2018 in the “large off-road” category of Euro New Car Assessment Program
(NCAP).

recognized as the safest SUV in Europe this year. The model
received high marks in the front and side collision evaluation
for adult passenger safety assessments and also received a high
score in the child passenger safety category for its load limiter,
which is a device that prevents secondary injuries caused by seat
belt compression in the rear seat.
Euro NCAP is a European safety assessment program for
new vehicles established in 1997, and it has been testing safety
of vehicles sold in Europe and reporting results.

Ramping up Hydrogen Car Production

Hyundai Motor Group to Increase FCEV
Production in S. Korea
By Jung Min-hee

The construction of Hyundai Motor’s hydrogen fuel cell system manufacturing facilities is scheduled to end late next year.

T

he Hyundai Motor Group has
initiated the construction of
manufacturing facilities for
hydrogen fuel cell systems.
A groundbreaking ceremony was
held on Dec. 11 at the Hyundai Mobis
plant located in Chungju, North Chungcheong Province with the attendance of
more than 120 persons, including Minister of Trade, Industry and Energy Sung
Yun-mo and Hyundai Motor Group vice
chairman Chung Eui-sun.
The automotive group announced
during the ceremony that it would produce at least 500,000 fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEVs) a year in South Korea
by 2030.
The construction of the facilities is
scheduled to end late next year. Then,

Hyundai’s annual hydrogen fuel cell
system production capacity will increase
from 3,000 to 40,000 units in 2022. A
hydrogen fuel cell system, which is
comparable to an engine, generates electricity by combining hydrogen with oxygen in air.
According to Hyundai’s FCEV
Vision 2030, the group and its partner
companies will produce 500,000 or more
commercial and non-commercial FCEVs
a year in South Korea from 2030. To this
end, the group and the 124 partner firms
will invest 7.6 trillion won until 2030 in
R&D and facility expansion. This process is expected to create 51,000 jobs.
In 2019 and 2020, the group and its
partner firms will invest 300 billion won
to increase their annual FCEV produc-

tion capacity from 3,000 to 11,000. They
are expected to create 1,300 jobs during
the course. In 2022, the investment will
be increased to 1.5 trillion won for an
annual capacity of 40,000 vehicles. The
target figures for 2025 are 2.9 trillion
won and 130,000 vehicles.
The Hyundai Motor Group also
announced that it would be capable of
externally supplying 200,000 fuel cell
systems a year from 2030 and potential
clients include automakers wishing to
enter the hydrogen car market, shipbuilders, train manufacturers, forklift
manufacturers and power companies.
Hyundai is going to respond to the
demands by improving and diversifying
its fuel cell system for use in the Nexo
FCEV.
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Hidden Beneficiary of Korea-U.S. FTA

Toyota Taking Advantage
of KORUS FTA in S. Korea
By Jung Min-hee

Toyota Camry sold in South Korea from 2011 to September last year was from the United States to enjoy tariff benefits from the Korea-U.S. free trade agreement.

T

oyota Korea has been benefiting from the KORUS FTA
by selling U.S.-manufactured
cars in Korea. The Korean operation of
the Japanese carmaker shifts its tariff
savings to its headquarters in Japan.
Toyota Korea launched the Avalon
Hybrid sedan in South Korea last month.
According to industry sources, the tariff
exemption applied to that model is approximately 2.54 million won (US$2,280)
per unit. The model’s total taxable value
is about US$28,200. The model is manufactured in Kentucky and a zero tariff is
applied to it according to the KORUS
FTA, although an 8% tariff would be
applied if it was imported from Japan.
In the past, Toyota Korea used to
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release new models in South Korea by
importing vehicles from Japan. More
recently, however, it changed its policy
to enjoy tariff benefits. The seventhgeneration Toyota Camry sold in South
Korea from 2011 to September last year
was imported from the United States.
The sales volume was 4,115 units in
2016, leading to a tariff benefit of 8.2 billion won. Last year, it sold 3,523 units
and earned tariff savings of seven billion won. For reference, Toyota Korea’s
net profit was 35.5 billion won in 2017.
Amid criticism that it was taking advantage of the KORUS FTA, the company
began to import the eighth-generation
Camry from Japan in October last year.
However, the Avalon Hybrid is from the

U.S. again.
With the company’s tariff benefits
amounting to 20% of its annual net
profit, industry watchers are criticizing
Toyota Korea for profit transfer as well.
According to the Financial Supervisory
Service, Toyota Korea’s sales totaled
1.049 trillion won from April 2017 to
March 2018, up 22% from a year earlier,
and its current net income hit an all-time
high of 35.5 billion won during the same
period. The company paid the headquarters 31.5 billion won in dividends with
the only exception of four billion won in
deficit for the previous fiscal year. Toyota Korea was established in 2000 and
its dividend payout ratio has been 100%
with the only exception of 2009.

An inside view of Hyundai Motor’s plant in Russia.

H

yundai Motor and Kia
Motors are expected to
record the highest-ever market shares in emerging markets such as
Brazil, Russia, India and Mexico this
year.
According to the automobile industry on Dec. 2, Hyundai and Kia sold
1,101,215 units in the four major emerging markets of Brazil, Russia, India and
Mexico during the January-October
period of this year, up 9.8% from a year
before. Hyundai sold 824,545 units, up
6.8 percent from a year earlier while Kia
277,570 units, up 19.7 percent.
Accordingly, the two carmakers’
combined market share is expected to
reach a record high of 14.7% during the
January-October period of 2018. Their
combined market share in emerging
markets rose steadily from 9.4% in 2010
to 14.2% last year. The number of units
sold is expected to reach a record high
this year, eclipsing last year's.
Hyundai and Kia's sales in the four
emerging markets grew annually with
the construction of new factories in Russia in 2011, Brazil in 2012 and Mexico
in 2016, up over 70% from 708,507 in
2010 to 1,211,791 last year. Analysts
say that emerging markets will grow in

Strong in Emerging Markets

Hyundai-Kia Expected to
Chalk Up Highest-Ever
Market Share in
Emerging Markets
By Michael Herh

importance for Hyundai and Kia as the
two automakers have slumped in the US
and China markets in recent years.
The proportion of Hyundai and Kia's
sales in the four major emerging markets in their global total sales exceeded
10% for the first time by hitting 11.4%
in 2007. Since then, this percentage rose
steadily to 18.1% based on the cumulative total sales in the first ten month of
this year. One out of five cars sold by
Hyundai and Kia in the global market
was sold in these emerging markets.
Among these four countries, Hyundai and Kia held the highest share in

Russia. Hyundai and Kia's sales in Russia in the January-October period of
2018 grew 20.0% year on year to reach a
record high of 23.1%.
In Mexico, Kia's plant utilization
rate is expected to swell, leading the
Korean automaker to a 10% market
share for the first time this year. The
company already recorded a 10.4% market share during the January-October
period of this year. Kia Motors’s market share is expected to surpass 15%
in India where its factory will begin to
operate on a full scale in the second half
of next year.
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Preparing for One Year Later

Korean EV Battery
Manufacturers
Increasing
Investment in China
By Jung Min-hee

Korean electrical vehicle (EV) battery makers are
increasing investment in China as the Chinese government’s subsidies for EVs are scheduled to be
repealed in 2020.

S

outh Korea's three major electric
vehicle (EV) battery manufacturers -- Samsung SDI, LG Chem and
SK Innovation -- are setting up battery
manufacturing facilities in China, as the

Tough Competition with
Chinese and Japanese Makers

Korean EV Battery
Manufacturers
Losing Global
Market Share
By Jung Min-hee

S

outh Korean electric vehicle
(EV) battery manufacturers’
global market share is falling
amid competition with Japanese and Chinese companies.
According to SNE Research on Dec.
4, LG Chem and Samsung SDI ranked
fourth and sixth in the EV, plug-in hybrid
EV and hybrid EV battery shipments for
the first 10 months of this year, respectively. Both fell one notch compared to
the same period of last year.
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Chinese government’s subsidies for EVs
are scheduled to be repealed in 2020.
Samsung SDI is considering building an additional EV battery manufacturing plant with an area of 160,000 square
meters in Xi’an. According to industry
sources, the plant, which will have five
lines to produce 60 Ah batteries for use
in 400,000 vehicles, will cost 1.7 trillion
won (US$1.5 billion).
Samsung SDI is currently running
EV battery manufacturing facilities in
Ulsan of Korea, Xi’an and Hungary, producing 60,000, 30,000 and 50,000 units a
year, respectively. The company is anticipating that fair competition will be possible in China once the Chinese government’s subsidies are repealed.
The Chinese government has provided
the subsidies for EV producers since 2016.
At the same time, it has protected Chinese
EV battery manufacturers by ruling out
EVs equipped with batteries supplied by
South Korean companies. Under the circumstances, South Korean EV battery suppliers have had to struggle in the Chinese
EV market, which is estimated to be equiv-

This year’s top six consists of LG
Chem, Samsung SDI, CATL, BYD, Panasonic and AESC. The two South Korean
companies’ growth rates are much lower
than those of the two Chinese and two
Japanese suppliers. Panasonic posted
growth of 100.3% during the period,
when CATL, BYD and AESC grew
130.6%, 137.8% and 108.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, LG Chem’s and Samsung
SDI’s growth rates stood at 38.6% and
21.4%, respectively.
LG Chem’s total battery capacity was
5.2 GWh, up 38.6% from a year ago, yet
its growth rate was much lower than the
global market average, 80.8%. Samsung
SDI’s total battery capacity increased
21.4% to 2.3 GWh and it fell from fifth
to sixth in one year.
Panasonic topped the list for the second consecutive year. It posted a total
battery capacity of 15.3 GWh during
the period with a year-on-year growth
of 100.3%. Its global market share rose

alent to 50% of the global market in 2025.
LG Chem, which has the highest
market share in the South Korean EV
battery market, is moving swiftly ahead
of the abolition of the subsidies. The
company initiated the construction of
its second EV battery plant in Nanjing
last month and the initial operation of
the plant is scheduled for late next year.
The plant will produce at least 500,000
high-performance batteries a year for a
full-charge driving range of 320 km. LG
Chem is going to invest 2.1 trillion won
(US$1.9 billion) in the plant until 2023.
SK Innovation, a late starter in the
industry, posted a battery shipments
growth of 168.5% from January to October this year, outperforming both LG
Chem and Samsung SDI. SK Innovation
announced in October that it would build
lithium-ion battery separator and ceramiccoated separator manufacturing facilities
in Changzhou, Jiangsu. Also, SK Corporation, an investing holding company,
acquired shares from Wason, a Chinese
copper foil manufacturer, for approximately 270 billion won (US$243 million).

LG Chem and Samsung SDI ranked fourth and sixth
in electrical vehicle (EV) battery shipments for the first
10 months of this year.

from 21.4% to 23.7%, too. At present,
Tesla is purchasing EV batteries only
from Panasonic. They are planning to
build EV battery manufacturing facilities
in Shanghai.
CATL and BYD came in second and
third, respectively. CATL’s total capacity
rose from 5.7 GWh to 13.1 GWh and the
Chinese company’s market share rose 4.3
percentage points while BYD increased
its capacity to 8.0 GWh and LG Chem’s
and Samsung SDI’s market shares fell
2.4 and 1.8 percentage points.

Beating Chinese Shipbuilders

Korean Shipbuilders Win Back Top
Position in New Vessel Orders in 7 Years
By Michael Herh

Korean shipbuilders won 42% of the total global shipbuilding orders of 26 million CGTs from January to November this year, taking first place among countries around the
world.

S

outh Korea is almost assured
to take the first place in annual shipbuilding order receipts
this year, the first time in seven years.
According to Clarkson Research, a
British shipbuilding and shipping industry analysis agency, on Dec. 10, Korea
won orders of 10.9 million CGTs during
the period between January and November this year, which was 42% of the
global shipbuilding orders estimated at
26 million CGTs.
Korea has been performing well this
year, exceeding its annual order volume
of 10 million CGTs in September. China,
which had topped the world market by
the end of last year, has only received
a total of 8.74 million CGTs (34%) by

November.
Korea ranked first in 2011 in terms of
annual order volume, but was pushed to
second place by China for the sixth consecutive year from 2012 to last year.
In November, China posted the highest order volume by winning 1.53 million CGTs out of the world’s total of 2.11
million CGTs, but it was not enough to
catch up with Korea in terms of annual
order volume. Last month, Korea posted 300,000 CGTs (14%) in new order
receipts while Japan won 190,000 CGTs
(9%).
Clarkson analyzed that the global
shipbuilding industry was recovering.
Over the past three years, global shipbuilding orders in the January-Novem-

ber period steadily increased from 12
million CGTs in 2016, to 23.77 million
CGTs in 2017 (a year-on-year increase
of 98%) and further to 26 million
CGTs in 2018 (a year-on-year increase
of 9%).
Meanwhile, Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering (DSME) announced
that it signed an order contract to build
one liquefied natural gas (LNG) carrier
with Maran Gas Maritime, the largest
shipping company in Greece and a subsidiary of the Angelicoussis Group. With
this order, DSME received orders worth
about US$6.22 billion for a total of 43
vessels including 15 LNG tankers this
year, reaching 85% of the target (US$7.3
billion) for this year.
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Ethylene Price Sharply Falling

Does Falling Ethylene
Price Signal the
End of the Chemical
Industry Boom?
By Jung Min-hee

The international ethylene price has dropped to
US$841 per ton, which is taken by some analysts as
a signal that the three-year-long chemical industry
boom is coming to an end.

T

he price of ethylene has dipped
below US$900 per ton. Some
industry analysts take it as a signal that the
boom in the chemical industry that has continued for the past three years is coming to
an end. They say the industry is entering a
down cycle as South Korean, Chinese and

Industry Leaders Pledge to
Revitalize Local Economy

Korea’s Petrochemical
Industry to Invest 14.5
Tril. Won over Next
Five Years
By Jung Min-hee

The Korean petrochemical industry will invest 14.5
trillion won (US$13.06 billion) and create 1,685 jobs
over the next five years until 2023.
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American companies have been increasing
their supply of chemical products.
According to the Korea Petrochemical Industry Association, the international ethylene price reached US$841
per ton on Dec. 7, down 38% from a year
ago. During the same period, the price of
naphtha, a base material for ethylene, fell
from US$598 per ton to US$489 per ton.
In other words, chemical product manufacturers’ profits are about to fall a lot
as the prices of their products are falling
faster than that of the raw material.
This is because of an oversupply.
Japanese companies recently raised their
capacity utilization to 95.2% and Middle
Eastern and Southeast Asian companies
are supplying a large amount of ethylene to reduce their inventory. In South
Korea, Yeochun NCC and LG Chem
resumed their production in September
and November after regular maintenance,
respectively. In addition, American
companies located in and around Texas
resumed production after the Hurricane
Harvey that forced them to stop last year.
The global ethylene demand is likely
to keep falling for a while as American
ethane cracker plant operators are supply-

L

eaders of the Korean petrochemical industry have pledged to
invest 14.5 trillion won (US$13.06 billion) and create 1,685 jobs over the next
five years until 2023.
The chief executive officers from
eight petrochemical companies, including LG Chem, GS Ltd., GS Caltex Corp.,
Hyundai Chemical Co. and S-Oil Corp.,
announced the investment plan during a
conference with Sung Yoon-mo, minister
of trade, industry and energy, held at the
Yeosu Industrial Complex on Dec. 3.
LG Chem, the country’s top chemical
firm, signed an agreement on the same
day with South Jeolla Province and the
city of Yeosu to revitalize the local economy and promote mutual growth. A signing ceremony was held at the LG Chem’s
Hwachi plant in the Yeosu Industrial
Complex. The company will spend 2.6
trillion won (US$2.34 billion) to upgrade

ing polyethylene at low prices based on
ethane and this is leading to a decline in
the demand for ethylene, which is a raw
material for polyethylene. The ongoing
trade war between the U.S. and China is
affecting the demand as well. With the
international oil prices predicted to keep
falling, some companies are reducing
their chemical product purchase, accelerating the ethylene price decline.
No turnaround is in sight as of now.
In view of crude oil prices, the naphtha
price is unlikely to fall as much as the
ethylene price.
Meanwhile, the supply of ethylene
products is forecast to increase next year
based on supply from American ethane
cracker plant operators and Chinese
chemical companies. In addition, S-Oil is
planning to complete the construction of
its ethylene manufacturing facilities with
an annual capacity of 1.5 million tons in
2023 and Hyundai Oil Bank, GS Caltex
and LG Chem are planning to increase
their ethylene production as well. The
South Korean companies supplied 8.79
million tons of ethylene last year and the
amount is estimated to reach 12.88 million tons in 2023.

a naphtha cracking center (NCC) and
higher value-added polyolefine production facilities at its factory in Yeosu to
start mass production in the second half
of 2021. It has also promised to hire
some 300 workers, including local talent, and purchase locally manufactured
goods.
GS Caltex plans to invest 2.7 trillion
won (US$2.43 billion) in a mixed feed
cracker (MFC), which produces high
margin olefin products, in Yeosu and create 500 new jobs.
Hyundai Chemical will also invest
2.7 trillion won (US$2.43 billion) in its
heavy feed-based petrochemical complex
(HPC) in Daesan, South Chungcheong
Province, and hire 300 people.
In addition, S-Oil has promised to
invest 5 trillion won (US$4.5 billion) to
upgrade its NCC in Ulsan, South Gyeongsang Province, and create 400 jobs.

Promoting AI-based New Drug Development

Korean Gov’t to Build Integrated
Healthcare Support System
By Choi Moon-hee

The Korean government is planning to build a smart integrated healthcare development support system.

T

he Korean government is
planning to invest a total of
2.8 trillion won (US$2.5 billion) from 2020 to 2029 to build a smart
integrated medical device development
support system. In addition, it has decided to shorten the approval and authorization period for new drug development for
innovative pharmaceutical companies.
The Ministry of Health and Welfare
announced on Dec. 10 its Fourth Industrial Revolution-based healthcare development strategy, which includes such
plans above. The key tasks of this strategy are to operate a production and management trial system of healthcare big
data, develop new drugs using artificial
intelligence, build a smart clinical test
system, develop smart integrated medical
devices, and create an innovated health-

care industry ecosystem.
Under the strategy, the government will promote the Healthcare Big
Data Showcase project from next year
to 2021. The project will be carried out
by recruiting 300 people, including persons with no special health problems,
cancer survivors and subjects of lifestyle
improvement, and then analyzing the
health, medical, and genome data during the next year. Based on the collected
data, a standardization for integrated data
transmission management technology
will be created in 2020. In 2021, a fullfledged technology and service development and research will be conducted
using these achievements.
During the same period, another project called “AI Drug Development Platform Development” will also be carried

out. It is a project aimed at shortening
the development period of new drugs by
using AI to identify new drug candidates,
carry out pre-clinical tests, and intellectualize the drug monitoring system. The
government also plans to improve the
system by stage of clinical trials.
In addition, a full-period support system for the development of smart integrated medical devices will be established. In order to broaden the market for
domestic integrated medical devices, the
government plans to introduce a research
and development (R&D) program for
purchase, reflecting the demand for hospitals. In order to reflect the potential
value of innovative medical technology,
a pilot separate evaluation system for the
new medical technology evaluation system will also be operated.
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Going beyond Technology Exports

Korean Pharmaceutical Firms Urged to
Pursue Bold M&As to Become Global Players
By Choi Moon-hee

A

fter Japan’s Takeda Pharmaceutical Co. has jumped
up to be the world’s eighth
largest global pharmaceutical company
through a bold merger and acquisition
(M&A) strategy, there are growing calls
for domestic pharmaceutical firms to
consider an aggressive M&A strategy to
become truly global companies.
The South Korean pharmaceutical
industry has been inking a series of technology export deals with global pharmaceutical firms and entering the markets
in the United States and Europe from the
beginning of the year. However, some
point out that the industry will not be
able to secure the leadership in the global
drug market unless it accomplishes the
economy of scale through M&As.
According to industry sources on
Dec. 17, Japan’s number one drug-maker
Takeda Pharmaceutical recently held a
board meeting and its shareholders have
approved the takeover of Irish rare disease drug producer Shire Plc. With the
latest decision, Takeda Pharmaceutical
has become the world’s eighth largest
pharmaceutical firm with sales of 33 trillion won (US$29.16 billion), Last year,
it ranked 19th with sales of 17 trillion
won (US$15.02 billion). The company
has also become the first Japanese firm
to make it to the top 10 in the global
pharmaceutical market, which has been
dominated by multinational firms, mainly those from the U.S. and Europe.
Takeda Pharmaceutical acquired
Shire for about 65 trillion won
(US$57.45 billion) which was four times
higher than the company’s sales of 17
trillion won (US$15.02 billion) last year.
It is the largest takeover deal undertaken
by a Japanese firm and the second largest
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in the global pharmaceutical industry in
terms of price.
There have been pros and cons for
Takeda Pharmaceutical’s acquisition of
Shire after the M&A deal was signed in
May because it costs a lot. Some industry analysts acknowledged that the M&A
deal was necessary to gain supremacy
in the global drug market, while others
expressed concerns about the huge debt
burden. However, 88 percent of Takeda’s
shareholders voted in favor of the M&A
deal.
According to the Korea Pharmaceutical and Bio-Pharma Manufacturers Association (KPBMA), four Japanese companies – Takeda Pharmaceutical, Astellas Pharma Inc., Daiichi Sankyo Co. and
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co. – made the
top 25 global pharmaceutical firm list in
terms of sales last year. In addition, 18
Japanese firms ranked among the top 100
global drug-makers, while 11 Japanese
drugs are included among the top 100
drugs in the world in terms of sales.
On the other hand, South Korean
pharmaceutical and biotech companies rank low in the global market. The
nation’s largest pharmaceutical firm
Yuhan Corp. ranks among the top 80
in the world with estimated sales of 1.5
trillion won (US$1.33 billion) this year.
Celltrion Inc.'s first biosimilar Remsima
surpassed the 1 trillion won (US$883.78
million) mark in global sales last year for
the first time in the domestic industry but
it hasn’t made the top 100 list overall yet.
It means that the competitiveness gaps
between the South Korean and Japanese pharmaceutical industries are getting wider and wider even considering
the fact that the Japanese market is four
times larger than the South Korea’s.

There are growing calls for domestic pharmaceutical firms to consider an aggressive M&A strategy to
become global players.

Experts express concerns that domestic drug producers will eventually be
weeded out of the global market without
an aggressive M&A strategy, though they
have continued to show growth with the
achievements of technology exports and
entry into advanced markets this year. If
M&As with global pharmaceutical companies are a difficult goal to achieve for
now, they should consider M&As with
domestic firms first. However, even
M&As among domestic companies are
hard to achieve due to the closed management system led by owner families.
Kim Suk-kwan, head of the industrial innovation research division at the
Science and Technology Policy Institute
(STEPI), said, “As a Japanese drugmaker worth 80 trillion won (US$70.70
billion) has been bulking up through
an aggressive M&A strategy, Japan has
become the world’s third largest drug
market for a single country after the
U.S. and China. The domestic pharmaceutical industry needs to advance new
drug development with the aggressive
M&A strategy and invest funds secured
through new drugs in research and
development again, creating a virtuous
cycle, in order to secure the global competitiveness.”

The total output of the South Korea's biotech industry topped 10 trillion won (US$9 billion) in 2017 for the first time ever.

Led by Fast-growing Biomedicine Sector

Korea's Biotech Industry Output Topped
10 Tril. Won in 2017
By Choi Moon-hee

T

he total output of the South Korean biotech industry
topped 10 trillion won (US$9 billion) in 2017 for the
first time ever, led by the growth of the biomedicine
sector. The industry’s annual exports showed a year-on-year
growth of 11.2%.
According to the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, the
combined output of 984 biotech firms in South Korea reached
10.1264 trillion won (US$9.11 billion) in 2017. The figure represented an increase of 9.3% from a year ago. The industry’s
output has grown at an annual average of 7.8% for the past five
years.
The output of the biomedicine sector rose 9.5% year on year
and reached 3.8501 trillion won (US$3.46 billion). In that sector, therapeutic antibody and cytokine preparation production
totaled 1.2422 trillion won (US$1.11 billion) with year-on-year
growth of 31.9%, while blood product and vaccine production
rose 21.6% and 4.2% to 450 billion won (US$405 million) and
582.7 billion won (US$524 million), respectively.
The output of the bio-service sector jumped 39.3% to 813.6
billion won (US$732 million), led by consignment production

and agent services, which rose 64.3%, and bio-analysis, biodiagnosis and service exports, which grew 73.4%.
The biochemical and energy sector posted 1.4564 trillion
won (US$1.31billion), a 9.2% increase from a year ago. The
growth was led by bio-cosmetics exports.
Last year, exports from the biotech industry totaled 5.1497
trillion won (US$4.63 billion) with a year-on-year increase of
11.2%. The figures were 1.6456 trillion won (US$1.48 billion)
and 12.7% on the import side.
During the past five years, the industry’s employment grew
at an annual average of 4.8%. Specifically, the employment
totaled 44,269 as of last year, up 6.5% from a year ago. Those
with advanced degrees accounted for 25.3% of the total, much
higher than the average of all industries, 8.6%.
Last year, the total investment in the industry was 2.2162
trillion won (US$1.99 billion), up 8.1% from a year earlier.
R&D spending and facility investment rose 6.1% and 12.8%,
respectively. The number of companies in the industry investing
at least 50 billion won (US$45 million) in R&D rose from four
to seven.
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Insurance Business Act Unlikely to Be Revised This Year

Samsung Group Catches Breath
from Governance Reform Pressures
By Yoon Young-sil

The amendment to the Insurance Business Act pending in the National Assembly targets the 580 million shares
of Samsung Electronics Co., or a 7.92 percent stake, owned by Samsung Life Insurance Co.

A

s the pending amendment to the
Insurance Business Act, which
targets Samsung Group, is unlikely to be
passed by the end of this year, the group
now has time to catch its breath. In addition, government pressure for corporate
governance reform would be eased when
the court grants an injuncti=on filed by
Samsung BioLogics Co. to suspend the
execution of the SFC’s ruling. The first
hearing for the case will be held on Dec. 19.
According to the political community
on Dec. 2, the amendment to the Insurance Business Act initiated by Rep. Park
Yong-jin of the ruling Democratic Party
in July is unlikely to be passed before
the end of the year. The amendment has
targeted 580 million shares of Samsung
Electronics Co., or a 7.92 percent stake,
owned by Samsung Life Insurance Co.
It bans insurance firms from having a
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stake in an affiliate of more than 3 percent of its assets. The measure would
change accounting rules so that such
holdings would be valued at their current
price instead of their acquisition cost.
The amount of Samsung Life’s stake
in Samsung Electronics totals 500 billion won (US$449.24 million) based on
acquisition costs, which doesn’t surpass
3 percent of the insurer’s total assets, or
6.4 trillion won (US$5.75 billion), but
the figure goes up to 21.26 trillion won
(US$19.1 billion) based on market prices as of Nov. 30. In this case, Samsung
Life needs to sell off 14.86 trillion won
(US$13.35 billion) worth of its stake in
Samsung Electronics.
However, as the National Assembly
failed to meet the Dec. 2 legal deadline
for passing the administration’s 2019
budget bill, it cannot deal with other con-

tentious issues. In addition, the amendment to the insurance business law is not
one of the key bills that the ruling party
intends to pass during the regular session.
In particular, a senior staff director
of the National Policy Committee, which
is the standing committee, submitted a
negative review report on the bill at the
end of last month. The report pointed
out that the revision bill should be carefully reviewed as its intended purpose
to regulate shareholdings can be attained
through regulations at the time of acquisition. It also noted that a compulsory
sale of shares that have been legally
owned for a long period of time can violate the confidence protection principle
and infringe on property rights.
It said, “An insurance company
would be required to sell off its stockholdings worth about 16 trillion won
(US$14.38 billion). It needs to be
reviewed whether a grace period of five
years would be enough to ease the shocks
that the massive sales of stocks would
have on the domestic stock market.”
The Financial Services Commission
(FSC) also said in a report, “The impact
on multiple stakeholders, including
minority shareholders, and the protection
of investors’ confidence in regulations
need to be considered overall.”
However, Lee Hak-young, another
lawmaker of the Democratic Party who
has a similar inclination with Park,
recently proposed a revision to the law
on supervision of financial groups.
According to the proposal, financial
companies are required to sell off the
excess shareholdings when they hold
more than a 5 percent stake in non-financial companies.
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CJ Group Chairman Lee Jay-hyun speaks during the group’s global business strategy meeting held in Los
Angeles, California, on Dec. 13.

Strengthening Global Management

CJ Group Chairman Holds
Global Business Strategy
Meeting in U.S.
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he CJ Group announced on
Dec. 18 that group chairman
Lee Jay-hyun has recently
held a global business strategy meeting
in Los Angeles, California, and checked
out the current state of its global business
and medium- and long-term strategies.
At the meeting, Lee pointed out the
group’s sluggish global growth, saying, “We have achieved some results
in such areas as biotechnology, home
meal replacement (HMR), ENM drama,
but they are not enough to make the
CJ Group a truly global company.” He
urged officials to make a constant effort
to lead future trends and secure global
competence in order to make each of the
group's businesses number one in the
global market.”
The meeting was attended by some
50 executives including CJ Group vice
vhairman Park Keun-hee, CJ Corporation CEO Kim Hong-ki, CJ CheilJedang
CEO Shin Hyun-jae, CJ Logistics CEO

Park Keun-tae and CJ ENM CEO Heo
Min-hoi.
The CJ Group has pushed into three
markets in the Americas – the United
States, Brazil and Mexico – after China
and Vietnam and gained a foothold to
jump up to be a global leading firm in
the food, bio, logistics and culture sectors. Based on this, the group has been
showing a high growth mainly in the bio,
food and logistics business. It has been
recently accelerating business expansion,
including large M&A deals.
CJ Cheiljedang Corp., which shows a
rapid growth in sales every year with the
largest share in the US dumpling market, has set up a total of five production
bases in the US, such as L.A. and New
Jersey. The company is expanding its
market power by releasing a variety of
home meal replacement (HMR) products
after Bibigo Dumplings. In particular,
it acquired frozen food producer Kahiki Foods Inc. earlier this year and US-

based large frozen food firm Schwan’s
Co. recently. With the acquisitions, CJ
Cheiljedang has increased the number
of frozen food production bases to 22 in
the US, expanding its food production
and distribution base within the country.
The company is planning to accelerate
the spread of K-food in the US further
with its large products and brands based
on the leading-edge technology.
For the bio business, CJ Group also
took over Brazil’s Selecta S.A. in 2017.
It is focusing on boosting its market share
in the Americas and maintaining an overwhelming global market status by extending investment in facilities that produce
“threonine,” amino acid for livestock.
CJ Logistics Corp., which has
entered the market in 2006 and tried
to secure a logistics base early, recently acquired a 90 percent stake in US
logistics company DSC Logistics Inc.,
regularizing food logistics in the US.
Based on its differentiated logistics
competence, including the advanced
technology, engineering, system & solution (TES), the company is planning to
expand the influence as a leading smart
logistics firm further.
In addition, the CJ group is accelerating the expansion of its cultural business in the Americas. CJ CGV Co. inked
partnership deals with North American
top movie theater chain Regal Cinema
Inc. to export its own special screen technologies, such as ScreenX and 4DX. The
company will solidify its growth ground
by introducing its advanced cultureplex.
CJ ENM Co. has continued to hold
and spread KCON, the world’s largest K-culture festival which took place
in 2012 for the first time, targeting the
millennials in the U.S. and spreading
K-lifestyle. The company has recently
partnered with Hollywood’s leading
studios – Universal Studios and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer’s Inc. (MGM) to produce films in the US and opened a new
esports arena and studio with a floor area
of 1,000 pyeong to produce live events
and other esports content, focusing on
expanding global power through the US
market, the hub of the cultural industry in
the world.
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‘Global Insider’ Strategy Paying off

Number of SK Group’s Overseas
Affiliates Increases by 26 in One Year
By Yoon Young-sil

SK Group Chairman Chey Tae-won pushes for “deep change” in management.

T

he SK Group is speeding
up global business expansion. According to the business community on Dec. 5, the number
of overseas affiliates owned by the SK
Group grew by a whopping 26 in the past
year from 295 in the third quarter of last
year to 321 in the third quarter of this
year.
The group’s expansion in the memory chip sector is most noticeable. It
recently turned two overseas units of
SK Siltron, SK Siltron America and SK
Siltron Japan, into its subsidiaries. The
group also established SK Semiconductor Investments in Hong Kong in August.
The SK Group acquired a 51 percent
stake in LG Siltron from LG Corp. last
year and changed its name to SK Siltron. The company is considered one of
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the most successful investments made
by the group. SK Siltron has seen its
share value jump several folds over the
past year. It posted 281.9 billion won
(US$252.8 million) in cumulative operating profit until the third quarter of this
year, more than double the 132.7 billion
won (US$119 million) operating profit
earned last year.
The SK Group jointly established
foundry production factory Hystars
Semiconductor in China. The group
holds a 50.1 percent stake in Hystars
Semiconductor and the market value
amounts to approximately 82.7 billion
won (US$74.12 million). It is also considering setting up joint ventures with
foreign memory chip makers as it recently established SK Semiconductor Investments.

The group is rapidly expanding its
operations in the biotech market as well.
SK Biotek, a biologics contract manufacturing organization (CMO) under
the SK Group, set up its U.S. subsidiary SK Biotek USA in January. SK
Biotek bought a raw material medicine
production facility in Ireland from multinational pharmaceutical firm BristolMyers Squibb Company (BMS) in June
last year, promoting the bio sector as
the group’s post-semiconductor growth
engine.
NanoEnTek, an affiliate of the SK
Group, founded NanoEntek Bio-Technology in charge of sales of medical
devices and experimental equipment in
Beijing, China, this year, playing a part
in the group’s bio expansion strategy. As
NanoEnTek has the nanoscale bio technology, it is expected to create a synergy with SK Biopharmaceuticals, a new
medicine development subsidiary of the
SK Group, in the future.
In addition, the SK Group is making an aggressive move in Vietnam. The
group established SK Vietnam Investment, an investment subsidiary in Vietnam, in September, and acquired a 9.5
percent stake in Vietnamese food producer Masan Group. Making Masan
Group as a stepping-stone, the SK Group
is planning an acquisition and equity
investment in Vietnamese energy companies such as Petro Vietnam National
Oil and Gas Group (PVN) and Binh Son
Refining and Petrochemical (BSR). SK
Telink also founded SK Telink Vietnam
in Vietnam in October to secure a local
distribution network for used phone business.

Amid Concerns over Oversupply

Hanwha Sharpens Chemical
Business Competitiveness through
Massive Investment
By Jung Min-hee

T

he Hanwha Group is set to
additionally invest 530 billion won (US$478.99 million) to expand its chemical facilities.
The move comes amid growing concerns over an oversupply of petrochemical raw materials.
Hanwha Total Petrochemical Co.
announced on Dec. 4 that it has decided
to expand its Daesan integrated refining and petrochemical facility in South
Chungcheong Province. Accordingly, the
firm will increase its annual polypropylene (PP), ethylene and propylene capacity by nearly 400,000 tons, 150,000 tons
and 40,000 tons, respectively. The total
amount of investment is 530 billion won
(US$478.99 million) and the expansion
of the plant will be completed by the end

of 2020.
Hanwha Total will first invest 380
billion won (US$343.43 million) to
expand its PP plant producing high value-added products. When the expansion
is completed, the company’s PP capacity
will rise to 1.12 million tons per year, the
highest in the nation. The global PP market is expected to grow 5 percent a year
over the next five years.
Hanwha Total is also planning to
invest 150 billion won (US$135.56
million) in its naphtha cracking center
(NCC) to expand gas cracker. Based on
this, the company is forecast to additionally produce ethylene by 150,000 tons
and propylene by 40,000 tons per year.
Hanwha Total has continued to make
such an aggressive investment from last

Hanwha Total will additionally invest 530 billion won (US$478.99 million) to expand its chemical facilities.

year. The company decided to increase
its annual ethylene capacity by 310,000
tons, propylene by 130,000 tons and PP
by 400,000 tons last year with the investment of 900 billion won (US$813.38
million). With the latest investment
plans, a total of 1.43 trillion won
(US$1.29 billion) of investments will be
made in the Daesan plant by the end of
2020. Considering the fact that Hanwha
Total posted 1.46 trillion won (US$1.32
billion) in operating profit in 2016, the
company spent most of its annual operating profit on the expansion of the production facility.
Hanwha Total also plans to introduce
the smart factory system making use of
big data and the Internet of Things (IoT)
and strengthen the vertical integration
ranging from processing raw materials
to manufacturing finished products in a
bid to maximize the operation efficiency.
The synthetic resin production structure
will be reorganized to maximize production of high value added products so
that the company can expand its main
business from the basic chemical sector,
including styrene monomer (SM) and
para-xylene (PX), to the synthetic resin
sector.
With the latest investment, Hanwha
Total will be able to raise its status in the
group. Hanwha Total, which was incorporated into Hanwha Group through
the big deal between Hanwha and Samsung in 2015, saw its operating profit
surge from 795 billion won (US$718.48
million) in 2015 to 1.52 trillion won
(US$1.37 billion) last year, emerging
as one of the core subsidiaries in the
group.
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Desperate to Raise Funds

Kumho Asiana Group Seeking to
Improve Financial Structure of
Asiana Airlines
By Yoon Young-sil

The Kumho Asiana Group is in a desperate need to improve the financial structure of Asiana Airlines, its cash
cow.

T

he Kumho Asiana Group
is seeking to raise money
through aggressive initial
public offerings (IPOs) of its affiliates.
The group is desperate to improve the
financial structure of Asiana Airlines
Inc., its cash cow.
Asiana Airlines announced on
Dec. 4 that it raised 457 billion won
(US$413.01 million) of funds as of the
end of November to pay back its loans
for this year, including 417 billion won
(US$376.86 million) raised by issuing
asset-backed securities and 23.1 billion
won (US$20.88 million) from the sales
of the old shares following the IPO of its
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information and communication technology affiliate, Asiana IDT Inc.
The amount of Asiana Airlines’ debts
to come due at the end of the year totaled
2.1 trillion won (US$1.9 billion). Out
of it, the company paid back 1.8 trillion
won (US$1.63 billion) through the sale
of parent Kumho Asiana Group's headquarter building and a stake in affiliate
CJ Logistics Corp., and the issuance
of convertible bonds and asset-backed
securities. Accordingly, the amount of
Asiana Airlines’ loans came to 3.35 trillion won (US$3.03 billion) as of the end
of November, down 706 billion won
(US$638.05 million) from 4.06 trillion

won (US$3.67 billion) at the end of last
year. The amount of cash reserves stood
at 300 billion won (US$271.13 million)
over the same period.
Kumho Asiana Group is accelerating
IPOs of affiliate companies to improve
the group’s financial status. A case in
point is Asiana IDT which has been listed on the benchmark KOSPI market on
November 23. Due to lackluster demand,
the company’s shares were priced at
15,000 won (US$13.56), well below the
target range of 19,300 won to 24,100
won (US$17.44 to 21.78). The value
of Asiana IDT was 166.5 billion won
(US$150.47 million), only half of that
when the company first pushed ahead
with the IPO after all. Previously, SK
Lubricants Co. and HDC I-Service Co.,
the affiliates of conglomerates, decided
not to list their shares on the stock market when their book buildings failed to
meet pricing expectations. Park made an
opposite move and it shows his desperation for finance.
Kumho Asiana Group chairman Park
Sam-koo also seems to be considering
the IPO of its low-cost carrier Air Busan
Co. in the future. Air Busan submitted a
securities report to the Financial Supervisory Service on November 22 in order
to list its shares on the KOSPI market
within this year. The target range is 3,600
won to 4,000 won (US$3.25 to 3.62)
per share. The company plans to hold a
book building session for two days from
December 13 to 14 and set the price for
the offering. It will receive subscriptions
from December 18 to 19.

Division of SK Telecom Forecast

SK Telecom Seen Becoming an
Intermediate Holding Company
By Michael Herh

T

he SK Group is expected to
accelerate the establishment
of an intermediate holding
company which will be responsible for
its information and communication technology (ICT) business.
The SK Group is considering dividing SK Telecom into an intermediate
holding company (tentatively named SK
Tomorrow), which will be in charge of
the ICT Business Division, and a mobile
network operator (MNO) subsidiary.
The proposed intermediate holding
company will control SK Hynix, ADT
Caps, 11th Street and SK Broadband, as
well as the MNO, giving more power to
Park Chung-ho, president of SK Telecom.
According to the Korean business
world on Dec. 9, Park now takes charge
of the content and media sectors in addition to the telecommunication business
as he was recently appointed to double
as SK Broadband's president. On top of
that, Park has also assumed the chairmanship of the Global Growth Committee at the SK Group's Supex Council.
Accordingly, Park now exerts his influence on management more widely.
Industry watchers say that Chey
Tae-won, chairman of the SK Group,
gave Park an important duty in order to
establish the intermediate holding company. In August, Park announced plans
to establish the ICT intermediate holding
company at a closed-door IR conference
held on Jeju Island. In October, he also
disclosed his intention to establish the
intermediate holding company in a CEO
seminar of the SK Group.
A dominant view among experts is
that SK Telecom took into account the
establishment of the intermediate hold-

The SK Group is considering dividing SK Telecom into an intermediate holding company (tentatively named SK
Tomorrow) and a mobile network operator (MNO) subsidiary.

ing company when it recently announced
a restructuring plan. SK Telecom reorganized its business structure with a
focus on four major business divisions -MNO, Media, Security and Commerce.
These four business divisions overlap
exactly with the business areas of SK
Telecom, SK Broadband, ADT Caps and
11th Street, respectively, which are projected to be located under the planned
ICT intermediate holding company.
In addition, SK Telecom is speeding up the process of establishing the
ICT intermediate holding company by
spinning off the video platform service
Oksusu into a separate corporation, and
is planning to increase the size of digital
music store Groovers after changing its
name.
However, there are many hurdles to
clear in order to establish the intermediate holding company. First of all, it will
require funds. SK Telecom will have to
scale up its stake in SK Hynix to 30% or
more in accordance with the Fair Trade
Act, which will be revised in the future.

Currently, SK Telecom owns a 20.07%
stake in SK Hynix. To acquire an additional 10% stake, SK Telecom will need
about 4.8 trillion won. The mobile carrier has 2.7 trillion won in cash and cash
equivalents but has to spend about 2 trillion won on taking over ADT Caps and
using 5G frequencies in the fourth quarter of this year alone.
The company is likely to raise funds
by selling existing shares to the public
through the re-listing of telecom businesses under the intermediate holding
company. It is also a challenge to persuade existing shareholders who oppose
the establishment of the ICT intermediate
holding company.
"I understand that Chey is interested
in securing additional growth engines in
the ICT sector by adopting a business
model similar to Alphabet (Google's
holding company)," said an industry analyst. “The establishment of the ICT intermediate holding company will further
expand the SK Group's influence on the
domestic ICT sector.”
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Will He Turn Around Group's Slumping Fashion Business?

Kolon Group Chairman's Son and Heir
Apparent Put to a Severe Test
By Choi Moon-hee

W

Lee Kyu-ho, the son of Kolon Group
chairman Lee Woong-yeol, can win
recoginition for his managerial ability if
he turns around the group's slumping
fashion business
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hen Kolon Group chairman
Lee Woong-yeol announced
on Nov. 28 that he would
step down from all his posts within the group
on Jan. 1 next year, he put his son and heir
apparent Lee Kyu-ho to a severe test.
The junior Lee, 35, was appointed
as chief operating officer of Kolon Industries FnC at the group’s year-end personnel reshuffle. Now attention is focusing on
whether or not he can turn around the fashion business that has been mired in low
growth.
Kolon FnC's performance has been on
the downward trend since 2014 after peaking in 2013. Its sales dropped to 1.097 trillion won (US$969.9 million) last year following 1.249 trillion won in 2014, 1.152
trillion won in 2015, and 1.137 trillion won
in 2016.
Its operating profit also decreased from
62.7 billion won (US$55.4 million) in 2014,
59.8 billion won in 2015, and 55.1 billion
won in 2016 and 48.2 billion won last year.
The report card is also gloomy until the
third quarter of this year. Its accumulated
sales and operating profit for the first three
quarters of this year are only 692 billion
won and 15.3 billion won, respectively.
Notably, it reported an operating loss of
6.4 billion won and a profit ratio of minus
3.3% in the third quarter, which is a 51.5%
decrease compared to third quarter of last
year.
Kolon FnC is likely to fail to attain
annual sales of 1 trillion won for the first
time this year. Usually, the fourth quarter
results depend on the sales of high-priced
padding during the winter season, but this
year, the cold wave has been delayed from
the previous year, raising a red flag for the
company.

Against this backdrop, the chairman’s
son has been deployed as a relief pitcher
for Kolon FnC. He is expected to focus on
revitalizing the company by reviving its
brands. The company has decided to save
the SUECOMMA BONNIE, its shoes brand
that industry watchers predicted would be
abolished at the end of this year due to poor
performance.
Kolon FnC has selected actress Song
Hye-kyo as a model for the shoes brand in
the spring and summer season of next year.
The company is determined to boost the
popularity of the brand on the strength of the
hot actress, who assumed a leading role in a
TV drama that was recently begun.
The company has also started brand
renewal efforts for the Kolon Sports, which
is facing difficulties due to slumping outdoor markets in Korea, and the Head, an
aging sports brand, with young consumers
in mind.
Attention is focusing on whether Lee
will succeed in reviving Kolon FnC. He
joined Kolon Industries in 2012 and was
promoted to director of Kolon Global in
2014 and executive of Kolon Corp., the
holding company of the Kolon Group, in
2017.
Lee is credited with the rapid expansion
of Liberto Inc., the group’s house sharing
business unit. Established in January this
year, Liberto expanded its size by operating 24 share houses in major areas in Seoul
such as Yeouido, Cheongdam-dong and
Samsung-dong, within a year.
Lee has been put to another tough test.
If he successfully turns around the slumping
fashion business, which is a core business
of the group, he will win recognition for
his managerial ability and establish himself
firmly as the group’s next leader.

To Create an Integrated Logistics Firm

Lotte Group Merges Lotte Global
Logistics and Lotte Logistics
By Jung Min-hee

L

otte Global Logistics Co. and Lotte Logistics Co. announced on
Nov. 27 that they would be merged and launched as the Lotte
Group’s integrated logistics firm.
The two companies held a board meeting on the same day and decided
on the merger on March 1 next year. Lotte Global Logistics will remain
after the merger while Lotte Logistics will cease to exist. The ratio of the
merger will be 1:16.35 and the new name of the merged entity will be
announced later.
The group said, “Lotte Logistics has logistics infrastructure and operation expertise in various areas, such as distribution, food and manufacturing, in South Korea, while Lotte Global Logistics has strengths in both
rapidly growing delivery market and global business with networks in
12 countries around the world. Through the merger, we will be able to
provide one-stop services in the entire logistics area ranging from foreign
logistics to forwarding, domestic inland transportation, warehouse operation and last mile delivery.”
It also added, “We will strengthen our cost competitiveness and secure
financial soundness for qualitative growth by creating an integrated synergy, including the merger of bases at home and abroad, optimization of

Lotte Global Logistics and Lotte Logistics will be merged to create an
integrated logistics firm.

delivery networks and realization of the economy of
scale.”
The two companies are planning to establish
300 billion won (US$265.49 million) worth of mega
hub terminal to secure the competitive in logistics,
advance services and offer logistics services optimized
to the group’s ecommerce business division based on
the new merged entity to post 3 trillion won (US$2.65
billion) in sales. They will spur investment in “digital
transformation” making use of advanced technologies, such as chatbot and big data, and are considering
merger and acquisitions of companies in the region
that can create a synergy at the group level like Vietnam and Indonesia.

Preferring Change to Stability

Lotte Group Conducts Large-scale
Reshuffle of Executives
By Jung Min-hee

T

he Lotte Group carried out a large-scale reshuffle of executives on
Dec. 19, appointing new heads for its chemical and food business
units and promoting no less than 17 executives. Experts point out that the
reshuffle represents the group's first move to build a “New Lotte” since
chairman Shin Dong-bin returned to his position two months ago.
The reshuffle, which covered 30 subsidiaries in the chemical and food
sector, is characterized by a change of generation. Old leaders such as
chemical business unit head Heo Soo-yeong and food business unit head
Lee Jae-hyuk stepped down. Their posts were taken over by Lotte Chemical president Kim Kyo-hyun and Lotte Food president Lee Yeong-ho,
respectively.
A number of foreign and female members got a promotion as well. For
example, Lotte India managing director Milan Wahi has been promoted to
an executive position based on his accomplishments related to profitability
improvement. The number of female executives rose by four to 34.
A total of 27 members have been promoted to executive positions in

The Lotte Group carried out a large-scale reshuffle of executives on
Dec. 19, making its first move towards “New Lotte” since chairman
Shin Dong-bin returned to his position two months ago.

Lotte Chemical, which accounts for almost half of
the entire group’s operating profit. The number is 11
as for Lotte Confectionery, the origin of the group, as
in the case of Lotte Corporation, which incorporated
Lotte Chemical as its subsidiary in October this year.
“The reshuffle is not only to make the group
younger but also to give more chances to those who
have done well,” the group explained, adding, “The
new executives will accelerate the growth of our digital and global business and innovation for the upcoming decades.”
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A New Solution for AR Smart Glasses

Korea's AR Optics Startup
LetinAR Raises US$3.6m
in Series A Funding
By Kim Eun-jin

L

etinAR, a Korean startup
developing a new optical
solution for augmented reality (AR) smart glasses, recently raised
$3.6 million in Series A funding, led by
Kakao Ventures, Naver Corporation,
DSC Investment, Korea Asset Investment Securities, and Platinum Technology Investment.
LetinAR, a member company of the
K-ICT Born2Global Centre, develops
an optical system for AR smart glasses,
which plays the same role as smartphone
displays. The optical system consists of
LetinAR's self-developed "Pin Mirror
(PinMR) lens" and a microdisplay made
by external partners.
Current smart glasses manufacturers
such as Google, Microsoft, and Magic
Leap use traditional optical systems such
as half-mirror, diffractive optical elements (DOEs), and waveguides to build
the devices. Under-par performance of
those optical systems has hardly satisfied users and experts. The bulky body,
narrow field of view (FOV), complicated
manufacturing process, and inaccurate
color expression have long been a stumbling block for successful commercialization of AR smart glasses.
LetinAR's PinMR lens is set to
replace such displays. The company has
applied the so-called "pinhole effect" to
tiny mirrors and embedded them with
eyeglass lenses. Respective PinMR
reflects the light from a microdisplay and
guides the light into human pupils. Users
may view the virtual image from the
microdisplay as well as the image from
the real world at ease. Human eyes cannot detect the mirrors because the mirrors
are smaller than human pupils. Only the
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virtual image formed by the light reflected by those mirrors becomes visual.
With LetinAR PinMR lens, smart
glasses manufacturers can build smart
glasses worn like a pair of conventional
glasses. The simple structure of PinMR
lens module can facilitate mass production. PinMR lens shows up to 66% wider
virtual screen than the currently available optical systems while more accurately expressing colors -- an edge over
diffraction-based or refraction-based systems from competitors. PinMR lens can
also show a clear image without inducing
dizziness because it is able to extend the
depth of field (DOF) multiple times.
LetinAR plans to supply PinMR lens
as a complete module, which consists of
PinMR™ lens and a microdisplay from
external partners.
"We have developed PinMR technology, a new way to overcome the technical barriers that have long existed in
the AR industry. LetinAR PinMR optical solution boasts much more superior
performance than existing counterparts,"
said LetinAR CEO Jaehyeok Kim. "We
believe that PinMR lens will fundamentally change the way people communicate in the near term."
LetinAR successfully demonstrated
the potential of PinMR™ lens replacing
existing optical systems at the Consumer Electronics Show and Mobile World
Congress in 2018. In 2019, LetinAR is
set to demonstrate its mechanism and
showcase samples at the CES and MWC.
LetinAR will begin providing PinMR
lens samples next year, making it possible for smart glasses manufacturers to
evaluate the potential of using PinMR
lens for their own products.

LetinAR's self-developed "Pin Mirror (PinMR) lens"
shows up to 66% wider virtual screen than the currently available optical systems while more accurately expressing colors.

PinMR lens can also show a clear image without
inducing dizziness because it is able to extend the
depth of field (DOF) multiple times.

"Two biggest Korean internet companies investing a single hardware startup
is very unusual. We are thrilled to help
LetinAR bring their innovative product
to market," said Gi-Joon Kim, partner
of Kakao Ventures. "Several tech giants
have tried to build AR glasses. However,
due to the complicated optical system
they employ, no one has succeeded in
coming up with AR glasses with a look
of a pair of ordinary glasses. With an outstanding team of developers, LetinAR
has solved this problem and is ready to
completely transform this growing industry. We will fully support LetinAR growing into an industry leader."
With smaller form factor, larger field
of view, wider depth of field in addition to accurate color expression, LetinAR PinMR will be capable of replacing
existing optical systems for AR glasses.
LetinAR PinMR lens can be produced
with a simpler manufacturing process
than traditional optical systems. LetinAR
PinMRModule will be offered on orderbasis, and samples will be available for
purchase at https://letinar.com from next
year.
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An Innovative Neckband Camera from Korean Startup

FITT360, the World's First
Wearable 360-degree Camera,
Receives CES Innovation Award
for Two Consecutive Years

Award more than once at CES for the same product. I am very
pleased that FITT360's innovative value has been recognized at
the international level for two straight years."
LINKFLOW is a startup founded in 2016 and is a spin-off
of Samsung Electronics' C-Lab. It has received investments
from various prominent global companies, including Lotte
Accelerator and Samsung Venture Investment. After successful development of the FITT360's security industry model
(FITT360 SECURITY) in September, LINKFLOW recently
also entered the bodycam market.

By Kim Eun-jin

Med-tech Startup Debuts on Seoul Bourse

NEOFECT USA to Benefit from IPO
on KOSDAQ Market
By Kim Eun-jin

The world's first neckband wearable 360-degree camera, the "FITT360," which
was developed by Korean startup LINKFLOW, has received the coveted
Innovation Award at the Consumer Electronics Show for the second year in a row.

T

he world's first neckband wearable 360-degree camera, the "FITT360," which was developed by Korean
startup LINKFLOW, has received the CES Innovation Award
for the second year in a row.
The Consumer Electronics Show (CES), held each year in
Las Vegas, USA, is the world's largest IT trade show. It presents a coveted Innovation Award each year for technology,
design, and user value. After receiving the Innovation Award
in the digital imaging component at CES 2018, LINKFLOW, a
member company of the K-ICT Born2Global Centre, received
the same award in the same component at CES 2019 after
spending 12 months enhancing the product's usability with
added functions and technological development.
FITT360 is a camera that can be worn like a necklace, offering a much broader range of usability than existing 360-degree
cameras, most of which are in bar format. The marketability of
this revolutionary idea was recognized earlier this year in the
United States when approximately US$4.2 million in accumulated donations were collected via the crowdfunding platforms
Kickstarter and Indiegogo. Ahead of its official release next year,
LINKFLOW is currently collaborating with domestic and multinational companies on the FITT360. Such endeavors show that
the product's commercial value is already widely recognized.
LINKFLOW CEO Kim Yong-kuk said, "We understand
that it is very rare for a company to receive the Innovation

NEOFECT officials pose for a photo at Korea Exchange on Nov. 28 to mark the
company's IPO.

K

orean-American med-tech company NEOFECT has
officially begun trading on the KOSDAQ, securing
more than $17 million in funding. A member company of the
K-ICT Born2Global Centre, NEOFECT closed at 7,830 won on
Nov. 29, up 130 won from 7,700 won on the first day of trading.
The company had been valued at more than US$114 million.
The startup makes gamified rehabilitation solutions to help
stroke survivors and individuals with spinal cord injuries, musculoskeletal disorders, or neurological conditions.
The Korean IPO will propel NEOFECT's U.S. operations,
enabling the company to further expand its footprint in the U.S.
and help more people with neurological and musculoskeletal
injuries recover and improve their quality of life.
"The IPO will escalate manufacturing activities and expedite
our software development roadmap, including our proprietary
AI-based algorithms, so we can better meet the demands of an
aging population increasingly at risk for stroke and dementia,"
says Scott Kim, co-founder and CEO of NEOFECT USA. "At the
same time, it will enable us to ramp up our marketing efforts in
the United States, which is the biggest market for our business."
Over the past 18 months, NEOFECT expanded its direct-to-
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consumer market and has supported more than 700 consumers
using its at-home solutions.
NEOFECT's line of artificial intelligence and VR-like rehabilitation solutions, including its flagship product, the RAPAEL Smart Glove for Home, is used worldwide by individual
patients and clinical partners, like the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, NewYork-Presbyterian, the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, and Barrow Neurological Institute. The company recently branched out from rehabilitation solutions with
the development of the NeoMano, a robotic glove that helps
people with hand paralysis operate more independently.
The efficacy of NEOFECT's award-winning solutions have
been demonstrated by published studies in the Journal of Physical Therapy Science and the Journal of NeuroEngineering and
Rehabilitation, research conducted by Stanford and presented at
the American Academy of Neurology's annual event, and studies conducted by the National Rehabilitation Center in Korea.

12CM's echoss Stamp Platform Offers Diverse
Mobile Services

Philippines IT Firm Partners
with Korea's 12CM Inc. for
Mobile Convergence
By Kim Eun-jin

mobile-based loyalty marketing and commerce market via a
suite of propriety technologies including echoss Stamp.
With 12CM echoss Stamp service already available in 19
countries around the world, 12CM. Inc has now expanded its
services to 20 countries.
SMSGT is one of the largest and most trusted IT companies
in the Philippines. It focuses on providing innovative solutions
for wire and wireless operators in various fields including,
travel and tourism, accommodation, F&B and health care.
SMSGT has partnered up with 12CM Inc. to penetrate
the Philippines market through the Korean company's echoss
Stamp platform, which enables it to provide stamp card service and stamp rally service targeting the public. This will lead
SMSGT to become one of the leading mobile-first service and
solution providers in the Philippines, where research shows
more than 90% of the population owns a mobile phone and
about 1.8 billion SMS are being processed in a day.
IT conglomerates around the world, which have already
established a successful business in network and hardware
fields, are trying to expand their business into the mobile IT
industry. NESIC in Japan has finalized a network business and
extended it to the IT software industry by successfully carrying
out an echoss Stamp business in partnership with 12CM Inc.
for mobile convergence.
According to Kyung-taik Kim, director of 12CM JAPAN,
NESIC introduced echoss Stamp to the Japanese market in 2015,
and since then the technology has been adopted in various locations, including shopping centers, local governments, restaurants
and event venues, through services like point card, stamp rally,
and coupon authentications. As of 2018, about 10,000 echoss
Stamps have been commercialized throughout Japan.
SMSGT, a representative innovative solution provider in
the Philippines, expects to expand its business in mobile convergence soon by introducing 12CM's echoss Stamp services
and solutions.

AI skincare assistant LUMINI Wins Recognition

Echoss Stamp service provided by 12CM, a member company of the K-ICT
Born2Global Centre.

1

2CM Inc. (One-two-cee-em), a Korean startup that provides a variety O2O services via partnerships with a
variety of partners, has joined hands with SMS Global Technologies Inc. (SMSGT), the leading system integrator in the
Philippines, to reshape the Southeast Asian country's mobile
convergence landscape. 12CM. Inc. is a member company of
the K-ICT Born2Global Centre.
12CM GLOBAL PTE LTD, a subsidiary of 12CM. Inc., in
partnership with SMSGT, officially entered the Philippines for
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Korean Startup lululab Named
as CES 2019 Innovation
Awards Honoree
By Kim Eun-jin

l

ululab, a member company of the K-ICT Born2Global
Centre, wins the CES Innovation Awards in the biotech
sector ahead of CES 2019, the world's largest consumer electronics show, to be held in Las Vegas next January.
lululab is a spinoff company of C-Lab, Samsung Electronics' in-house venture program. The startup has developed the
AI skincare assistant LUMINI, the winner of this year's CES

Pitching Competition in China for Korean Startups

Hylium Industries Wins First Place at
‘K-Global@China 2018: Demo Day’
By Kim Eun-jin

lululab, a spinoff of Samsung Electronics' C-Lab, was
selected as the "Innovation Honoree" at CES 2019 for its
development of the AI skincare assistant LUMINI.

Innovation Awards. Based on AI technology,
the device scans and analyzes the user's skin
condition in only 10 seconds and recommends
the most suitable cosmetic products.
LUMINI quantifies skin condition based
on six criteria, including wrinkles, pores, skin
trouble, and melasma, which are the most
common skin problems, and recommends the
best solution. As in the healthcare industry,
which manages health based on scientific data
such as weight and blood sugar, LUMINI systematically manages the user's skin condition
based on skin-related data and helps the user
use that information to improve his or her
skin in the future. The device received high
acclaim and was selected as the winner in the
"Fitness, Sports, and Biotech" category.
Also, lululab was selected as one of the
"Winners of Cosmoprof Awards Asia" at COSMOPROF ASIA 2018, which was held in
Hong Kong last month.
lululab CEO Yongjoon Choe said, "LUMINI is the first AI technology-based beauty
solution that allows you to complete a skin
test in only 10 seconds by taking photos, without ever touching your skin. By collecting big
data on skin types related to ethnic origin, and
environment, we aim to transform LUMINI
into an AI solution that recommends customized lifestyles and foods for all kinds of users."
lululab plans to present a new product
lineup that enables the creation of smart beauty
stores based on AI technology at CES 2019's
High-Tech Retailing Pavilion. The company
said that its AI skincare assistant LUMINI will
provide customers with a new offline shopping
experience that includes everything from AI
skin analysis to product recommendation and
purchase.
The company's demo will take place at the
Las Vegas Convention Center, South Hall 3,
Booth 32000 from Jan. 8-11, 2019.

Hylium Industries, MEDI FUTURES, and Creative Bomb won first, second, and third place, respectively,
in K-Global@China 2018’s pitching competition.

S

everal member companies of the K-ICT Born2Global Centre were
recently recognized in China for their marketability.
Hylium Industries has received the highest score among the 17 Korean ICT
companies participating in the pitching competition at K-Global@China 2018,
which was held in Shenzhen this year. MEDI FUTURES took second place,
with third place going to Creative Bomb.
Hylium Industries is the first company in Korea to develop liquid hydrogenrelated technology. It produces products related to the storage and shipment of
liquid hydrogen.
This year’s pitching competition was part of K-Global@China 2018, a largescale event that is attended by Korean startups, local Chinese entrepreneurs,
VCs, and businessmen. Led by the Ministry of Science and ICT, the Korean delegation was comprised of Born2Global, KOTRA, NIPA, and KIC China.
A total of 17 Korean ICT companies participated in the pitching competition.
Those that were supported by Born2Global were MEDI FUTURES, VisualCamp, Innopresso, HAECHI LABS, IT & Basic, I-ON Communications, and
Hylium Industries.
These companies introduced and explained their exclusive technologies and
marketability to major Chinese VCs, angel investors, and startup incubators.
MEDI FUTURES received a high score for its leading position in the medical
industry based on its work in ultrasound/biotechnology. With a big data platform
that includes over 5,000 hospitals (plastic surgery clinics, dermatology clinics,
etc.), MEDI FUTURES is expected to easily expand its business into China.
Creative Bomb, known as the creative force behind “Pink Dolphin Boto,” also
gained significant attention for its AR technology-based smart educational content
for children, which is expected to be well-received by Chinese consumers.
Born2Global Chief Executive Director Kim Jongkap said, “The Korean
ICT companies, including our member companies, were well-received this year
for their outstanding technologies and local business potential. Going forward,
we will continue working to secure substantive business MOUs, contracts, and
investments for our member companies through matching based on thorough
analyses of Chinese investors and business partners as well as consistent communication tracking.”
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Core Technology for Semiconductor Energy
Efficiency

KETI Develops Solid-State
Mounting Technology for
SiC Semiconductors
By Michael Herh

power conversion modules that require more stringent durability, such as electric car, robot, and smart factory."
The research team developed this solid-state mounting
technology because the mounting material and method are
important for commercialization of SiC semiconductors.
SiC semiconductors show an energy loss that is 70% lower
than conventional Si semiconductors and are also considered
to be more energy efficient than other semiconductors. However, the mounting material used in conventional Si power
semiconductors is likely to turn into liquid at temperatures
above 300°C. To find a new technology, researchers tested
soldering, transition liquid mounting, and sinter mounting.
However, soldering is known to cause environmental problems by using lead, and the transition liquid mounting required
a long processing time. So far, research on sinter mounting
has attracted the most attention, but it also has a disadvantage
that defects often occur due to high temperatures and pressures
generated in the process.

SiC power conversion module prototypes made using a defect-free, pressure-free
and low-temperature solid-state mounting technology.

T

he Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI) has
developed a technology that can fully attach silicon
carbide (SiC) semiconductors to devices and components. SiC
semiconductors are one of the broadband gap semiconductors,
and they have become a core technology for improvement of
energy efficiency because they have higher thermal conductivity, lower resistance and higher withstand voltage than the
existing silicon (Si) semiconductors.
The KETI research team led by Dr. Oh Chul-min and Dr.
Hong Won-sik announced on Dec. 10 that they have developed a solid-state mounting technology of SiC power semiconductors using silver (Ag). Solid-state mounting means
that the material and the bonded body are attached together in
a solid state without melting. KETI, JMJKorea, and KAIST
cooperated for development of this technology.
The new solid-state mounting technology is characterized by low temperature adhesion, which reduces the thermal
deformation of the semiconductor module. Unlike normal
solid-state mounting technology, pressure is not applied to
the semiconductor module. This not only eliminates the need
for different pressurizing devices for each product, but also
reduces internal defects like voids that can increase the electrical and thermal resistance of semiconductors, leading to
the development of a highly trustable product. In addition,
SiC was made to stably operate at high-temperature by taking
advantage of the characteristics of silver, including high melting point, high heat conductivity and high electric conductivity.
Dr. Oh Chul-min from KETI said, "Since the performance
of the SiC semiconductor can be directly applied to the module through the newly developed pressure-free low-temperature process, we expect to see the technology applied to the
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An Efficient Way to Reduce Carbon Dioxide

Korean Researchers Develop
System That Produces
Hydrogen and Electricity by
Eliminating Carbon Dioxide
By Michael Herh

The Hybrid Na-CO2 System that can produce electricity and hydrogen by dissolving carbon dioxide in water.

R

esearchers at the Ulsan Institute of Science and Technology (UNIST) have developed a system that produces electricity and hydrogen while eliminating carbon dioxide, which is the main culprit of global warming.

Science & Technology

A research team led by Prof. Kim Kun-tae of the Energy
and Chemical Engineering Department announced on Dec. 10
that it has developed the 'Hybrid Na-CO2 System.'
The system is a cell system that dissolves carbon dioxide
in water and produces electricity and hydrogen.
Most of the carbon dioxide that humans emit is absorbed
into the sea and turns seawater into acidity.
The researchers focused on this phenomenon and came up
with the idea of melting carbon dioxide into water to induce an
electrochemical reaction.
If acidity increases, the number of protons increases,
which in turn increases the power to attract electrons, and if a
battery system is created based on this phenomenon, electricity can be produced by removing carbon dioxide.
The Hybrid Na-CO2 System, just like a fuel cell, consists of a cathode (sodium metal), separator (NASICON), and
anode (catalyst).
Unlike other batteries, catalysts are contained in water and
are connected by a lead wire to a cathode.
When carbon dioxide is injected into the water, the entire
reaction gets started, eliminating carbon dioxide and creating
electricity and hydrogen.
At this time, the conversion efficiency of carbon dioxide is
high at 50 percent.
In particular, this system has shown stability to the point
of operating for more than 1,000 hours without damage to
electrodes.
The system can be applied to remove carbon dioxide by
inducing voluntary chemical reactions.
"This research will lead to more derived research and will
be able to produce hydrogen and electricity more effectively
when electrolytes, separator, system design, and electrocatalysts are improved." said Professor Kim.
The study was published in the journal "IScience," a sister
journal of the journal Cell.

‘Tactile Internet Technology’

Korean Researchers
Develop 10x Faster Internet
Technology
By Kim Eun-jin

T

he Korea Electronics and Telecommunications
Research Institute (ETRI) announced on Nov. 27
that it has developed 25Gbps “tactile internet technology” by
improving 2.5Gbps of the maximum speed of the conventional
wired Internet by ten times.

The Korea Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) has
developed the time controlled-tactile optical access (TiC-TOC) technology that
can increase the speed of internet communication by 10 times compared to existing ones.

This technology enables data transmission in 0.001 seconds, which is the speed at which humans feel tactile, and it
allows downloading of 3 gigabyte (GB) movie in one second.
The industry expects that it is a new technology that will soon
open the “Tactile Internet Era.”
The technology, named "TiC-TOC," short for time controlled-tactile optical access, increases the speed of internet
and the number of communication channels by 10 times by
using the conventional fiber optics, enabling faster transmission of vast amounts of data. To achieve this speed, the
researchers implemented a “high-speed optical receiver module” that can accurately restore data signals with low optical
input power.
In addition, by adopting the “Media Access Control
(MAC) technology” that can process the traffic transmitted
to the optical fiber without delay, the researchers bundled the
TiC-TOC with the optical transmission and reception module
and built them into the line card as one board.
The research team explained that if the conventional Internet provided a shared speed over a single channel to each user,
this new technology can increase the number and speed of the
channels, allowing many people to use the faster Internet without slowdown.
The team successfully demonstrated the transmission of a
4K UHD video by applying the central-office local area network (CO-LAN) installed between Seoul and Daejeon. The
commercialization of TiC-TOC technology, which will open
the new era of tactile internet, is expected to be done next year.
Yang Sun-hee, director of ETRI Network Research Division, said, "Tactile Internet technology will be widely used in
high-definition 1-person media broadcasting and 4D entertainment industries, including virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR)." “In the future, we will develop a 50Gbps tactile
internet technology to introduce “intelligent optical access network” that provides ultra-4D, ultra-connected, and ultra-low
delay service intelligently."
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event
More Than a Shopping Event

Korea Grand Sale 2019 to Come
with Recommended Privileges
By Lee Song-hoon

T

he Visit Korea Committee
provides the Top 30 Recommended Privileges and Theme
Events during Korea Grand Sale 2019
scheduled for Jan. 17 to Feb. 28, 2019.
Next year’s Korea Grand Sale is
expected to come with various promotion
events and discount opportunities with
more airlines and lodging service providers taking part. For example, Jin Air
tickets will be discounted by up to 85%
and Jeju Air tickets will be discounted
by up to 80%. In addition, Vivaldi Park
and Daemyung Resort tickets will be
discounted by 60% to 75%, a 55% to
75% discount will be applied to Ramada
Encore Haeundae tickets, and Best Western Premier Seoul Garden Hotel will be
available at half price.
Also, buy one and get one free will
be available in seven K-Travel bus
routes (Daegu City, Gangwon Province,
North Gyeongsang Province, South
Jeolla Province, Chungcheong Province,
Changwon City and Ganghwa County).
These special offers are expected to

Tourists who visited Korea during Korea Grand Sale 2017.
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attract a large number of inbound tourists
this winter, leading to a regional tourism
boom.
The Korea Grand Sale celebrates
its 10th anniversary next year. Korea
Grand Sale 2019 is expected to be different from the previous events in many
respects. For instance, global free tour
activity platform KLOOK will join the
event as a promoter for special offers
and online shopping promotions will
be diversified at Kmall24, which is the
Korea International Trade Association’s
online mall for global shopping that has
been visited by customers in over 70
countries. K-Goods boxes and free airline tickets will be available there during
Korea Grand Sale 2019.
The upcoming event’s main theme is
the Tastes of Korea and various hands-on
events and promotions are scheduled to
be provided for foreigners. A total of 60
hotel restaurants accross the nation will
hold Korea Grand Tasting so inbound foreign tourists can get to know Korean cuisine better and the restaurants will invite

Korea Grand Sale 2019 poster

some tourists to present haute cuisine.
Daily tour programs focusing on old
restaurants and traditional liquor and
accompanied by famous chefs and liquor
masters have been prepared. Also, I Love
Hansik and O'ngo Food will provide
Korean cuisine cooking classes while the
South Korea Buddhist Culture Corporation presents an opportunity to experience Buddhist cuisine.
“Korea Grand Sale is a tourism event
for experiencing various sorts of Korean cuisine and the Hallyu rather than a
simple shopping event,” the Visit Korea
Committee explained, adding, “We will
run next year’s event so that more foreigners can have beautiful days during
the event period.”
More details are available on the official Korea Grand Sale website, www.
koreagrandsale.co.kr. More than 800
companies and businesses have completed their applications and application for
participation will continue.

EVENT

Experts to Discuss Future of Finance

Inside FinTech Conference to Be
Held Nov. 29-30 at KINTEX
By Yoon Young-sil

The Fourth Inside FinTech Conference held at KINTEX in 2017.

K

INTEX, an exhibition convention center in Goyang
City northwest of Seoul,
announced on Nov. 26 that it will hold
the 5th Inside FinTech Conference and
Expo from Nov. 29-30.
The event, jointly hosted by by KINTEX and Rising Media, a U.S. event
organizer, will be attended by some
2,000 international fintech experts.
The event will be composed of international conferences that will introduce
major fintech innovations in such fields
as blockchain, payments, e-commerce,
artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and cloud computing, and exhibitions

introducing 40 global companies.
On Nov. 29, 12 experts, including
Binance Labs director Benjamin Ramo,
and Standard Chartered Bank vice president Nam Ki-heung and Blockone partner Richard Chung, will speak on blockchain and simple payment services.
On Nov. 30 another group of 12
experts, including MediBlock co-founder
Lee Eun-sol, Ontology founder Jun Li,
and IBM vice president Park Se-yeol,
will discuss artificial intelligence and finthech.
For registration and more information, visit the conference website (www.
insidefintech.co.kr).
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Korean boy group BTS' annual production inducement effect is estimated at 4.14 trillion won (US$3.67 billion).

Economic Effects of BTS

K-pop Group BTS Induces Production
Worth 4 Tril. Won per Year
By Choi Moon-hee

K

-pop icon BTS, a seven-member boy group which
enjoys worldwide popularity, are worth more than
around 4 trillion won (US$3.54 billion) to the country's economy every year, according to a recent report.
The report titled “Economic Effects of BTS” was released
by Hyundai Research Institute (HRI) on Dec. 18. It said the boy
group's annual production inducement effect is estimated at 4.14
trillion won (US$3.67 billion). It also estimated that BTS generates 1.42 trillion won (US$1.26 billion) annually in added value.
The institute projected that 796,000 foreigners on average have visited South Korea for BTS-related reasons every
year since the group’s debut in 2013. BTS-related exports
have totaled US$1.12 billion (1.26 trillion won), including
US$233.98 million (264.28 billion won) in clothing and accessories, US$426.64 million (481.89 billion won) in cosmetics
and US$456.49 million (515.61 billion won) in foodstuffs, over
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the same period. In short, BTS is estimated to have been responsible for 7.6 percent of the 10.4 million foreign tourists who
visited the country last year and 1.7 percent of consumer exports
last year.
The HRI said it analyzed BTS’s contribution to the South
Korean economy since its debut in July 2013 by quantifying
the search volume in “Google Trend” and analyzing the impact
on the value chain over tourism and consumer exports context.
When the popularity of BTS increased by one point, the number
of foreign tourists went up by 0.45 point three months later,
exports of clothing and accessories by 0.18 point, cosmetics by
0.72 point and foodstuffs by 0.45 point in the same month.
The HRI expects that BTS will generate an economic value
of 41.86 trillion won (US$37.06 billion) and an added value of
14.3 trillion won (US$12.66 billion) for 10 years between 2014
and 2023 if the band continues to maintain its popularity.

